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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, APRIL 18, 1959

Price 15c

Murder-Suicide Bares Jinx On Meharry Class
ficer G. R. Balthrop, Roberts was woman advise police to go to 2009
had struck the class of '59.
In 1957, Miss Scott was slaini killed about 6 a.m. Saturday, April Albion to find a dead body.
Fate's finger did not beckon in '58. 4. Miss Jackson was seen on the The second call was to friends
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—Shock hung like a black curtain over the1pringBut now — two short months be- 1 campus at 7:30 a.m. At 8 o'clock to "say goodbye." Asked if Robgreened campus of Meharry Medical College this week.
fore graduation — Miss Jackson she phoned friends in the apart- erts was with her, she replied:
and Roberts were selected in des- ment above hers and asked for a "Yes and no."
Nurses in starched white attended sick, veteran doctors made their regustamp. She was seen leaving her
purchased a
Miss Jackson
tiny's lottery.
apartment at 8:30 in Roberts' car. stamp and mailed a letter to a
Why?
lar rounds and future physicians hunched over medical volumes as the unrelentA
few
minutes
before
nine
she
Police have
City
bank.
New
York
Police have their theory on the
ing hand of the clock moved farther and farther past midnight.
stopped in a service station near not been able to determine t h
latest murder-suicide. So do felAshland (7ity just outside N a s h- content as yet.
It was business as usual at
low students and friends. They are
vine. She made two phone calls. A few minutes later a witness
Meharry, but baffling ques- ment in Roberts' 1958 automobile.I ry with an electric shock on the
remarkably alike and boil down
One was to police headquarters. saw the car Miss Jackson w a a
to this:
tions cut jagged across the The latest entry in the class of morning of April 4, when Miss
The officer who answered heard a driving suddenly veer off t h •
Mehar-: Jackson of Greensboro. N. C. was
The flame-haired Miss Jackson
thoughts of the members of '59's ledger of tragedy hit
'brought into Hubbard hospital
highway and plunge down a 100and the brilliant Roberts were
the medical class of 1959 —
emergency room with fatal infoot embankment. When she arrivhaving an affair. They did little
juries received from the crash.
ed at Hubbard hospital she, like
less than two months away
to hide their clandestine romance.
Roberts, wore a .32 caliber bullet
Doctors noted a fresh .32 caliWitnesses report that Roberts was
from graduation.
wound.
bre gunshot wound in her left
a frequent visitor at Miss JackROBERTS
JACKSON
ANNA
VERNAL
M1STERY
shoulder.
"She died of injuries suffered
son's apartment On the night bein the wreck," officer Balthrtip
What mysterious fate has this
At about 1:20 p.m. the same day, Barbara. was momentarily ex- '59 pulled up the shade on their !fore Easter, Roberts accompanied
said.
oup of aspiring doctors who first
friends of Roberts found his nude pecting a second set of twins.
memories a little higher and saw her to the Alpha soiree,
*
et in 1956 to begin the arduous
body sprawled on the bedroom
"The gunshot wound definitely
Roberts' wife—who lived with
automatically I the face of former classmate
Meharry folk
trek through med school? Why
floor of Miss Jackson's ;•rartment flashed back to June 3, 1957 and George L. Atterbery, brilliant him in Nashville until two months
was not fatal."
has the gnarled finger of tragedy
at 2009 Albion. Jackson's lifeless recalled another attractive young student from Fairfield, Ala.
ago — was pregnant. This was
As Miss Jackson lay dying an
pointed at the Meharry class of '59
eyes stared blankly at the ceiling. woman, who was a member of the I They remembered being sad- generally known and frequently
the treatment table of the hailthree times in four years?
A .32 calibre bullet wound leered r medical class of 1959.
discussed
by
medical
student
dened in 1956 when Aterberry perpital in which she had gained all
up from his chest. A stethoscope' On that day, Lola Jean Scott!ished in a train wreck.
friends because Mrs. Roberts exWhy—with exams over and comher medical training, nurse Evelio
lay on the unmade bed. Police 22, t,f Atlanta, was shot to death; Working as a 'porter during the pected a multiple birth. The theory
mencement set for June 8—had
Veazy heard her say: "Where is
said Roberts died about 6 a.m. by Howard Earle, 26, also of At-1 summer months. Atterberry was is that Roberts sought to break
pretty red-haired Anna L. Jackhe? I did not mean to hurt him."
on that fateful Saturday and mark-,tante. Earle turned his .38 call-I making his last run before re- away from his love affair with
son gunned to death classmate
In a matter of hours she wee
ed up the two deaths as "murder bre Smith and Wesson in his own turning to school for the begin- Miss Jackson. This was more than
Vernal Joseph Roberts Jr. of Galdead. Anna Louise Jackson, 14,
and probable suicide.'
veston, Texas before shooting herand Vernal Joseph Roberts, jr . 27,
direction and blasted himself to ning of his sophomore year. A she could take. The rest is tragic
had fashioned their macabre comfast train rammed the rear of history.
self and taking her own life by
Somewhere in New York City at eternity. Motive: jealousy.
GEORGE ATTERBERRY
LOLA SCOW
mencement.
that very moment, Robert's wife, Dazed members of the class of Atterberry and the first tradegy According to chief homicide of.
hurtling down a 100-foot embank-

By L. F. PALMER, JR.
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Queen Anderson
Dies At Crump

Seek Cotton Makers' Jubilee Titles

Tell Meaning Of
Bickford Plans

ters in the history of Memphis
By BURLEIGN HINES
church life.
From childhood Miss Anderson
Bickford park home owners are rolling up their
possessed an unusual talent for
sleeves, opening their pocketbooks and preparing to give
singing. She was first introduced
to Dr. William H. Brewster by
their community a new coat of paint. For theirs is a projThomas H. Shelby, who is now
ect that is definitely not "on the house" but one in which
pianist for the National Baptist
the resident owners "pay their own way."
Convention, U.S.A., Inc., who was
at the One a young boy.
To them the urban renewal proj-1
ect slated for their„ area means his own home at 241 Caldwell and
After hearing her sing, he rusha better, more livable communitYi also a Duplex at 233 and 236 Cal&
ed to tell his pastor. Dr. Brewin which, with pride, they c a n well. Mr. Williams was busily
ster, "You ought to hear Q. C.
boast of doing the completed job cropping his grass when he told
sing."
ARTHUR F. MASON
KISS CLAUDINE HESTER
MRS. MINNIE JEAN TONEY
ROBERT D. THOMAS
themselves.
Dr. Brewster was impressed
the Tri-State Defender:
Under the Federal Housing Adwhen he heard her and for sevI think this Is a fine thing for
ministration's
Section
220,
home
eral years he sought to get her to
the people themselves to be able
can
borrow
owners
in
this
area
use her voice in religious work.
to work and fix up their property
loan
insured
money
and
have
the
When he succeeded in getting her
In the way that they see fit."
by the FHA. This money will perto try, she was amazingly success"This will certainly allow t h e
build,
rebuild
and
mit
them
to
ful.
neighborhood to accomplish someadd, to improve the : living and
The song on which she rode to
thing that will be wonderful for all
monetary value of their property. concerned. r haven't met
fame was one entitled, "I am
perAlready resident owners such as
Leaning and Depending on the
son in the block who is against
Mrs. Rosie Lee Carter, of 247 it.',
Lord," which was composed by
Caldwell, right in the heart of the
Rev. Brewster.
Oliver T. Westbrook, insurance
proposed rebuilding site, is clearOther Brewster-Anderson numFour well known 111emphians have sailed their hats Sweethearts club. Miss Hester, mapping final plans for the extravexecutive and a member of the
ing
away
debris
for
the
addition
president of the Artists and Mod- aganza. Jubilee headquarters are
bers were published later and inNorth Memphis Civic club Is an
into the ring as candidates for the titles of king and queen els
of a new fence. Mrs. Carter said: avid believer in the project.
club, is a member of Person at 393 Beale at.
cluded such songs as "How Far
Am I From Canaan?" God is Able of the 1959 Memphis Cotton Makers Jubilee. The week Avenue Baptist church. She is a "Miss Jubilect" for 1959 is Miss "I am really thrilled about the "I think the plan is one that Is
new plan and so is everyone else
and "Faith Moves Mountains."
talented model and dancer.
long celebration will kick off May 11.
Lois Williams, a lovely senior at
far ahead of the usual housing
In the neighborhood."
On last Nov. 30 Queen C. Anproject areas and certainly Is an
Contending for the queen's crown will be Mrs. Minnie President of the 1959 Jubilee is Booker T. Washington high school. CROPS
Frank T. Scott, assistant secre- An exquisite all - cotton wardrobe
derson Day WAB observed at the
advantage to the home owner,"
East Trigg Ave. Baptist church Jean Toney of 1444 Menegar at.,
tary of S. W. Qualls funeral home. part of her grand prize - will be Her views are echoed by Ed
810
where she was a member, and and Miss Claudine Hester of
church. An amateur singer, she is With Dr. R. Q. Venson, the cele- presented to her at a program at Williams, a neighbor who ownsl (See PLANS, Page 2)
Dr. Esther Smith gave the ad- S. Lauderdale at. Shooting for the affiliated with the South Side bration's founder, Mr. Scott is her school May 1.
the title of King are Arthur F. Mattdress.
Miss Williams and her court will
Funeral arrangements for Miss on of 2204 Chelsea and Robert D
ride a special float in the grand
Nicholas
at.
of
1384
.Thomas
Smith were incomplete at press
Jubilee parade and will lead all
Mr. Mason, known widely ai
time.
processions and parades during
"Streets", is funeral director for
the celebration.
the J. 0. Patterson funeral home,
The Wallace Brothers shows will
a member of the Church of God
occupy the Linden Street Park
in Christ. A former "prince" in
and playground and the midway
the Jubilee's junior department,
will again be one of the biggest
Mr. Mason is active as a memattractions. Also on tap are Sc
ber of the Hollywood - Hyde Park
Approximately 200 delegates from all parts of the lection of the senior royalty, corocivic league and the North Memfor
week
next
Memphis
arrive
in
nation ceremonies, coronation pacountry are expected to
phis Business league.
rade, the royal tea and the grand
Funeral services for an eightMr. Thomas, a radio announcer the 1959 board meeting of the National Convention of GooJubilee
parade.
year-old third grade Hamilton Oe- for WDIA, is married and the fathe eld at the Mt Pisgah
Choruses, Inc., to bh
mentary school student who was er of four children. Soloist in the pel Choirs and
HIM ALICE MORGAN
struck and killed early last week Olivet Choral ensemble, he is CME church at 2290 Park ave. April 21-24.
by an automobile as he was on sweetheart of Dior's social club Hosting the meet will be t he
''She's a fine young lady, an ex- the way home from school were
by
Among the outstanding personand of the Society Troubadors. Memphis Choral union headed
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
Rent student and a profound held here on Saturday night at the
The candidate is vice - president Atron J. Twigg of 985 N. Manas- alities and church laymen long population of the United States
inker."
St. Matthews Baptist church.
Conof
the
secretary
ConNational
is
He
with
the
sas
st.
connected
Notes
Blue
the
and reporter for
March 1 was 176,213,000 the
This is the appraisal of Miss
The young victim, who was social club. He is interested in yentions trustee board and board vention who will be in Memphis
o
Cnensus Bureau said TuesdaV.
Alice Marguerite Morgan by her t h Town
more
of directors.
will be Mrs. Artelia Hutchins, first
YMCA work.
Hamilton high school teacher. than 25 feet thru
Liss pe
warscaenn tinocvreera sm
e
000
Dr. Thomas Dorsey, national vice president, Detroit; Mrs. Myr- orTh
Mrs. Toney is a meeriber of the president of Chicato, will preside
Mrs. Juanita Brinkley, after Miss the air to land on
tie Crump, seereiery, St. Louis;
aof
rch
"64)
1 19
.T.
choir of St. Matthews Baptist at the sessions which will be at- Mrs. Marian Pairs, financial secMorgan took first prize in the 13th, the pavement of
annual essay contest sponsored by 1 East McLemore
tended by choir directors, choir retary, Chicago; Rev. D. M. Byrd,
the Advertising Club of Memphis.I ave., near Wilson
presidents and members of the chairman of the trustee board,
Ti,,, I.
Miss Morgan. who lives at 1327 st., was Oscar
many choral unions organized Buffalo, N. Y.; and Miss Sallie
Nest Week
Englewood, heat out 2,500 other LeBowen, son
throughout America.
i Martin, national organizer, Chicastudents with her entry, "How lot Mr. and Mrs.
One of the highlights of the go
Advertising Affects our Lives."IJoe Perry of 1268
According to Mr. Twigg, directboard meeting will be the report
Oscar
Bowen.
Williams
ave.
She received a $50 savings bond
of the Committee on Revision of or of the adult choir at New Satold
police
Witnesges
that
the
for her efforts, Mrs. Brinkley was
By-Laws and Constitution. Henry lem Baptist church, Tillman at.,
boy ran into the path of the autoawarded a $25 bond.
J. Carruthers, national treasurer Memphis is one of the favorite
driven by James T Wade,
of Chicago is the chairman of the meeting places of the musical orThe essay penned by the 16- mobile
st., but they were
Nelson
of
1775
committee.
ganization. It held its board meetyear-old Miss Morgan will be sub:
Reed
unable to state whether or not it
A major Item of discussion will ing here in 1944, and in 1953 the
mined for judging in a national u
was In a marked pedestrian lane.
be plans for the erection of a new sinnual convention was held at the
contest,
the
telling photo was shot by 'Frit
boy the ear
HELPING HAND Is given a
I After striking
national headquarters to be locat- Mt. Olive CME cathedral church.
"Hamilton high school is very I skidded 59 feet.
State Defender Photographer:,
Negro fireman by a white
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housed
central
part
will
be
somewhere
in
the
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ed
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necessary when there is a
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S. Main at, last week.
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Queen C. Anderson, one of the
most outstanding gospel singers in
e country, died here early Money morning at the E. H. Crump
Memorial hospital after an extended illness. She was 45 years
of age.
A native of Indianola, Miss., she
was reared in Cordova, Tenn, and
came to Memphis 30 years ago.
Her meteoric rise to national
fame as a gospel singer is considered one of the brightest chap-
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Cotton Makers' Jubilee
Kicks Off On May 11th

Working Together

Mt. Pisgah To Host
Gospel Music Confab

Rites Held For
Oscar Bowen,
8,Car Victim

Population Up Over '58

.:

Wanda Newborn
Tell why
"Dope won't
Drive Away
The Blues"

National
Library Week

Nat D. Williams

A
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SUBSTANDARD LIVING conditions such as the ones pie.
tured above (far left and far
right) in the Bickford park

area will be brought up to date
with the installation of t h e
Urban Renewal Project silied
uled for the sector. New hous-

ing projects like the one pictured above, center, will dot
the expansive area of the community once the city with its

affiliated planning committees
get to the task of rebuilding
the neighborhood. Home own•
era are taking this pilot pro'

met philosophically with a
wholehearted acceptance. Already home occupants in the
rebuilding site are cleaning

up, fixing up and preparing
for FHA insured loans that will
allow them to bring their section of Memphis up to par.

Only the full cooperation of
the city planners, coupled with
the home owners assistance,
can make a project like this

possible. Other cities have said
such a program cannot be
done. But Meniphians are set
on doing it.

pancy May 1. There is sufficient
space in the area to provide for
300 living units, including about
100 multiple dwelling apartment
units,
Mr. Westbrook said. It adds pride Joseph R. Ray, assistant to the
to the person who knows he has administrator of the Housing and
a chance to fix his home to raise Home Finance Agency here recentthe standard of his community," ly from Washington, D. D., said:
he added.
NONE DISPLACED
At a recent meeting of the "In order for the FHA, which
NMC club headed by Jame Walk- is a department of our organizaer the overall possibilities, meth- tion, to take part in such a proods and understanding of the pro- gram as this one, the cities must
gram was discussed.
almost swear to it that the disFrom that meeting came a trip placed persons mus be placed in
to the Memphis Department of a settlement. This is a must. "Al.
housing Improvement by club ready," he stated, "there are an
representatives to "get the ball additional 140 units being built for
rolling" on the inspection of the persons displaced by urban renew.
houses in the area to see just al activities here in Memphis i
addition to the thousands of corn
pleted units."
No one need worry about being
put out in the street, he added.
It was through the cooperation
of the city andf ederal government,
plus the added asistance of various loan companies and contractors that made this project feasible. It is a project to raise substandard or run down living quarters up the minimum city and
FHA reuirements.
Mr. Parker said every living
unit has to be equipped with a
sink and a commode.
LOT OF CALLS
Mr. Parker said recently that he
had got a lot of calls on the program, from loan companies and
interested home owners.
"This is a long term deal," he
MRS. ROSIE L. CARTER — "Go- said. "And we (meaning the city,
ing to get me a new fence."
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Plans

HOPES FOR MORE LAND
for Caldviell school are expressed by Felix Oswalt, assiseant
superintendent
of

schools. Mr. Oswalt said they
(school officials) would like to
see the land on which the
school stands increased by
five or six acres which would

make it cover nine or 10 acres.
Additional land would permit
us to enlarge the school when,
and if, necessary."

—

Legion Doing Fine Job YWCA Reports
Sponsoring Vaccines $380 Pledges

Paid Last Week

what has to be done. The InspecThe American Legion Auxiliary 'ciliary sponsor.
(ions, being conducted by the city,
to Autress Russell Post No. 27 is OTHERS
are going on at this writing.
sponsoring the Polio vaccines at
Mt. Pisgah - 92, Professor Sear- Pledges totaling $380 toward the
FIRST STEPS
?
the Negro schools, both in Mem- cy Harris, Principal Porter junior erection of the Sarah H. Brown
But inspections are just the first
phis and Shelby County. This is a high - 390, Prof. Melvin Conley branch of the YWCA at 1044 Miss
fledgling steps in this baby pilot
part of the community services, I principal: Mrs. Cooper E. Taylor blvd. were paid last week by 29
project. Next will come cona vital phase of Legion Auxiliary ,and Mrs. Calverta Ishmael, corn- individuals and ranged in amonuts
tractors, loan companies, discuswork.
!mustily representatives.
from five dollars to% 75. accordsions with FHA officials and the
The clinics are scheduled by the" Alonzo Locke -- 160, Mrs. Hazele ing to
a report received from the
final step of rehabilitation.
Foundation — Mrs. R. Q. Venson.I 0. Lewis, principal; Mrs. Warrie Vance Ave. branch of the YWCA.
As to the financing of the loans
Auxiliary chairman completes the! L. Duncan, president -- Parent Paying pledges in full were Mrs.
needed for most of the houses, the
contacts. .. delivers circulars and Teachers association; Mrs. Bell Alma Hobson, Mrs. Ceclia Colerates are the same as any other
has made personal appearances in Pettigrew, community representa- man,
Otho Sawyer, Miss Myrtle
FHA loan — five and a quarter
PROPOSED
the interest of the vaccines.
PROPOSED
tive.
Gentry, E. L. Washburn, Miss
PROJECT BOUNDARY
per cent plus one-half per cent
SCHOOL ADDITION
PARK ADDITION
A supporting role is being done 1 Melrose High School -- 205, Mr., Jim Ella Cotton, Mrs. Effie Flagg
mortgage insurance.
by presidents of Parent - Teacher I Floyd Campbell, principal: Mrs.,
Mrs. Beatrice J. Donaho, Mrs. FACE LIFTING IN SIGHT —
section
Loans will not only be issued
scheduled far urban
on the south by the south line
organizations and the Community' Branscomb, president - .Parent -• Sara Coleman, Mrs. Loretta Crut- For
the Bickford Park area
houses that have occupants but
renewal
on
is
bounded
on t h e
of lots facing Bickford and on
Service Committee of the Ameri- Teachers Association; Mrs. Bertha
cher and Mrs. Mary Brooks,
enclosed within the black borto persons showing interest in buynorth line of the lots facing on
the west by the east line of
can Legion Auxiliary to Post No. Estes, auxiliary representative.
I Also Mrs. Frankie Brown, Miss ders of the above map. The
ing into the rebuilding site. The
Cedar, on the east by the east
27.
lots facing North Second.
Dunne Street School -- 93, Mrs. I Sara Davis,
Mrs. Margaret Ed loans may be large enough to pay
line of lots facing on Seventh,
To date the number of vaccines Dovie R. Burnley,
principal...
I monds. Mrs Gertrude Edwards.
for the work involved in fixing
given eave been from the follow-, Mrs. Narcissus Jones.
Auxiliary Mrs. Martha Fant, Mrs. Mathis
up a place or large enough to
ing schools:
representative. Caldwell - 219, Mrs.
Gholston,
Mrs. Cora L. Glease.
. .
cover standing loans on the propDouglas — 99, J. D. Springer, H. W. McDaniel, principal.
Mrs. Mrs. Pearl Gordon, Mrs. Lundi,
CABONDALE,
Ill. — (UPI)— erty and still pay for renovation.
Principal; Mrs. Blondell Cross, Eddie Hayes, president - Parent Southern Illinois University Tuesand rs. Mildred Car
For the homes that will have to
president — Parent Teachers Teachers Association. Geeter -96, Campbell
ver.
day, reported a spring term en- be replaced, up to 97 per cent
Association; Mrs. Effie Satter- Mr. Joseph Falls, principal. Ford
rollment of 8,956 resident students, of FHA estimate or replactment
field and Miss Irene Gleeden, Au- Road - 153, Mr. Isiah Goodrich, Others were Mrs. Bernice Cal.
which represents a 17.2 per cent cost will be offered. Loans on one
Mrs. Bernice Spiceler. Mrs.
xiliary stsonsors. Collierville ele- principal; Mrs. Mary Ann Wrush- loway,
•'
increase over a year ago.
and two family houses can be as
mentary — 76, Mr, O. L. Armour, en, president - Parent - Teachers Emma Tom Johnson, Elton John..
high as $20,000 and repaid in up
son, Miss Addie Jackson, Mrs.
principal; Mr. R. Q. Venson, au- Association.
.11111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111
to 30 years.
June Griffin, Miss Jessie Gwynne
707 WHITES
SCHEDULE OF POLIO
and Mrs. Lula Halley.
VACCINE CLINICS
Who may get the loans?
It's no doubt that some of the
7 — 9:30 P. M.
WASHINGTON — NAACP Executive Secretary Roy
population, which includes an estiTHURSDAY, April 16
Wilkins
and other spokesmen representing organizations
LONDON — (UPI) — Garage
mated 707 whites and 1,691 NeSherwood — 3117 Venus
attendant Alfred Holmes has quite I affiliated with the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights
Bolton High, Hwy '79 to Ellen- groes will be out in the cold when
a vocabulary. When four bandits have joined in calling
it comes to getting a loan. But
dale to Brunswick rd.
upon Congress to reject the so-called
held him up early Tuesday he,
those (even the ones on social seSea Isle, 5220 Sea Isle rd.
civil
rights
bill
introduced
by
Majority
Leader
Lyndon
B.
swore at them so effectively they
curity) with sufficient incomes are
Sharpe, 3431 Sharpe rd.
ran off confused and empty hand- Johnson of Texas,
, eligible for FHA insured loans.
FRIDAY, April 17
Testifying before the subcomed.
Georgian Hills, 3930 LeWeir rd., Glynn Raby, jr., assistant chief
stuations, not merely in voting
mittee on constitutional rights of
underwriter for the FHA. said:
(Fresher)
cases.'
the Senate Judiciary Committee
West Side jr. high, 3347 Dawn "If a man has enough income to
The NAACP spokesman also
here, Mr. Wilkins declared that
pay
groceries and other bills and
dr. (Fresher)
struck at the contention of the
"it would be better to have no
pay the notes on the loan he probRiverview (c), 260 Joubert
Eisenhower Administration that
bill at all than to have the John- this
Walker avenue (c), 995 S. ably will be entitled to get the
section of the Douglas bill is
son bill.
Joan.,
'
Lauderdale
unnecessary, that there are now
; traffic fatality of the year. Doc- The Texan's proposal, he
said
As for the people not able to
MONDAY, April 20
'tors at John Gaston hospital said 'suggests that constitutional rights enough laws under which the Deget loans, they will be placed in
South Park, 1136 Getwell
partment of Justice can proceed,
that, he died of internal injuries. may he bargained away under
a
one of the new housing projects
Oaksille, Highway 78
Aside from his mother and step- so-called conciliation program." and that a law empowering initiaOakhaven, 3795 Bishop's bridge cropping up here and there in the
live action by the government
father, the boy is survived by two DOUGLAS BILL
district. One is nearing complemight aggravate the situation.
rd.
brothers, Conrad, five: and Per
Mr. Wilkins reiterated the NAtion and will be ready for occuMagnolia. 2601 Liverwell
Mr. Wilkins said the desegregacell, four, three sisters. Estelle, ACP endorsement of the
bill intro- tion picture had not improved
TUESDAY,
April 21
and,
two; Yvennie, one and Odessa, duced by Sen. Paul Douglas (D.,
in response to a question from
Peabody, 2086 Young ave.
two months and his grandpar- Ill.) which 'recognizes the
necessi- and Jean Toney of 1444
ldiewild,
1950
Linden
ave.
Menhar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Sandy :Malone, ty of supporting affirmatively
the at., and Miss Claedine
Lenox, 519 S. Edgewood st.
Hester of
of 714 Arkansas ave.
1954 ruling of the Supreme Court 810 S.
Carnes, 943 Lane ave.
Lauderdale st. Shooting for
The sermon at the funeral was in its Title VI authorizes the Be(D., Mo.), called the AdministraWEDNESDAY, April 22
delivered by Rev. H. H. Hrper. partment of Justice, on its
own lion's position "timorous."
Charjean, 2140 Charjeen rd.
Burial i..vas in the Wilkins Chap- initiative, to seek preventive
reProspect, 2300 Mississippi blvd.
el cemetery at Holly Springs, lief to protect the
constitutional
The famous Wrigley building
Pine Hills, 1987 Alice st.
Miss.
rights of eiTi7ens in all civil rights here is 32
Hamilton
stories and 398 feet in
(c), 147R Wilson st.
—
height.
•
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BICKFORD PARK URBAN RENEWAL AREA

NAACP Rejects
Rights' Bill

8,956 At SIU

A Swearing Shame

Rites

RECONDITIONED AND GUARANTEED
TV
SEE IT DOESN'T HURT says
little Miss Vickie Lynn Jones
as she takes her polio shot
from Miss Gull Singuefield, of
ekli the University of Tenn...
see school et nursing. The

polio shots were being administered at Hyde Park
school, one of several schools
being used to aecomodate the
wise people taking shots.

SETS - - $29.95 UP
TV Service Calls - • - $2.50
E-Z TERMS ON SHOP REPAIRS

HOUSE OF CHROME 133 N. MAIN
CALL JA. 5-6678
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BEREAVED
Solve the problem of contacting scores of friends right
away with a notic• in the Tri-State Defender Death
Notices Column. For details, call

TRI-STATE DEFENC 3
238 So. Wellington
JA. 6-8397

When you sre in the hospital for
Sickness or Accident you can receive up to this amount—and it's
yours to use as you see fitl NO
AGENT WILL CALL For
FREE derails write: Crown Life
Insurance Co. of Illinois, 203 N.
Nrshs<11 Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.
Dept. N.91
Offer Expires le 10 Days

ED WILLIAMS — "The cornmeal.
ty is real proud . . ."
FHA, bankers, loan companies and
contractors in agreement with the
program) will have to have more
meetings, with the people and
among ourselves. But we don't
want to start pushing."
Indications are strong in the
community that no pushing will 1.
necessary.

43 Vet Organizations
To Meet In Capital
Representatives of 43 major voluntary organizations from across
the nation will gather here April
13-15 for the 21st meeting of the
Veterans Administration Voluntary
Service National Advisory Committee.
Main emphasis of the conference, at the Sheraton - Carlton
hotel, will be on evaluation of the
effectiveness of the participating
organizations and the VA in carrying out their managemeht responsibilities in connection with
the VA Voluntary Service
(VAVS)
program.

IF YOU
CAN FIND A
BETTER
BOURBON
BUY ITI
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INDEPENDENT SOCIAL club
gets together to work on plans
for its first talent show to be
staged at the Abe Scharff
YMCA April 30. Left to right
first row are Sammy White,
Isaac Young. president; Robert Wallace, Edward Irby,
Charles Banks and Zola P.
Burse. Second row left to right

1TSC Spring Festival
Blasts Off April 19

are Houston Mullens, Cleveland Cox, Bobby Collins, Myron Brown, Harold Middle-

guest speaker for the Woman's
Day services at Warner Teniple
AME Zion church, Williams liVe
at Mississippi blvd. Sunday. April
It at 3:15 p. in
Mrs. Adams is president of the
City Federation of Colored
Women's clubs; the senior choir
of Collins Chapel CME church
and the Council of Negro Women,
vice president of the board of
managers of Vance Avenue YWCA
and the Women's Federated Clubs
of Tennessee; secretary of the!
Bluff City Medical auxiliary, and
chairman of the Legislative Committee of the Tennessee ParentTeacher association.
She received B. A. from LeMoyne college; and is a member
of Sigma Gamma Rho sorority.
Committee chairmen include
Mrs. Mary E. Murphy, chairman;
Mrs. Vilirie Fifer, co-chairman;
brooks and Larry Matthews. Miss Annie Hess. program, Mrs.
The little one is Dorothy Malissie Montgomery, finance;
Mrs. Thelma O'Bannan, publicity;
Louise Jones,
Miss Margaret Wall, decorations;
Mrs. Iola Bramlett, dinner; Mrs.
Melzoni Killibrew, partons; and
Mrs. Anna Firer, telephone.
The public is invited to attend.
Rev. L. W. Rasberry is the pastor of Warner Temple.

Lester Guild Presents
Second AnnualProgram Illinois Vets

The Players Guild of Lester ter. The role of Pottle Paine was a
high schoo presented its second scene - stealing portrayal by Leannual production, a three - act lia Ruth Myers, star of the guild's
production, "Lights Illinois veterans and their fain•
The annual Spring Arts Festi- fare entitled "Aunt Samanthy last year
ithen received a tote o. $235.162,val at Tougloo Southern Christian Rules the Roost," in the school Out."
619 in cash beneits and services
college will open Sunday. April auditorium on last Friday eve- The play, attended by a capacity
during
fiscal year 1958, the Vetard university, Dr. Armen G. Ev- 19, with its several events contincrowd, was directed by I. E. Spilerans Administration announced
ans of Cleveland, and the deans uing until Sunday, April 26, 1959. ning.
Starring In the comedy was Ir-, lers of the social science departof Howard and Meharry medical,The theme of the occasion is "CulWednesday:
Lollies, outstanding junior,' ment, who serves as director of
schools got together to plan and' tural Communications in a World lean,
Actual distribution of this sum
the title role. Return- the Players Guild. He was con- is
played
who
launch the new program.
outlined in the 1958 Annual ReCommunity."
ing for the second year as featur• gratulated on the
port of the VA, now on sale at
The program started in 1949 and- Library Week, which immediateed players were Jo Ann Ward, successful production by the prin-,the Government Printing Office,
sought, through an expanded teach- . ly precedes the Spring Arts FestiLelia Ruth Myers, Anna Marie cipal, Prof. A. B. Bland, after the!Washington, D. C.
ing clinic, to keep the growing ' val, will bring the theme to a foBlakemore, Wilis Wright, Willie B. performance.
number of physicians who attend- cus in chapel addresses.
Bullock and R. B. Jackson. New- Understudies for the "Aunt Saed the annual meetings abreast
In the Spring Arts festival there
Alene Bromley, Ar. manthy" cast were Mae Evelyn
of the latest and best in medicine will be not only local but inter- comers were
Sue Myers, Willie Ryam and Johnson, president of the guild and
and surgery.
national participation, with empha• die
student director; Augusta Cage,
Clyde Exum.
Set-% ices were held recently for
The program has had the en- sin- on the great American cultural
The farce was about a man- Eunice Trotter, Bertha hields, the late Mrs. Sendy
Holloway, of
couragement and support of both heritage and the importance that
eccentric old maid who Earnestine Prewitt, Earlene Smith
hating
1330 Kennedy. Mrs. Holloway died
the Medical college of Alabama it assumes today.
all the suitors Barbara Morris, Harold Coston,
away
frightened
,
The entire festival is designed
suddenly in her home. The funeral
in Birmingham and Emory univertwo pieces. All of this Robert Boothe, Leonzie Strother,
sity School of Medicine in Atlanta. to be informing and entertaining, from her
the old Wendell Coward and Willie Hayes.
bridging time and touching for- changed, however, when
was trick- ASSMCIATE DIRECTORS
gotten places, aiming to make one maid, Aunt Samanthy,
guild
more aware that art is an essential ed into swallowing a "love pow- Associate directors of the
Holmes, Mrs,(',. K.
ingredient of living and that it is der' by Pollie Ptiine, her maid. are Mrs. E. T.
Tardy, and P. W. Washington of
drawn from the four corners of the STEALS SCENE
As soon as the powerful potion the faculty. The setting for the
earth.
begin to work, Aunt Samanthy let play was created by Henry PitWashington sources report a down the bars and the results sent cher and Mr. Washington, art
the audience into Imwls of laugh- instructor.
TOKYO — (UPI) — Traffic world scarsity of cobait.
was tied up at a busy intersection Monday for more than an
hour while police and shopkeepers rounded up 17 squealing pigs turned loose when the
truck in which they were being transported collided
with
another vehicle.

Reap Benefits

TUSKEGEE, Ala. — Doctors
and dentists from all over the
nation are on the campus of Tus[A, which
kegee institute this week for the
org anizaforty-ninth annual meeting of the
ch a pro.
John A. Andrew clinical siciety,
ties must
which will last through Friday
the dismorning, April 17.
placed in
The clinic is an integral part
nust. "Aiof the Tuskegee tradition of meanre are an
ingful service to the larger com3 built for
munity. Back of these 47 years of
an renew0
rvice was the pioneer efforts of
?mphis i
oker T. Washington and t h e
s.
of cont
edical director of the John A.
Andrew hospital, the late Dr. John
rout being
Andrew Kenney, who realized the
he added.
limitations of the doctors of that
ooperation
early era and sought to provide
an opportunity for the mutual exvernment,
change of advanced information
e of var.
and clinical techniques.
I contracFor a period of more than 20
lect feasiyears the clinic was a mecca to
raise sub.. .
the diseased and the infirm. Phyving guarsicians would "save up" their difcity and
ficult cases to bring to the John
A. Andrew clinic.
>ry living
With the advance in training
d with a
and facilities for the proper care
and treatment of patients in the
area served by the clinic, it beily that he
came unnecessary to save the difii the proficult cases until clinic time.
anies and
It was then that a group of physicians, led by Dr. Eugene Dibble,
deal," he
the late Charles R. Drew of How. 41111111111111111111111111111111111111161111111111111111111111111111111
; the city,
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Capleville Gives Tea
The Parent-Teacher association
of Capleville junior high school
will present its annual Spring Tea
Sunday, April 19, from 4 to 6
I
p. m. in the school cafeteria.
A program featuring local talent
will highlight the event.

JA 6-8987
(Corner 5th)
• 261 Chelsea
•
ir.4•••••••••••••••••-•••••••••.

LESTER PLAYERS presented their second annual production last Friday afternoon
In the high school gym entitled "Aunt Semanthy Rules
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with the
ave more
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we don't
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Starts Thursday!
April 16
One Big Week

TRUE! AUTHENTIC! FEARLESSLY TOLD!

LIFE AND CRIMES
OF THE NO.1
UNDERWORLD KING
OF ALL TIME!

Brinks Case Cracked
By Negro Cop: Ebony

IF YOU CAN FIND
A BETTER BOURBON
... BUY IT!

'7,41tatient

TV REPAIR SERVICE

•

committal.

bedroom for children. The contribution was made by friends
of the late Charles (Swayback)
Wilson who was a pioneer in
the field of institutional group
care for Negro children in this
area and the founder of the
Charles Wilson Home for ('hildren, no longer in existence.

Mrs. Sendy Holloway
Buried In Como, Miss.

• AUTO SUPPLY CO. :
•
• Auto Parts

REC. S. A. OWEN, pastor of
Metropolitan Baptist church
presents a 6200 check to Mrs.
Mildred T. Heard, executive
director of Goodwill Homes
for Children. Inc. The funds
are to be used for the purchase of furniture for a single

The $2,775,000 Brink's Robbery lodged in a Boston prison on
in Boston, most spectacular crime charges of attempted murder and
of the century, was cracked by a carrying a machine gun.
After 24 hours grilling by WilNegro who rose to the second
highest rank in the Boston police son, according to Ebony, Burke
department before his death, Eb- confessed attempting to ambush
ony Magazine reveals exclusively O'Keefe as the link providing police with facts on the Brink's
in its May issue.
The lawman was Deputy Police ease. Then Wilson went to work
Superintendent Francis (Frank) on O'Keefe, quizzing him an esG. Wilson, whose full role is still timated 40 times for specific inforshrouded in secrecy because the mation on the case.
men convicted for the .lanuary 17, Finishing the investigation is
1950 robbery are appealing to thee'the thing that helped kill him last
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial December. Close companions declare that he worked himself 10
death.
However,
an in an article entitled
Man Who Cracked t h
Brink's Case" Ebony says that the
big break caine two years after
the heist. Two of the suspected
robbers, Stanley Gusciora and
"Specs" O'Keefe were in jail in
Pennsylvania serving time for
crimes not connected with the
Brink's job.
Wilson, cooperating with the
FBI, flew to Pennsylvania to interrogate both men.
Later, when O'Keefe was temporarily freed pending an appeal,
he returned to Boston and fought
a grin battle with Elmer "Trigger"
THE MILDER BOURBON
Burke. Thien ws urinndgerdie d O'mKaesesfe,
Straight Bourbon WhIshey .65
Kentucky
HOLLOWAV
SENDY
MRS
was jailed
Springfield
90 Proof•;Ancient Age DM.Co.,Frankf ort, Ky.
as a parole violator. Burke was
Chapel
Howard
was held at the
CME church of Como, Miss,
Mrs. Holloway was long time
follower in the Pilgrim Rest Baptist church, headed by Rev. C. M.
Service Calls $5.00 With This Ad $3.50 Also applies
Lee, and sang in the number one
to Service Calls made on Refrigerators, air conditioners
choir there.

17 Squealing Pigs
Cause Traffic
Jam In Tokyo

•

3
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Mrs. Marie L. Adams, outstand.
ing community worker, will he

Thirty-eight persons from the Mr. and Mrs. Sherwood Weir and
iss. Blvd. Seventh-Day Adventist i son. Sherwood, jr., Misses Minnie
church journeyed to Chattanooga Tompkins, Barbara Ann and Berrecently to be present for the nice Hendree, Carolyn Sherman,
Southern Union Youth Congress on Dora Timmons, Mildred Johnson,
Saturday, April 4, in the auditor- I Beverly Tate, Mary Alice McMickium of Howard High school. Dele- i ens and Rena Branch.
gates from eight states were ppres- I Also Mrs. Victoria Aldridge,,
ent.
Dorothy Hendree, Mrs. Lily .
I
The Youth Congress motto was'Mrs'
Mae Guy and daughters, Phyllis,
"To know Him is to make Him'Jo Ann and Linda Guy, Mrs Reknown, — This is our Bushoess
becca Davis, Mrs. Rita Jones, Mrs.
Here." The main speaker was ElMarguerite Blanchard and childer H. S. Walters, president of the
dren, Rosie Lee and Selwyn BlanWest Jamaica Conference of Sevchard, Misses Peggy Moore and
enth Day Adventist.
Music for the morning service' Mary Esther Davis, Mrs. Marva
was provided by the Oakwood col- Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
lege choir of Huntsville, Ala., un- Brown and daughter, Geraldine,
der the direction of Dr. Eva B. • Miss Marie Young, 0. Horton, Elder and Mrs. Charles R. Graham
Dykes.
One of the features of the con- and daughter, Avis.
A world-wide congress of Seventh,
gress was a music festival, and
Memphians who appeared on the Day Adventist youth will be held I
program were Mrs. Elizabeth Mar- in Atlantic City, N. J., on June
tin, Mrs. Alice Joy Dassie ancF 21-25, 1960, and members of the
rs. Martha Graham,
Miss Blvd. Seventh-Day Adventist
MEMPHIANS
church Young Peoples' Missionary
Other Memphians present for the society are already making plans
Youth Congress were Elmo Dean,i to attend.

Tuskegee Clink Draws
Nation s Best Medics

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

The Roost." Holding down Important acting spots in the
play are Artie Sue Myers, lrlean Lefties, who plays t
lead role, Willis Wright and
Blakemore.
Marie
Anna

'Shares In America' Are
Yours In Savings Bonds

Others in the play are Jo Ann
Ward, Willie B. Bullock, R.
B. Jackson, Alene Bromley,
SUP Myers, Willie Ryan and
Clyde Exum.

the average E bond is left there
for seven years is testimony that
the pubic responds to them.
Nearly $43 billion in E and II
bonds are outstanding, which represents IS per cent of the natio-nal debt. This broad base of the
debt is very important to a healthy
economy. Savings Bonds sales in
1858 were $4,689 million, and the
Treasury's goal for this year is ;5
billion.
"Savings, and the Incentive to
save, built this country," President Eisenhower said the other
day in this respect. It Is a point
well made and worth rememberMg.

United Stales Savings Bonds Second, these bonds are one of
are sometimes called "shares in the easiest and safest ways to
I America." Now, as the Treasury save. Saving can be ...as important
department intensifies its Savings as spending in our economy, be, Bonds campaign, let us see why. cause without saving there can be
To begin with, the bonds repre- no individual capital purchasing.
l
sent the citizen's faith in his coun- ARE GUARANTEED
try's fiscal integrity. Ile is accept- The intererst and principal of
ing its word when he buys them the bonds are guaranteed; they
just as he accepts it every time are indestructible assets — lost or
he earns or spends a dollar bill. destroyed, they will be replaced;
More than that, by buying Sav- they can be owned jointly and reEgypt has an area of 363,000
ings Bonds, he is making sure that deemed easily and quickly at any
square miles and of this only a
the dollar will remain sound to time.
These are some of their attrac- tract of about 12,000 square miles
support the growth of the United
tion, and the fact that money in are rettile.
States•

and washing machines. Ask us about our Yearly Service
Contract on your TV Set, at the low $4.00 monthly
charge.

LONGVIEW SERVICE

FANNIE HURST'S BEST-SELLING NOVEL'
OF TODAY'S TORMENTED GENERATION!
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Youth Blames Parents For Child's
Lack Of Needed Church Interest

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., April 18, 1959

-

'Li

aim
cleat

gets a lesson from it. However, te
"Into each life must fall" some
this does not lessen her devout,
guiding principles of the home,
participation in other areas. She
church, school . . . to mold a life
attends Sunday school every Sunthe
flowadjusting
to
capable
of
As of now we are nearly 2,000 Many of us — in fact too many
the Salem - Oilfield Baptist church
MEMPHIS UNION MISSION
day where she takes pride in teachof life. This
to
the
thorns
and
ers
be a much'
years removed from the birth of of us, spend a life time digging
ing kindergarten class. Zuma is a
The featured speaker at the of 837 Florida at. will
essence of a profound conthe
Is
anticipated address by Mrs. Elizamember of the youth choir and
Christ. In fact for all this time we pitfalls for others. Some of us lack clusion reached by Miss Zuma
Third Mission Mammoth You
she assists in preparing the weekrally of the Beale Street Rescue beth Maddox Huntley of St.
have been living under the influ- the nerve to dig actual pitfalls so Jones as she searched for an anly church bulletin. According to
Mission will be the Rev. B. R. Louis, Mo. Mrs. Huntley holds deence of Christ. In the homes, we resort to digging verbal pit- swer to "Why Did They Lose Inthe minister, Rev. A. E. Andrew,
Booker, pastor of Brown's Chapel grees from Atlanta university and
churches, schools, and wherever falls. We always judge the
terest?"
actions
"Miss Jones is a sincere worker."
AME church, Beale. The rally will Morris Brown college in Atlanta
we have found ourselves there has
The particular interest she is
The young lady attends the
be held at the First Baptist Ga. She is a post graduate of
been a constant reminder that Je- of others in light of what I would perplexed over is one very popuHamilton high school where she is
church, Beale Avenue on April 18 Union Theological Seminary in FRED 0. HARRIS, leader of sus is somewhere present. It is at be doing if I were in his place. lar on the list of teenagers as a
New York City where she also
a senior. Her record and efforts
at 7:30 p.m.
South division of the Chickasaw' this point that one begins to won- With this in mind we can never need the church is not providing
there are no less outstanding. For,
The youth chorus of Brown's studied music.
der. What has access to the life think of a man talking to a woman . . . the youth center. According
Scouts
of
AmeriCouncil
of
the
Boy
comes graduation she will have
Chapel AME church, the Masters Mrs. Huntley composed "Be- ca, has been promoted to assistant of Jesus meant to us? The world is other than on the lowest level to Miss Jones, at her church, the
the distinction of the class salutaSingers and the Mission Youth hold Thy Mother" which was in- district executive for the Detroit, filled with evil aspects in all areas. We can never think in terms of Parkway Gardens Presbyterian of
torian. She has made a "world
Choral Ensemble will render mu- troduced in Congress of the Unit- Mich., Boy Scout Council, second Prejudice, hatred, greed, malice someone being a good samaritan 1683 S. Parkway, there was set
become
the
national
d
States
to
of friends" at her alma mater as
sic for the occasion.
every
face
us
day.
—
always
has
suspicion
rather
he
to
haycenter.
There
be
aside
a
place
for
a
and
largest scout council in the United
president of the Y-Teen, a member
The Beale Street Rescue Mission 'Mothers' Day Song". She is the States. A Boy Scout executive The bad part of the whole thing ing some ulterior motive in all that were games, discussions, planning
of the Debutante club, Dramatic
Is an affiliate of the Memphis daughter of Rev. and Mrs. T. E. since i943, Mr. Harris was one of is wrapped up in the fact that he does.
of parties which all added up to
Club, Library Science club and
Union Mission. Rev. James L. Iluntley.
these things are constantly mount- I fully realize that when one "lots of fun." But suddenly . .
Woman's Day will be held at two Scout executives in the Chicka- ing.
the National Honor Pre-Inter-Club
Gleese is the director.
moves to the place that he starts mysteriously . . . no one showed
coolant recently awarded diasaw
the sanctuary on Sunday, April
Council.
•••
mond-studded gold scout pins for One of the facts that stares us in to trying to pin down motives up.
26, at 3 p.m.
ZUMAS JONES
BRAINY YOUTH
COUNCIL OF CHOIRS
the amount of he moves on dangerous ground. In a fervent attempt to answer
face
today
is
outstanding
service
to
scouts
and
the
Mrs. Naomi Gordon Is the pubI The brainy youth plans to atrambThe Council of church choirs will licity chairman. Rev. A. E. Mc- cubs In a contest open to all scouts suspicion everyone holds for ev- But dangerous or not we must questions of "why" .. . she
church regularly. "The parents tend college and study toward
executives in the United States. eryone else. At every point each start thinking in terms of some- led on somewhat as a crossword-.could and should play the most
present Anna Catherine Long in Cargo is the pastor.
e degree as a physical therapist,
His division had net member- of us is held in the highest type one doing good, the constructive, puzzle
a concert on April 24, at Owen
•••
important role in this respect.
She lives with her parents, Mr.
the
they had to travel ..
ship increase of 246 last year to of suspicion — someone standing or the higher things of life.
Junior college. Miss Long is a stu- COLLINS CHAPEL CME
She says that ones who soon lost and Mrs. Benjamin Jones of 1459
at:
the
distanceer
numb
of
teenagers
who
what
exactly
knows
sidelines
the
bring
total
membership
on
up to 789.
I wonder if sometime some of
dent of Mrs. J. S. Vance.
interest in the youth center were Gill ave. Miss Jones spends her
The Board of Christian Educeyou are planning to do on every us don't stop and think what we tended . . . the going off to col- not avid church-goers.
The concert commences at 8
leisure hours reading and singing.
tion of the Collins Chapel CME
lege ... the time. Then as though
thing
tragic
make.
The
move
you
say
and
do
are
rather
fair
pictures
p.m. in the auditorium of the colMiss Jones believes the church
So ends a tribute to a dedicated
church is sponsoring christian
a
about the whole thing that for the of how we think. The very fact struck by a brain-storm, she utterlege.
gives to the teenagers a "basis for young Christian worker who has
service training school on April
most part one making ap- that people are seen talking to- ed this spontaneous reason as an
Mrs. Ethel M. Crittenden is
I
I
find
can
life." There, the youth
third of her life in a
20-21 and on April 27-29. It will be
praisal of one's action never thinks gether is no evidence that they are answer . . . ''the parents . . understanding. She told of person- spent one
president of the Council of Church
she finds gratifying.
held on the slated dates from 7:30
in terms of the good but always the "up to something:" the very fact perhaps if the parents would ask al problems that the youngsters service
Choirs. The vice-president is Miss
evil. What a great thing it would that sonic people are friends is no or even demand that the teenagers
M. M. Dulaney. Mrs. Alta Lemon ...tn. to 9:30 p.m. Certificates will
might have and how comforting
be awarded to these completing
be if sometimes just now and evidence that they must be up to go to church and explain the imit the secretary.
and encouraging "n talk with the
courses.
• ••
then we could suspect that some some unworldly acts: or the fact portance of attendance they would pastor" can be. The youths can
Instructors and their respective LITTLE ROCK — Four staff of the action were for good instead that people like the same books, at least come,
CHRIST TEMPLE
find spiritual guidance at the
Mrs. Vivian U. Robamusements, and the like is no ENOUGH TIME
The Christ Temple Church of'subjects are
members of the Negro Boys in- of always bad.
Al Colon oud Ce/o/
I After all, teenagers cannot be- church, she adds.
Christ, 907 S. Lauderdale st. will inson, "Teaching Youths in the dustrial school where 21 youngsters This brings me to the main reason that they are engaged in
Combinetiore
Mrs. Winnie Lou Hill, lost their lives in a locked dormi- thought for this week — Paul writ- things that are indecent. We live come interested in church ^FrETTER SUITED
ebserve its
Youth Dsy on Church,"
sod
any
length
of
time,
if
they
do
for
Knowing
Children
Better."
Mrs.
tory when fire swept through the ing to Titus says, "To the pure al in a world where people have forSunday, April 24, at 3 p.m.
Lydia
McKinney,
"Teaching building have been fired on the things are pure." If this is true gotten how to think purely and not spend enough time there to Because the lass wants so much
Miss Irma Louise Thompson ofl
FIJINIT1)11(
castle
find out what it is really like, to get young people interested in
St. Louis, Mo. will be guest speak- Adults," and Rev. William Smith, recommendation of Gov. Orval am I to believe that all of the justly. This is one of the weak11•11.111. Prim (mac lob*
I feel the church cannot meet church work, she feels she would
Faubus.
people whom I hear constantly be nesses of our day and time.
er. The congregation cordially in- "Our Church."
Lowey Priem
the needs of the youths without the be better suited in years to come
Inspirational
speakers
for
sesbased
upon
rating
someone
else
vites the general public to hear
The four are L. R. Gaines, suYes, 2,000 years have passed
111111 FOI 11115 UTAH
help of the parents and the Teen- for a position in area where she
sions
are
Rev.
J.
C.
Miller,
Prov2,000
so
pot.
their
minds
that
the
fact
and
his
wife;
Wilthis dynamic speaker.
perintendent,
years of intellectualism,
could attain this desire.
agers, themselves,
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
General chairman of this cele- idence AME church, Rev. J. W. son Hall, farm nanager; and B. luted and defiled to the point that materialism, economics, and all
ex- The most stimulating aspect of
sot eat.. S.C. 77 urbane st., LW.
time main- they can see only evil on the partlforms of government that have The very concerned Mist
bration is Mrs. Addle Carter. The Dickie, Rev. L. A. Storey, Mar- T. Pumphrey, part
Illaskierlitu 2.0.C. W1,51 1, 0•11rEle
petite Mis is
the
church
to
the
pressed
fully
her
desire
tin
Temple
CME
church,
Rev.
C.
tenance employe.
of all. What a great world this tried to make the man on the street
program chairman is Miss Shirsays she always
She
sermon.
to
attend
the
least
get
youngsters
W.
Allen,
presiding
elder
of
the
ley LaMarr.
Rupert Hemphill, president of a would be if all of our minds were a little better. But in the absence
Rev. C. L. Carhee is the min- district, and Rev. Caesar B. Cole- Negro school board in the Meni- pure. What a wonderful time all of a real spirit of Jesus we have
man,
general
secretary
of
the
ister.
fee community near Morrilton of us could have if all of our ac- failed to accomplish the job that
'Board of Christian Education of was named to the post. Ile will lions were so looked upon that
• ••
God would have us do. The job
the CME churches.
ax.
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
need an almost completely new people would always think in terms before us is a job of men of pure
Ever-popular in churches, here, Prof. J. G. King is dean of the administrative staff. Criminal ac- of us doing good! But the tragic hearts. Pure works can come only
school, Mrs. Susie Marie Love is tion may be taken against the for- thing about the whole thing is we
the Rust College a Capella Choir
from those men who have pure
are not made up like that.
will appear at the Progressive the registrar and Miss Willean mer employes.
hearts. Only in proportion that
Freeman,
secretary.
Baptist church on May 3 at 3
people's motives are high and noMrs.
A.
J.
Turner
is
chairman
p.m. Mrs. Louella McCleary will
ble will be able to change the
•
•
of the Christian Board of Educedeliver the address for the hour.
conditions of our world.
tins at Collins Chapel church.
'• WHOLE MILK
Fruit for the needy will be disOnce again we must turn to the
STA SLIMI
The
Cooferative
club
expresses
tributed during the service.
words of Paul, "Unto the pure
FOR
This program is under the lead- thanks to program committee and
FOR
all things are pure." At this point
M•
guest participants who were inership of the Rev. Charles W. Guy,
all of us should try to be pure
VIGOR
strumental in making the club's
"FIGURE"
Rev. 0. C. Collins is the pastor.
for it is in being pure that we are
recent program a success.
i
•• •
able to accomplish and achieve
Mrs. Elizabeth Proctor is the
FIRST BAPTIST BOARD
COLUMBUS, Ohio — Gradual- churches located in the geographi- the most. Once again the purity
president.
I "I Am Doing A Great Work and
Rev. D. S. Cunningham is the ism in bringing about integration cal bounds of the North Central of life must be most important
I Can't Come Down" was the subin the Methodist church, Apen- jurisdiction . . . by the c lose of to all of us. We must see in terms
minister.
ject of a most inspiring message
•• •
ca's largest Protestant interracial the next quadrennium" in 1964. I of purity, act in terms of purity,
given by Mrs. A. V. Roland when
denonmination did not prove prop- When the question was raised sal and achieve in terms of purity.
AVERY CHAPEL AMB
she spoke at the First Baptist
The Ladies Auxiliary of the Mon- War with some 250 Methodists to what would happen to, churches
Broad church, recently. Mrs. Roarch club of the AveryChap Who attended the Ohio Methodist of the Lexington conference in
land is the probation officer of the
Chapel AME church is celebrating Interracial conference held here Kentucky located in the geograph-•
Juvenile Court.
50th anniversary, Sunday, April in the Youth Center of the Ohio teal bounds of the Southeastern
. Most Interesting was the panel its
19. at _ p.
1
m. Mrs. Gussie Young State fair grounds from April 2 jurisdiction, Dr. H. M. Marbley,
discussion on "How to Get Christ
through 4.
;sr., Louisville, superintendent of
will be guest speaker.
Into More Homes" which precedMusical selections will be reit
; The conference unanimously the Louisville district of Lexinged the speaker. Mrs. Bertha Shields
dered by guests choirs. Precehing adopted a resolution presented by ton conference, declared that "they
s.
GwendolynWilliams,"" the program a delicious dinner will the sifting committee for the 14 are working toward that now and
Burchfield and E. J. Washington
workshop groups headed by Theo- that by 1968 the Lexington Conferbe served.
were panel members,
Mrs. E. T. Banks, the president, chore Wood, Negro reporter on,'ence churches would be welcomThe Loving Workers Club sponhas served wonderfully in this ca- the integrated staff of the Elyria' ed into the Southeastern jurisdicgored the program.
Chronicle-Telegram.
lion."
pacity for several years.
Rev, H. C. Cherry is the miniMrs. Hattie Harrison is the pro- "While recognizing the need for OTHER MEASURES
sier.
patience
and
brotherliness,
it
is1
Other resolutions adopted includ-I
gram chairman. Rev. Loyce Pa•• •
our conviction that a philosophy ed:
Ida is the pastor.
GREATER ST. LUKE
of gradualism is inadequate for
Making all local churches genSlated for Sunday, May 3, at
the present urgent needs and may I uinely inclusive by welcoming all
Greater
St.
Luke
the
Baptist
lead to inaction. We sincerely people.
church of 1280 Stonewall St. is the
hope that the next General Confer- Endorsing the Fair Employment
Mission and Education Program.
ence will initiate a realistic pro- ; Practice bill
now
before the
On hand to share in this weltgram looking toward the abolition , legislature.
•
planned program will be the Greatof the Central (Negro) Jurisdic-1 Integration of all church-related
er Bush Grove church of Acting.
lion with a target date of 1968," camps and institute programs on
ton, Tenn., whose pastor, Rev. Earthe resolution read.
all age levels throughout the state
nest McKenney, will deliver the
The conference had heard
with the Lexington conference
C. Cooper Bell, Lynchburg, Va., members.
sermon. Antioch No, II of Memphis will furnish the music
director of the commission for the That members of the Women's
study of the jurisdictional system Society of Christian Service of the
Others participating on the proof the church, urge "patience" in Lexington conference within the
gram will be J. Reed, jr., Miss
J. Boyd, E. Kirk, Mrs. Rebecca There is actually no need to suf- matters of working out plans for bounds of the Ohio area unite with
fer a minute when you can't get . integration in the
denomination. the Ohio area WSCS in initial
Reed and Mrs. E. V. McGhee.
to the dentist right away or when
The gielegates representing the planning and participation in the
Rev. T. R. Buckner is the paspain comes upon you after his of. Lexington
conference nf the St. schools of missions beginning with
tor.
fire has closed for the night.
Louis area of the Central Juris- the school in 1960."
SALEM-GILFIELD BAPTIST
The easiest and most effective diction
and the Ohio and North- The confeernce was sponalored
Highlighting Woman's day at
way to rid yourself of such pain East
.
hio confrences of the Ohio by Bishop Matthew W. Clair, Jr.
is to go to your druggist and pick
area, adopted a resolution urging St. Louis, head of the St. Louis
up a handy tube of Ora-Jel. This that serious consideration should area, and Bishdp Hazen W. Wen.
new jelly in a tube stops toothbe given to the
possibility
of er, head of the Ohio area in co
ache pain at once.
'bringing into the annual confer- operation with the denomination's
Just squeeze it directly from the
ences of the North Central juris- hoard of social and economic retube into the cavity and around the
diction all churches of bringing in- tattoos, of which Dr. A. Dudley
gum surrounding
the
aching
- to the annual conferences of the Ward of Chicago is general secretooth and pain will disappear in
'North Central
jurisdiction
all tary.
a second.
Be prepared for just such an
emergency by keeping a tube
Aluminum Combination
handy at all times. It is a small
Storm, Screen Doors
cost
but
a
worthwhile
investment
NEW YORK — Hundreds of
and
a
blessing
when
you
need
it.
elergyrnen were urged last week
to attend the upcoming South-wide Many pediatricians recommend
Interracial Conference of Relig-'Ora-Jel for teething pains. When
bout Leaders, April 29 and 30 on'the baby is six or seven months
start
pressing
the campus of Morehouse college lold, the teeth
In Atlanta. It is being sponsored aga.nst the gums and causes
by the National Association for much irritation.
the Advancement of Colored Peo-; When baby begins to fret and
cry, apply Ora-Jel to promptly
pie,
The conference will prove the relieve the pain.
moral issue of desegration while Ora-Jel also helps do away with
seeking ways of organizing white the pains caused by the wearing
and Negro churchmen for peace_ of dentures. Squeeze the jelly on
plates and gums and pain will go
ful Integration.
Conference leaders will include away. Ora-Jel will not harm maoutstanding religious spokesmen terial used in dentures.
from a cross section of denominations, colleges, seminaries and
HOMEOWNERS' FRIEND —
agencies concerned with race remember of the sales force Of
lations.
the Builder's Ornamental Iron
The two-day session will
Works for the past year is
include!
public mass meeting, plenary
Charles Iles, sr., of 1416 Starr
meetings and workshops. These. A mass chorus of the St. Louis
at. When winter approached
will deal with the role of religionlchurch Ushers' Alliance will he
Mr Iles was on hand to take
In connection with the desegrega-; presented in concert at the fourth
orders for storm doors, but
lion struggle, church cooperation, annual musical program at t h e
Full 1"..-40selsted
now that Spring Is almost here
with community agencies in pre- Church Ushers' Federation of
Regular,/ $555
he is prepared to offer such
vention of neighborhood tensions, I Memphis on Sunday, April 19, at
SPECIAL $49.50
home improvements as awnand race relations for church worn- the Salem-Gilfield Baptist church,
oo,,, All Day Se.ftluy"
Mei, screen doors and patios.
en und youth groups.
The public is invited to attend
All year round he sells carThe conference is being coor-, the program. The church is located
ports and steel stairways. Condinraed by Rev. Edward J. Odom, at Crump blvd. and Florida et.
tact him st firm's office locatNAACP national church secretary,' R. E. Harshaw, Jr., is pres1-.
ORNAMENTAL IRON WORKS
ed at Ett Chelsea St.
and Mrr. Ruby Hurley, NAACP ! dent of the Church Ushers' Fedis 5-4771
VA Chelsea
Southeast regional secretary.
elation.
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NAACP Urges
Clergymen To
Attend Meet

QUALITY STAMPS ARE
THE GREATEST FOR THOSE
ESSENTIAL "EXTRAS" AND
ALSO FOR GIFTS
BRING US COUPON NO. 5 THAT YOU RECEIVED IN
THE MAIL. COUPON NO. 5 SHOULD BE REDEEMED
THIS WEEK FOR 100 VALUABLE QUALITY STAMPS.

Ushers Alliance
In Concert Here
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Statistics show that in the home
almost 50 percent of all accidental
deaths are the result of falls
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Porgy'N Bess' World Premier June 24
Much Waited For
Pix To Be Shown
Nitely, Matinees

HOLLYWOODI
BY HAZEL WASKINGTON
HOLLYWOOD—I had hardly put hot" and now with his Broadway
my last column in the mail, one successes, he is still heating — so
predicting that the big play by it is no surprise that the actor
Lorraine Hansberry, "Raisin in the is widely sought after. George
Sun," would be purchased by one Glass and Walter Seltzer, two exof Hollywood's big studios a n d press agents, who did so well with
made into a picture, and that Sid- "Shake Hands With The Devil,"
ney Poitier the star on Broadway, are plotting another Pennebaker
would be signed for the picture movie, to be made in Paris. They
version, when lo and behold' the recently purchased "Paris Blues,"
next mail brought the announce- the story of a Negro and white
ment that Columbia Pictures, Inc., singer and have Sidney signed for
had acquired the motion picture the Negro part.
rights to the play, following the They are also considering Marlon Brand°, who at the moment
rave reviews.
The picture will be produced by is busy on his latest picture "One
David Susskind and Philip Rose, Eyed Jacks," and it is questionthe personal choices of Miss Hans- able whether he can do the play.
berry, and according to her, will Marlon owns a part of the Pennebe assurance that the play is in baker company, so he is in for
capable hands. Miss Hansberry will some peofit, no matter.
write the screen play.
"I don't want to be typed," says
Sidney Poitier and Claudia Mc- pretty Diane Brewster, whose porNeil, the stars of the Broadway trayal of Paul Newman's mother
production, will sign to repeat their in "The Young Philadelphians" has
starring roles. "A Raisin in the won praise at previews. With her
Sun," is so "Hot" that during the good looks and acting ability, I
Easter season, when traditionally can't see Diane being typed, her
it is one of the slowest of the sea- future is too bright and broad for
son, this play grossed more than that.
one thousand dollars over capacity. The Three Stooges will make
, Since Sidney's nomination for an their first feature, 'Have Rocket,
,Academy Award, he is "hotter than Will Travel."
_

at 11:30 and
NEW YORK — "Porgy 'N Bess", performances nightly
the niost discussed pre-release date matinees on Wednesdays, Saturfilm since "Gone With The Wind" days and Sundays. Filmed in
and later "Around the World In Todd-A0 and Technicolor, with six80 Days" will have its world pre- channel stereophonic sound, it will
miere night of June 24 at the be shown in no other theatre in
Warner theatre producer Samuel this area during its exclusive WerGoldwyn announced this week.
ner Theatre engagenient.
In its arranged price scale
Otto Preminger directed "Porgy
"Porgy 'N Bess" also becomes and Bess" from a script by N.
the first ail-Sepia picture to be Richard Nash. Oliver Smith designshown on reserved seat basis. Only
; ed the production and Irene Sharaff
such f i I m a as "Cinerarna,-' the costumes.
De-,
Cecil
''Around the World', the
Other major rules are filled by
Mille "10 commandments" hit the!
Brock Peters, who plays Crown,
scene with Bich confijence in re.
Leslie Scott as Jake, Diahann
cent seasons.
as Clara and Ruth Atte-.
The George Gershwin•DuBose Carroll
y oans sShearnelnrao.y
waLe
tteursicas drama,
eyardDoim
iliedshw
s
is the director of
Dorothy
Previn, the
Dandridge as Bess. Sammy Davis, photography; Andre
director; Ken Darby, a5
Jr- as Sporting Life and Pearl musical
and
director:
sociale musical
Bailey as Maria, will be shown
choreographer.
only on a reserved seat basis, with Hermes Pan,

ptiG

50 Cs Josh White Suit Has Hand
Twist Along With Royalties Claim

THIS TRIO of artists, left to
right Pearl Bailey, Dot Mindridge and Diahann Carroll, extreme right, play prominent
parts in "l'orgy 'N Bess" set
for world premiere in New
York June 24. Miss Dandridge
plays "Bess", Miss Bailey will
be seen as "Maria". Miss Carroll is entrusted with singing
the thrillsational "Summertime."

Josh White, famed folksisager ed this week,
reached for comment. However, it
has filed suit against Mercury
Suit charges ask this amount as was learned that suit has been
Records for $50,000 it was report.' part recovery of royalties White filed in Circuit Court.
claims have not been paid. In ad- Josh White, in addition to his
chtion White charges misrepresen- fast selling records, is regularly
tation of labeling on an album. heard iq.major concert halls about
He says a lefthanded guitarist ap- this country. He has also spent
pears on album cover. White is considerable time abroad where
his artistry has been hailed by
righthanded.
White is seeking royalties dating the top officials in various counback to 1946 for Mercury's alleged tries. His concerts in New York's FAMILIAR COSTUME
Randolph Scott's role with Viruse since of master, which he Carnegie Hall, Chicago's OrchesDr. Ralph Bunche, Gore Vidal, says, was purchased from Key- tra Hall and the Civic Opera House ginia Mayo in Warner's "W s thave always been sellouts. Ile is bound" marks the 18th time that
Ben Hecht, Howard Lindsay and stone Recording.
White, one of world's most fa. truly one of the great artists of he has reached the screen in the
Ethel Smith will head the guest
uniform of a dashing cavalry oflist on Dave Garroway's "Today" moos folksingers, could not be our time.
during the week April 13-17,
Jeanne Bat, musical comedy per
former, is the "girl-of-the-week,"
joining cast regulars Jack Lescoulie, Frank Blair and Charles Van
Doren.
Thursday. April la — Dr. Ralph
Bunche, under-secretary of the
United Nations (in New York), and
George Allen, director of U. S.
By DELORES CALVIN
Sun" (he's due to leave the cast for such stars as Ossie Davis,
Information Agency (in Washing-, NEW YORK — (CNS) — Sidney in June for another film) . . "Cicero" — who thought he WAS
ton), will discuss the importance! Poitier reminiscing about his life, Always a race-conscious boy, he , Governor after the hurricane
of sending representative Amen- remembers it wasn't too long ago has had his share of ugly preju• I struck. . .Josephine Premice, who
can books abroad as "weapons in that he was just a nobody . . . dices ... Born in Miami he finally may not be beautiful but she's certhe cold war." Seven strolling vio• Just recently celebrating his 32nd found his career in New York. . . tainly got a lovely pair of legs—
linists from the Chez Vito night- birthday, Sidney has come a long Once, while in Johannesburg, So. and as "Ginger" she spices the
club in New York will serenade way . . . and seems like he'll be Africa, on location with the late play perfectly . . . the 10 year old
the "Today" cast throughout the going to even greater glories when Canada Lee in "Cry The Beloved boy who plays Lena's brother pals
program,
he's finished with "Raisin In The Country," Sidney and the cast were around with Montalban and loving.
forbidden first class accommoda• ly calls Lena "my crazy sister"
lions and were guests of a plan- . . . As Savannah, Lena managed
tation where they were virtually to portray a zestful, effervescent
prisoners, unable to travel around character out to get her man —
or even venture out after dark. but wanting it all HER way . . .
In Africa, Sidney feels he ran and we wonder how it still all come
against the worst prejudices — out when filmland gets hold of it
HOLLYWOOD — Capitol Rec- Waring and The Pennsylvanians, but in Hollywood he's become good and starts casting. We wish they'd
ords are spotlighting a number of Tommy Sands, Peggy Lee and Ed friends with so many of the young keep the original cast as they did
artists this month. Some of these Townsend in the popular category, stars — Tony Curtis especially (he in "Auntie Mame" and others.
•• •
whose works hit the stands and and two in the COW series—one starred with him in "The Defiant
juke boxes are popular favorites. recorded in the United Kingdom, Ones" which won them both an
Geoffrey Holder, bald giant of
They include the Jordanaires and the other in England.
— that many a dancer who resembles Y u 1
The new Dakota Staton album Oscar Nomination)
Dakota Staton.
times he forgets he's a Negro — Brynner and whose appearance
Many of Capitol's roster of top "Crazy He Calls Me" is also avail- it's wonderful to feel so integrated, attracts just as much attention,
name artists appear this month able as a 45rpm (EAP) album. he says . . .
brought his dance group to their
in new stereo versions of previous- Four of the selections heard in
•••
favorite Village hangout, The Vildebut
Quartet
LaSalle
John
The
albums.
monophonic
ly released
The rums are still flying that lage Gale, where they just do it
These include the Jonah Jo nes album "Jumpin' at the Left Bank" Lena Horne and Ricardo Monte'. mostly for the art. . .Dizzie GilQuartet, Alvin° Rey, The D o n are also available on a 45rpm re- ban aren't on such good terms but lespie's mother, a lovely old lady
Baker Trio, Nat "King" Cole, Fred cording.
if so, there's no evidence of it in in her seventy's, was given the
"Jamaica," their hit musical in keys to the city in his hometown
its 17th month on Broadway. in Mass, when he played a recent
"Jamaica" made a lasting success engagement there.
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ZICIGY JOHNSON

DETROIT — St. Louis' George ing down Kingston. Jamaica way.
Louis .s rdan and his Tympany
Iludson may be the hand gracing
the stand at Arthur Braggs' Club Five headed this way for a ten.
yonstiincto.hs,
Fiesta this summer ... Levi Mann daH
Blanche Shaves, Tivohas taken over his musical chorea
at the 20 Grand's Driftwood lounge. li manager Ken Blewett, Martha
Singer Letitia Jones singing "It's Weaver and ('holly Atkins sent
Just a Matter Time" in the same me a well-posed picture from the
manner she sang "If It's the Last Pearl Bailey terrific opening in
Thing I Do" up in Idlewild, that Chicago. Wish I could print it. It's
nearly caused all of us to leave a gem . . . Pretty Florence Moore
thanking those who were responsthe island.
the
of
overtime at other ends
Seeing Arthur Lee Simpkins in ible for her having one of her
-'
problem.
racial and color
town with his lovely wife Aurora happiest birthdays.
Cliff Watson may get himself a
does something good for me. It
takes me bark several years singer . . . Frank Barbaro recallwhen Arthur, just in from Atian• ing the days at the Bowery when
ta, youthful and with the same Arthur Lee Simpkins posed wills
voice. It took a little time for him and talked much Italian. "Our
the show going-public to take to Town's" Romaine Johns who Wan
his style, when they did. Well, a singer in his own right, elated
he soared to attain the height over the singing style of Gloria
of one of the natioons most be. Lynne, and saying "it's just a
loved singers. He is without a matter of time."
Singer Dorothea Roy moves into
doubt a credit to the profession.
Yes, the former Georgia boy as the Town Casino in Buffalo . . .
we used to call him has sung Lovely Jean Turner a holdover at
his way into the hearts of a na- the Baby Grand in New York . ..
Former singer Gladya Bentley is
tion.
The hit and hope boys are get- now preaching the gospel . . Forting an early start, and that's mer Count Basie manager Mace°
what they'll be doing at the end Burch in town. Says, "just to relax
of the golf season, hitting and still and a bit of business" ... Harlem
hoping. Thanks, Bill Cutler, Elliott Magician Marquees Haynes makRouse doing his golfing and relax- ing the rounds with the Mrs.

Blasts 'Oscar Awards'
Pix Peeks Jim Crow Ceremonies

-0 •
Ralph Bunche
On Garroway
TV April 16

Poitier, Lena Horne
Problems Discussed

•

Dakota Staton Records
Due For Climb In 1959

'Interracial Showcase'
Unique Production To
Receive Broadway Test

By LAWRENCE F. LaMAR
Monday
HOLLYWOOD — On
night, April 6, the motion picture
industry held its biggest show.
"The Oscar Awards," Telivision,
represented by the National Broadcasting Company, assisted in the
gigantic show by making available
its numerous station outlets to 100
million viewers.
On stage in Hollywood, were the
finest artists in motion picture show
business. In the huge audience
were any number of luminaries of
stage, TV and professional and
business world. All the world was
listening and viewing the results
of the polls. 19 000 000 members
of Americans,
of the Negro group '
also, viewed the gigantic show.
They saw everything during the
two-hour show.
This omission of the Negro in
the eyesight of 100 million viewers, must not be permitted to slip
into the "accident" classification.
The charge has been made that
such happenings are a part of a
definite pattern. Again, it was
delibenste.
This thing is serious. Far more
serious than one might imagine
at first sight. It involves the vir.
tual erasement of the Negro group
as a full participant in the family
of the Americans. Who has the
right, the power or the authority
to do this to a people? Certainly,
someone should be made accountable. Of far more significance at
the moment, is more need for effective challenge and defeat of
such a nation-wide program of
artful liquidation, than to work

'Les Ballets Africains'
To Blackstone April 27

Monday evening, April 27, Lu. on Monday evening, May 4.
Africains is one ed
ben Vichey will present Keita Ft). Les Ballets
exeitimi and or' 'al theauthentic ,1 the• most
deba's breath-taking
t h v
•
thriller 7 1,es Ballets Africains
been seen on this side of the At.
HIS NAME and nomination were
a theatrical offering
lantic Ocean.
mentioned. Sidney Pallier who was
kudos from critics in Paris, Lon- These dancers from Guinea have
nominated for "Oscar" for "The
Edinbur.h,
intoxicated theatre-goers with their
Defiant Ones" and Sammy Davis, don,
Boston and New York.
unusual and authentic dances ev.
jr., whose name Jerry Lewis linkEngagement here is for two erywhere they have been seen. The
ed with Frank Sinatra's anent their
the jazz of the
alleged "feum" were only Sepians weeks only and the scene of the intermingling of
gaiety of their gyto be connected with the Awards Chicago premiere is the Black. jungle with the
stone theatre. Performances will rations, plus their spectacular,
Ceremonies in any way,
I be given Monday to Saturday at spine-tingling spins, are an event
and Sunday evenings that will forever live in the meFI:30 p.
at 7 p. in. Instead of the mid• mory of those who see them. They
week matinee, performances will give to the ballet authentic inbe held on Saturday and Sunday terpretations of heretofore myster!era had little chalice to know the at 2 p. m. There will be no showing ious Africa.
•
By ROB ROY
Whatever else might be said for applause wasn't vigorous until
His
and against the 31st annual "Os- Jerry pointed to the lapse.
car Ceremonies" sent out of plea for "a real hand" let somel
million
fifty
and
liollywood Monday night t h e one-hundred
least to be said is that poor and viewers in on what Jerry must,
bad taste showed its dirty linen, have considered "slightly coolness," for Susan who received the I
Chief offender, his c or ner
who "0 s c a r" Elizabeth Taylor, to
thought, was Jerry Lewis,
name one may have wanted but l
finding himself without something
didn't get.
that
anything
said
just
ay
eto
to
Another thing Jerry's lug-of-war;
mind. His reference to
came
numthe big three - President Eisen- battle with the "mike" on
occasions, true or false,
erous
hower and Sammy Davis, jr., and
Frank Sinatra left nation's view- merely added to the confusion on
ers stunned with chance to won- stage that by now every viewer
knew to he present. If they didn't
der: "When do we laugh?"
Another "goof," we thought was know why Jerry was staging his
when he returned Susan Hayward rope-freeing act they most certo stage to receive the applause tainly realized what was happenshe failed to get with vigor when ing in the final scene when every•
she left after receiving "Oscar" body did a lot of nothing in a mass
for hest actress. Television view- way.

BadTaste, Confusion

NEW YORK — In an effort to hotel in Toronto and turning away
prove that Negro players can work customers ... The owner Al Siegal
successfully blended with white hasn't made such a mint since he
ones, there's a tv.0 hour show took over in June.
Cab Calloway getting set for a
coming up at the Majestic Theatre
April 20 — where players of both South American tour this month.
races will perform without any Eartha Kitt rehearsing for her
It's an ex- first record under Kapp label this
color references . .
periment which we are hoping will week,
Langston Hughes, whose "Sim.
prove highly adaptable and result
in many of our good Negro artists ply Heavenly", an off-Broadway
getting better and meatier roles production, was the last time the
. . . The idea is to see how the great poet was represented downpublic will react — and it's a town, was in the limelight again
good angle to first invite the actors when his operatic version of
were missing. The life w a s re
By WILLIAM EWALD
themselves, the press and mem- "Street Scene" by Elmer Aire
(United Press International)
hearsed right out of the show.
hers of the industry for criticism was revived at City Center . . . The 31st annual Academy of
And the ending — shame on
theatre. Here part of the
g before trying out before a paid It was such a success the backers Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
"LES BALLETS AFRICAINS"
dance group hl
sensation
audience . . . Titled "Integration wish for a chance to bring it to awards in Hollywood Monday night Hollywoodfor that one. A stage
will arrive in Chicago from
one of its most specin
shown
for
milling
around.,
talent
filled
with
April
Showcase", the show, sponsored Broadway . .
York
New
even
DAKOTA STATON
and,
fill
to
minutes
120
had
Lander scenes.
d de
:
Mahalia Jackson warbling at the with the aid of a legion of stars, looking for graceful ways to exit.' engagement at the7
crate
by Actors Equity and the League
of N. Y. Theatres, scenes will he Brooklyn Academy of Music, a' could barely fill 105 of those min•
from. "The Madwoman of Chad- treat for New Yorkers
•
•
utes
se thDerahveearvity
"lThe,,C
Raoo
INoita;,tia
e ISSIcurtviniryo,C o,uvrolt Moore, hsv hoLohoais
inm
As seen on NBC-TV, the 19591 Muddy
years Oscar parade was just too much. r
Leonard Sillman's, N e w ago in "Ylmitation of Life" yhere It had too much in the way of
'
pone", "
any Others Spotlighted Faces" and others. This covers with Lana Turner to make personstars with nothing to do but smile; '
•
, musical comedy al appearances for the New York too much in the way of static,
Foxe. ace comic drama, comedy,
The local tavern scene boasts' star plus Redd
.
.
Rosy
the
at
film
ballet.
the
opening
of
and
ksa.
Oscar
,
the
_
of
on
shots
the
appears
soc
camera
head-on
who
Foxx
of the top names in music and!
Deep River Boys at the Barclay , April 17. . .
awarders that gave the show an,
. tional stage show Sarah Vaughan
some of the top tunes in music
unexpected flatness and monotony,'
is presenting at the Regal doubles
representative
•
NEW yolik — One of the most' house seemed to be enjoying what Washington, a solid
weekthis
circles
later
at
Roberts
a lack of sparkle and life.
and theatrical
in the Penthouse
rhythm 84 blues vucurrent
miedeal
programs
the
of
hearing.
emunusual
everi
the
were
they
on
r''
riveted
mu
is
There
also
cameras
evening
The
end,
in the
•
cees while, I'm sure, some dra- witnessed in Carnegie Hall WAS 1 Mi.•mphis Slim andMuddy cal genre. In the straight folksint
at C and L
Places like McKie's where sAttle sic on sock at
facial expressions could presented last week by Alan Lo.' Waters were brought in from Chi- ing groove, Pete Seeger and MI
matic
Norman
Simmons
lounge
Sutherland
where
the
Walter is starred;
picked up in the audi. Max.
peen
have
chores.
entertainment
ace;
Smith
the
is
the
carries
Jimmy
Mike, presented a vele
where
Folk music Was the basis for thel cago to participate on the bill. brother,
open. „The Gale Storm Show," opens code by Chuck ("Rifleman") Con- ence. I think this is a show that
newly
the
side
west
the
.Muddy
.with
On
.Corner
of offbeat numbers,
Smitty's
singoldtime
an
Iii.
Slim
as
it
but
progressed
Memphis
suspense,
concert
with
filled
n.
m in%io
id with, the
Waters carrying on and the Arch. ed Scotty's Key Club, 1859 offers on ABC-TV with "Witch Doctor," nors. mong others featured dur- should be
ie agdos voice
enn the
humor, happineaa and sadness, t eneri deleted an occasional in er-pianist from Mississippi, nave hI
sensational Madonna Martin a shipboard caper involving misway izninge where a tonesational the
the premiere week will be Ed- excitement and draniii Instead, elusion of roc k 'n roll and blues some samples of early blues and
ing
stars. The Avenue guided love charms. Monday, Apr.
glik combo Is on handstand all are en plus other
"77 Sun- we got a tedious procession of as well. They were blended to boogie•woogie while Muddy WaL Jubilee Singers and the Dead
j Lounge features Walter Perkins 13 (Monday through Friday. 2:30' ward Byrnes, of ABC-TV's
was ac- Singers set the crowd *MIN
glir the gook beam,
Page
Cava- winner after winner, star after form a sort of gospel, folk song ers, another midwesterner.
the
and
Strip."
popular
J.
M.
set
star
Series
Local
Time).
p.m..
3
T.
3,1
Plus
Roberts Show lounge offers T0111-! and the
drama, demonstration, however and the companied by harmonicist Isaacl with his powerful beat.
the
suspense,
The
star.
group,
Trio.
naugh
epitalented
this
is
in
Storm
joined
Gale
my Edwards, famed recording! a most
,

Suspense, Drama Absent

Redd Foxx Jimmy Smith.
M

-----

n,i
Page
Cavanaugh Trio
Joins Gale Storm TV

waters_, Memphis Shm Help
end Rock,Roll, Folk At Carnegie
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Memphis Maps Plans
For Gala Cotton Jubilee
'Miss Jubilect'

J01

LADIES-WHEN YOU'RE NANJING A
5(111116 PICTURE mApe...WATCH

YOUR HEMLINES!
MiGqi BE EMBARRASSED

,
*MEN YOU SEE 11.1E RESULIS.
50 to 55 who is lonely and does
not drink, likes all sports. I am
light brownskin, brown e y e s,
brown hair, 5 feet, 4 inches tall,
155 lbs., very affectionate, a church
worker, good disposition and I live
a clean life. Complexion does not
matter. Harriet Carter, Route 4,
Box 156A1, St. Anne, Ill.
•••
DEAR MME CHANTE: I have
read your column for a long time.
Only until recently I did not think
1 v4PS 1:41.EAMIN'IUAT UNCLE SAM Wm) A
anyone would have success. I find
that they do. I would like to meet
IA1( RETURN CNECK10
a lady between the ages of 21 and
SEND ME ...BUT.35 who is willing to get married
I am not asking too much — just
want a happy home. I am 35,
brownskin, weigh 171 lbs. Wilba
Cleabon, 1863 Cloverdale drive,
Memphis 14, Tenn.
• ••
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
very lonely man of 42, 170 lbs
5 feet, 11 inches tall. Would like
to correspond with ladies between
32 and 45. I am here in the hospital — my home is in Youngstown,
Ohio. Will answer all letters and
0•AmOttolt
exchange photos. Jesse B. Davis,
Crite Veterans hospital, 7300 York
road, Cleveland 30, Ohio, Ward
27A.
• ••
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
very lonesome man who would
like to meet a lady interested in
matrimony, between the ages of
20 and 30. I prefer that she be a
nurse living in or around the city
of New York. Would like to make
my home there. Robert Washing- NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The con- the segregation-desegregation iston, 1674 Daulton ave., Hunting- troversial civil rights issue has sue as a court decision neared in
joined segregation - desegregation the face of a state law requiring
ton, W. Va.
•••
as the subject of mounting debate closing of any integrated school.
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am so in the South, Southern School News KENTUCKY — University of
far away from homt that I would reported.
Louisville trustees named a Nelike to receive mail from old
With the fifth anniversary of the gro educator head of the departfriends or anyone for that matter. Supreme Court's desegregation ment of sociology-first of his race
I am 27 years old. Sgt. Sherman decision coming up next month, to become a department head at a
royalty, Scouts Clubs, and other ii.liere the coronation ceremonies age grouping, for the
Coronation J. Ford, 8956, Co. A., 35th Eng the publication reported that ques- desegregated southern university.
participants. It will form at Beale will be held.
ceremonies.
En (C), Fort Lewis, Wash.
tion still is far from settled. About LOUISIANA — Three persons
and the Mississippi River and Leath and Porter Junior High
•• •
bi-racial dis- were injured and six arrested folparade down Beale to Wellington school will have 50 children, dress. The Royal Tea, where all are DEAR MME CHANTE: I read a third of the region's
expected
to
sip,
chat
and
relax be.
tricts are operating racially mixed lowing a racial outbreak in a comto Blair T. Hunt gymnasium ed in high color according to their
tween the fun and gaiety of other your column in the Defender ev- schools, with six states maintain- munity near New Orleans.
affairs, also is a feature of the ery week. I hope you can help ing complete segregation at the
MARYLAND — Baltimore Counme as you have so many others. primary and secondary levels.
occasion.
ty planned to desegregate three
The Grand Jubilee Parade high- I am a man of 49, 5 feet, 6 inches At the same time it pointed out additional schools this fall, leavtall, weigh 145 lbs. I have light
' MEMPHIS—Frank T. Scott, assistant secretary, S. W.
lights the finale and colorful and
tan complexion, dark brown eyes the closely-related subject of civil ing two all-white schools in the
riotous display of beauty and
Qualls Funeral Home and 1959 President, and Dr. R. Q.
and mix gray hair. I have a rights had in recent days become county.
talent. It is where royalty stops
the subject of increasingly bit- MISSISSIPPI — Gov. T. P.
Venson, founder of the Memphis Cotton Makers Jubilee,
Coleoff at the Grand Stand, where Nat steady job. I would like to meet, ter and widespread discussion.
single nice ladies between the ages
man said "counterfeit" segregaare directing the final plans for the now famous annual
D. Williams Emcees a fast moving
of 30 and 40, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, The U. S. Commission on Civil tion experts are weakening the
and stirring Jubilee Show, where
cotton celebration which will be held for a week beginning
weighing between 140 and 200 lbs. Rights itself continued under at- state's ability to preserve segrethe city's mayor, other top govJohn W. Williamson, 106 Sims tack in parts of the South where gated schools.
May 11.
ernment and business executives,
at., Jackson, Tenn.
I The Jubilee Headquarters is at
it has been branded as an invasion MISSOURI — An official report
Cotton Carnival officials and digcover the Linden Street park and
•••
393 Beale st.
of states' rights.
nitaries from other parts of the
said Missouri, though a leader in
playground. The big show moves
DEAR
MME
CHANTE:
I
am
Dr. Venson, a native of Alexcountry view these high stepping,
In Washington hearings were un- desegregation, still has some seg.
in on Saturday, May 9.
a very lonesome lady who would
andria, La., but who chose Mem•
rhythm filled youngsters.
der way in both the House and regation and discrimination.
MUSIC — a big item . . . with
like to meet a Christian man bephis as home is a dentist, civic
invitations going to both local and
That's the 1959 story of the tween the ages of 39 and 60. I am Senate of the 86th Congress on the NORTH CAROLINA — Negroes
worker, church man, and LegionEisenhower administration's "mo- were told in two federal court
out-of-town bands for participation
Memphis
Cotton
Makers'
Jubilee,
41, a church worker and devout
naire.
derate" civil rights program.
in the three parades, is under new
Inc.
decisions they must exhaust adChristian. I don't drink, smoke
It was appropriate and fitting
leadership. Onzie Horne, of the
or dance. I love home life and I Southern School News reported ministrative remedies under state
that W. C. Handy and his family
Union Protective Assurance Comlaw before appealing to higher
am a hard worker. Miss L. 0. M., these additional developments:
should be the first guests of the
pany, and one of the city's better
cfo Mrs. G. R. Johnson, 3155 'S. South Carolina's newly-inaugur- courts for admission to white
Memphis Cotton Makers' Jubilee
musicians is chairman of music.
in 1936. The Venson-Handy friendMichigan, Chicago 16, III.
ated governor, Ernest F. Hollings, schools.
New Clippings — pictorial rec•••
ship existed through the years.
said at Columbia he considered OKLAHOMA — The state Board
ords, and important correspondDEAR MME CHANTE: I have both the commission and its pro- of Education announced another
JUBILEE GROWS
ence, is entrusted to Elmo Berkbeen reading your Lovelorn Cor- gram unnecessary.
all-Negro high school will be closThe Jubilee has grown into ley, local policeman.
ner
for quite some time. I am sure He added it would get no help ed.
many arteries of activities. Spear- Awards, prizes and special recinteresthelp
me.
I
am
you
can
heading this intricate net work of ognition for service come under
state advis- SOUTH CAROLINA — The threat
The Southside Community com- ed in meeting a sincere and hon- from him in seeking a
of integration continued to be reactivities are the various chair- the supervision of Mrs. Jack
mittee, 6156 S. Cottage Grove, has est woman. I am 27, 5 feet, 8 ory committee.
men, co-chairmen, committee (Susie) Hightower, teacher at
A commission staff member look- flected in measures under considinitiated
a
broad
plan
where
in
inches tall, weigh 165 lbs. Will
workers, and the many persons Hyde Park Elementary school,
ad- eration by the Legislature.
some 300 boys and girls will have answer all letters and exchange ed around in Mississippi for an
who work in their schools and oth- and Prof. R. T. Hunt, principal,
visory committee and left with- TENNESSEE — The General
the
opportunity
to
qualify
for
interested
and
sinphotos.
If
not
er organizations. Thousands of
Assembly wound up its biennial
Booker T. Washington.
all, or half of their camp cere please do not write. C. Thom- out saying what he had accompersons participate in the pro- The Juvenile Royalty Activities—
session at which one school segrefees at Camp Illini, operated by as Patterson, 1648 College ave., plished.
grams and parades connected with Selection of Junior Royalty —
A commission representative gation bill was approved.
the agency at Marseilles, Illinois No. 2, Indianapolis, Ind.
the celebration.
was rebuffed in two northern Lou- TEXAS — Houston studied a
Coronation Ceremonies, the selec• ••
The camping season will open
proposal calling for selective
The Jubilect is a work coined tion of the Royal Court, entertainwith its first ten-day period in
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am in- isiana parishes (counties) when he
by versatile Nat D. Williams, ment for the Their Majesties and
early July and continue with four terested in meeting a sincere, in- tried to see voter registration rec- "area" desegregation rather than
on a "grade" basis.
Booker T. Washington history parties for the small fry are all
additional periods ending in late telligent Christian man of the ords.
VIRGINIA — The General Asteacher.
under the able direction of Mrs.
August.
Apostolic faith with no bad hab- In Missouri a report by the state
. From the words, Jubilee and Se- Calverta Ishmael, owner of Foote
It is the desire of the camping its — one who desires a nice in- Commission on Human Rights sembly reconvened at the end of
lection, it simply means that on Homes Kindergarten.
committee of the Southside Com- telligent Christian woman for a said racial discrimination con- March for a session at which new
the night of that program an im- ROYAL COURT
munity committee, headed by wife. He must be between 5 feet tinues in education, employment, legislation will be considered.
portant selection will be made. The Senior Royalty, selection of
Mrs. Velma Schell, that Block 9 inches and 6 feet tall, 150 lbs., housing and recreation despite that WEST VIRGINIA — Education
At present, it is the selection of Their Majesties, the Royal Court:
clubs, youth departments of chur- 49 to G9 years old, brown corn- state's prompt beginning toward officials failed in their efforts to
the coveted title, "Miss Jubilect." coronation ceremonies, dances, and
ches and all organized civic and plexion. I am 54, a gospel singer, compliance with the Supreme get legislative approval of a $15
This honor goes to a high school the fashion show are planned and
million increase in school money.
charity groups will join in se- widow, no children, 5 feet, 3 inch- Court's desegregation edict.
student. The prize she receives promoted by Johnson Saulsberry,
lecting young people between the es tall, medium brown complexion, Meanwhile the count of desegincludes an exquisite all-cotton former King of the Cotton Makers'
ages 9 and 15 years to file ap- very intelligent. Mrs. B. L. Wil- regated school districts in southern
wardrobe. She leads all proces- Jubilee,
plicatione early for scholarships. son, 618 E. Kentucky at., Louis- and border states stood at 801 out
sions and parades during the cele- The Royal Tour includes visits
Business and professional men ville 3, Ky.
of 2,890 biracial districts.
bration.
to schools where invitations have
•• •
and women, and small industry
Other developments in March by
"Miss Jubilect" for 1959 is lovely been extended, beautiful homes,
will be asked to cooperate in pro- DEAR MME CHANTE: I have states:
Lois Williams, senior at Booker T. businesses, etc. It will be directed
years
and
I
viding the outlet for the young read yieir column for
ALABAMA — Democratic Party
Washington High school. Her ward- by a novice in the Jubilee family,
people to earn their fees, valued believe in it. I would like to meet officials, torn by dissent over the
robe will be presented to her on Mrs. Vivian Grafton Ford, the
at $25.50, all expense paid. Mrs. a church woman, 40 years old or segregation issue, held a stormy
May 1, in a special program at Tri-State Defender's glamorous
Schell states that interested groups over. Clifford B. Walden, 3958 S. session at which domination of the
her school.
secretary-cashier.
should send as many as five rep- Michigan, Chicago, Ill.
state committee by party loyalists NEW YORK — A newly - coin.
Miss Jubilect and her court will
The Zozo Club, composed of three
resentatives to the office of t h e
or anti-loyalists was the principal ed term to describe the Negro
ride on a special float in the Grand community Zozo Clubs, each with
who "passes" as white is contain.
65,000
horsepower
committee to receive entry forms Two OW
issue.
Jubilee parade. Mrs. R. Q. Ven- a teacher, supervisor-advisor, is
electric motors have been install- ARKANSAS — The General As- ed in the title of a forthcoming
and instructions.
son is chairman.
the Jubilee's pride and joy. This
A series of Saturday morning ed at Grand Coulee dam to pump sembly gave approval to 32 more hook about such a Negro—"Run,
The Jubilect — the Pre-Jubilee group promotes the sales of tickets
theater parties is planned by the water for irrigation making the segregation measures and adjourn- Zebra, Run!" by Leon R. Harris,
Program — held in February was to the Jubilect, selects f ro m
agency to stimulate interest in project one of the major ones in ed after a session in which only which will be published by Exposicomposed of high school talent. A among the group the Zozo's own
camping and bring first hand the U S.
two of the measures stirred de- tion Press of New York. No widespecial feature was the 90-mem- highest honor, Mr. and Miss Zozo,
movies of camp life to children
ly-accepted word for a "passing"
bate.
ber group of teen-age singers hold an annual Masquerade Ball
through
out the
community. log the character of young peo- DELAWARE — A U. S. district Negro is now in existence.
whose talent is widely heralded during the celebration, and sponGolden
B.
Darby,
director of the ple. Throughout the long history of court completed hearings on the The word "zebra" was chosen by
as the Teen-Town Singers.
sors a talent scout contest.
Grass-Roots agency believes that the organization this media has
They ere directed by A. C. Wit- The Coronation Parade is cornstate's stair-step integration plan Edward Uhlan, prpesident of Exthe
experience
of
summer
camp- been used in the prevention of and is expected to hand down a position Press, who explainedi
llama, program councilor of WDIA posed of local high school bands,
DR. AND MRS. R. Q. VENSON
ing has a lasting effect in shap- delinquency.
Radio Station.
decision late this month or early "The zebra is black and white. Is
Nat 1). produced the 1959 Jubihe black with white stripes, or
in May.
I tAKE. -(E1,E.PHONE PEOPLE IN
led and was supported by a staff
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA — white with black stripes?
WEE
HOURS
BEFORE
DAWN '54'
of teachers from Hamilton, Lester,
District commissioners reported "Put him against a whick badsASC.. GUESS WMO?
Jelrose, Booker T. Washington
014 PA`f „
the capital's population of 825,000 ground and he is black; put him
High schools and Porter Junior
MISTER GREEN.,
now includes 438,000 non-whites, against a black background and
High school.
53 per cent of the total, with the he is white. When his camouflage
The Committee and the schools
Negro population continuing its fails, he becomes prey to the
they represent are Hamilton —
steady rise.
beasts of the jungle, and his only
Miss Cornelia Sanders, Mrs. Helen
FLORIDA — On the eve of the escape is to run."
W. Waterford, Mrs. Aline McGuire;
Legislature's
opening,
strong Mr. Harris, a former editor, is
Washington — Mrs. Norma Griffen,
sentiment
a the author of several previous
developed
for
Miss Cynthia Green; Melrose —
"parent
option" school measure. books. He is active in the NAAMrs. Ruthie Strong, Mr. Willie
' GEORGIA — Debate swelled on CP, a
one-time president of the
Lindsey, Mr. Richard Green, Miss
National Federation of Colored
Erma Clanton: Lester — Miss EvMore
then 2,000 new books are Farmers, and
founder of the
elyn Bagsby, Mrs. Frances Duvall.
published in an average year in James M. Townsend Community
Miss Felcia Martin; and Porter-the U. S. Mystery and detective Center in Richmond, Indiana. He
Miss Yvonne Exum, Miss Eurline
stories still are in popular de- also was a member of President
Couch.
••••••••eosleassi
.
.
14
mand, publishing industry figures Hoover's Housing conference in
i The Wallace Brothers Shows will
sonlialn.
lows,
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
single man, 38, 5 feet, 10 inches
tall, weigh 163 lbs., dark complexion. My hobbies are photography
and fishing. I would like very
much to meet a lady of physical
culture, and of good understanding with marriage in mind. I
would like her to be between the
ages of 27 and 39, a lady who is
a believer of Islam. I would like
a lady small in size, not over five
feet tall. Shade of skin does not
matter. Wherever she may be, no
place is too far or too close. Will
answer all letters and exchange
photos. C. B. Hendricks, P. 0. Box
7332, Chicago 80, Ill.
•••
DEAR MME CHANTE: I am a
very lonesome lady who would like
to meet a man interested in matrimony between the ages of 35 and
45. I would like a nice gentleman
with a fair income and a lover
of children. I am 35, 4 feet, 11
inches tall, 120 lbs., brown complexion. I have two wonderful
children, ages 9 and 16. I need
some one to help me raise my
children. If not sincere, please
don't write.
Elaine Henderson,
2629 Rollins ave., Des Moines, Ia.
•••
DEAR MME CHANTE: I would
like to correspond with a nice man

•
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This is National Library Week. son reads a book. he or she is
thousan do of communities communing with the person who
throughout the United States are wrote it. Now there are books
Subscription rate: One year, $6; six months, $3.50. 12-year special Subscription rate $10)
celebrating the second such annual and books . . . but some of them
event
in the nation's history. It is are good. They represent the best
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
sponsored by the National Book thought of a good mind on a given
Committee in cooperation with the subject. The person who reads a
Published Every Thursday by the Tri-State Defend•r Publishing Co Entered as Second
American Library association, good book is in the position of
Class Matter at the Memphis Post Office March 20, 1952, Under Act of March 2, 1879.
It is devoted to the importance talking to the highly informed or
of reading in American life and &NAY thoughtful, or beautifully
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
to the importance of Libraries eloquent person who wrote it.
One's own thoughts, feelings and
maintained by individuals in their
••••
dreams are stimulated. Accepting
own homes,
the
old saying that "we are part
And that, Suh, is as it should he
More and more Americans need of all we have met," it becomes a
to "wake up and read," in keep- great inspiration to say that part
ing with the theme of the observ- of the wisdom of Solomon, the
ance this year Somebody has said zeal of Paul, the glory of Jesus.
that the best way to put the aver- the vision of Ezekiel, the drive of
age character to sleep is to as- Jeremiah, the power of Isaiah, the
sign him a book to read. Still an- w it of Socrates, the logic of Ariaother gag maintains that the best
The Binghampton Civic League is to be their weight behind the movement to elimi- sleeping pill for a Negro is a Caldwell, the poetry of Hughes ...
on and on ad infinitum (without
congratulated for taking the bull by the nate this hideous disgrace which the bus book . . . or only a page or two end, to you. Jones)
. are part
in the same, for the more easily
insist
upon
continuing. In adhorns and calling in the FBI to investigate companies
of our every day lives.
seduced
BEST PEOPLE
the "For Colored Only" signs which hang dition, those of us who patronize the bus DUE REGARD
Meeting the best people through
in Memphis' bus stations. A newcomer to lines as interstate passengers must not be- With due regard for the thinness
their books and writings
reat
Memphis is almost certain to be overwhelm- come timid in the face of our rights. We of skin evident more so than ever experience. Even had people,
s a g met
today among God's chillun . . .
through their books, add to the
ed by the preponderance of these disgusting must utilize the full facilities of the termcolored folk to you, friend
. it
symbols of the white man's desperate at- inals and insist upon our rights. Too oft- was thought good to take advant- sum total of our own wisdom. At
least they give prior warning of
tempt to prove himself superior to citizens en Negroes are reluctant to move along age of the occasion and beam a what to avoid, while there's time
few
words
to
the
darker
brother
of color. The weight of the law, in many with a new law and create the impression
to study the lay of the land at a
in relation to Library Week. For,
instances, support these signs just as much that we never wanted integration in the it's a fact too many Negroes don't time and place of our choosing.
Here in Memphis local Negro lirealize that the first freedom is brarians . .
as the metal arms which keep them from first place.
. and there's a growmental
freedom.
The
first real civ- ing number, for everybody's inThere is no question about Ill:: legality
dropping to the ground where they belong.
il right is the right to read. The
formation . . . are taking an acSome of these hated signs, however, are of a Negro interstate passenger's enjoying first real
civic duty is to provide tive part in selling library week
illegal. To the credit of the Binghampton the complete services of the carrier without the opportunity to read. The first
to the youngsters in the local pubCivic League, it looks like those at the bus any type of segregation. Mr. Greenslit real parental duty is to stimulate lic schools. That's what might be
a love for good books within the
world.
The
for
this
readily admits this. And in his own words,
called the spade work of sound
stations are not long
whole family circle.
President of Southeastern Greyhound, H.V. "I intend to obey every law on the books." Now, that's somewhat overdraw- education.
More power to them. Quietly and
Greenslit of Atlanta, told the Tri-State De- We have started the ball rolling, thanks to ing the picture, to be sure, hut efficiently. but definitely effectivehistory,
logic,
and
the
trend
of
the
fender last week that he does not like the the Binghampton Civic League. We cannot
ly they are training youngsters as
times all combine to point to the library assistants. The are teachidea of these racist badges hanging in his afford to let it stop until the signs in Mem- importance of reading
in the life ing kids how to use books and
us stations. He further assured this paper phis bus stations are consigned to the dump of an individual, a family, a nalibraries.
hat he intends to obey the law which pro- heap. When this has been accomplished, tion, race, or the world, for that LIBRARY MANNERS
matter.
passenThe are teaching library maninterstate
the next step will be to get to work on the
hibits the segregation of
Down thru history the world's
gers. Mr. Greenslit, however, made it clear rights of the intra--state passenger. After leading peoples have been the ones ners to youngsters in many of
whose homes the only books have
that he also intends to conform to statues all, a man does not change his stripes simp- with the largest number of read- been dusty Bibles, Sears-Roebuck
ers
in
its
ranks.
The
leading
men
which prescribe racial separation. Assured- ly because he is riding a bus between points
catalogues, and an occasional COMof all nations have been the read- ic,compilation. Not too many Nehas..
within the state.
ly, he faces a dilemma.
LONDON, England —The racial life, including central heating, ways incidentally, are only
ers . . . the best informed. The gro kids have been punished or
blockdown Bond Street from mr
A man is a man and a woman is a woman, best students in any school are
The course of action for lovers of the
10111 and the which we take for granted, are a
Notting
in
outbursts
reprimanded by their folks for
hotel. All over the business disluxuries over here.
democratic process is clear with respect to Just as there are "For Colored Only" signs the ones who read the most books, reading as the ability to pronounce 13rixton Market area of London
tricts you note companies with
told
me
who
Indian,
West
trniety
tenw,d7C;iinvd
e words on a printed page. . . not do not seem to have any signifi- One
the word Africa in Viler names.
the issue at hand. The Binghampton Civic hanging illegally in Memphis bus stations,
washing
cars
week
$50
a
made
he
(
:
i)
1 ";e
'
bcopd e Iliagshtwe
aL
l w
the ability to put thought in and cant aftermath. The widow of
The Dark Continent has obviously
League must be viligent and see to it that so is there a brilliant handwriting in the their own way."
in the Bronx in New York, has a meant a great deal to the economy
get thought out of a writing on Marcus Garvey, who writes a colmakes only the
job
but
good
these signs come down. Other civic groups, sky lighting tip the heavens, proclaiming the BOOK WORMS
paper.
of England.
umn for the one colored newspaequivalent of $15 a week here.
The newspapers are full of items
Most new Negro homes are built per in London, the West Indian Gaand individuals as well, must join the mili- unalterable fact that the days of segrega- Nobody's arguing that reading
the
tr
h
einig
e
are
dey
clo
a
is thee erreohadt
werm
salvation.
nn
soften
about Africa every day and many
with definite provisions for A bar yette, urged the court to
tant citizens from Binghampton and throw tion — even in Memphis — are numbered, aBl000nke
as
any lnapa- and a den for daddy-o, a beauti- the sentences given the white riot- almost as
of them have nothing to do with
loloakesupwohneAmetrhiere
d
d looks
latable than any other worms. And ful boudoir for sister, and a era by the courts. It seems that states. Everyone
the conflicts in Nyasaland and nthIt's true that a lot of dependence Youngstown kitchen for mama ... some,Negroes here fear the severe ca a' a
er trouble spots. Of course, many
Street.
on
Easy
are
living
thousands of Britishers are servon books makes some people too but dadgum few draw in a plan sentences will increase tension and Poor
bookish. But that's like handling for a library or even a library resentment.
Thursday evening I was inter- ing in African posts or have workof
minutes
ed
there or plan to go. The newtfor
a
couple
food
.
viewed
. . too much of the finest shelf ie the construction lay-out. The West Indian Gazette Is editDr. Denis Brogan of Cambridge Uni- tent citizens."
television program called "To- papers are small and the items are .
food will damage the waist-band... And, In
abandoned
white
who was de- on a
homes
Claudia
Jones
ed
by
the
United
versity, a frequent visitor to
The most conspicuous shortcoming of U. S. inside and out,
which too many Negroes are forc- ported from the U. S. a few years night," which is produced by the very brief, but once you become
States, could not resist the temptation to education is that it does not stretch the men- But good books . . . reading ed to buyeisMat was once a library, ago because of left-wing activities. British -Broadcasting Company. I accustomed to reading them, they
them ... digesting
di
them .
are quickly becomes "something else" Reading back issues of the paper was as nervous as the cat on the seem adequate.
add his voice to the chorus of the increasingstumbl- In the papers, on the radio, and
tal capacity of its high school students. Even choice items indeed. when a per- Now, whatchubet!
I failed to see much obvious polit- hot tin roof, but somehow
ly loud criticism of the American school
ed through it. Harold Culley and a in the conversations of the people,
ical propaganda.
if all of the curriculum reforms proposed by
fellow allumnus of Michigan nam- the English seem to have a lively
ystem.
Many government figures have
ed Clark, both of whom work for sense of history. Compared to us
The analysis of America's basic educa- Dr. James B. Conant (former President of
contributed articles to it and most
United Press International, took they are ancestor worshippers. .
of the news items seem devoted
tional weaknesses is brought out at Rutgers Harvard University) in his recent report on
They always seem to be looking
me over to the studios.
to the business, social, and culturhack at yesterday while we are
University where Dr. Brogan is at present high schools were put into effect tomorrow,
at activities of the 200,000 West After getting around to all the inclined
to look forward to tomorIndians who are scattered all over tourist attractions; the Houses of row.
lecturing. He blames the American crisis on Dr. Brogan argues, "the pupil in the AmeriCOMPS out monthly Parliament, Westminster Abbey,
school
is
not
high
going
It
can
to
England.
be
overThey are friendly enough, I supthe failure of our schools to respond to the
and recently the paper staged a Tower of London, Buckingham pose, but from what I have seen
worked."
new challenge that now confronts them.
contest to pick a carnival queen Palace etc., I visited a home show of the life in London, I don't think
at Olympia put on by the London
Brogan says that high schools must begin
among the West Indians.
He observes quite accurately, that in the
I could live in the place. Further,
NEW YORK — Philip H. Klutz. Co-sponsored by the American On the streets in almost any sec- Daily Mail.
I will never get used to this leftpast, the primary job of American schools to bear in mind that hard work and great nick,
chairman of the Board Council To Improve Our Neigh- lion of London, you can spot a few I was reminded a Rttle of the handed traffic, the ancestor worwas producing "good, loyal American citi- effort are not "un-American." Even at the American Community Builders, borhoods and the Newark Econo- dark faces, some Africans, but Defender Home Service Exposiohip, and the indifference they
zens" and equipping them to earn a good college level, there is "a great deal of wasted Inc., and Julian H. Levi, execu- mic Development Committee, the mostly West Indians. The majori• tion. One of the main attractions seem to have for personal coinof the West Indies fort.
exhibit
tive
was
the
director,
impostSouth
somewhat
East
Chicago
look
effort."
Much
of
conference
of
them
high
education
in
will
bring
ty
America,
these
speschool
of
the
he
says,
living. This dedication,
Commission, will he among the cialists together with 300 of the erished, but a few are as elegant which featured native products. Among the delightful things here
system to the social and economic goals was the Englishman asserts, is designed to grati- group of 35 nationally • known nation's decision-makers
in indus- as the brothers in the states. One Several West Indian police had Is the accent on the cultural side
not a new idea cooked up by modern advo- fy social ambitions. "Few Americans," he economists, housing experts and try, labor, government, finance of the largest settlements is in been brought from the islands to of life. We could learn something
or six add to the local color. A pleasant, from them In this regard. They
cates of "Life Adjustment Education." It declares, "realize how comparatively little sociologist who will head discus- and civic organizations for the the Brixton area, about five
sion groups at the Newark Con- purpose of contributing to t h e thousand. Approximately 20 per intelligent chap, Frank Pilgrim, is seem to love the arts, literature,
United
States
has
the
contributed
to
the
American
of
philosophy
dominant
the
was
ference on the ACTION Program formulation of urban policy ob- cent are unemployed; s few have in charge and he showed me and music to a much greater delittle shops, but they do not ap- around the huge exhibit, explain- gree. Books, paintings, and sculpfor the American City, to be held jectives.
education from the time the first colonial basic scientific ideas of the world."
ing everything,
tore are everywhere, even In the
A highlight of the three-day con- pear very prosperous.
No serious student of the American school in Newark, N. J. May 4-6.
schools were established.
Fend Kramer, president, Draper ference will be the presentation
be pointed out, of Between the sight-seeing trips business and shopping districts.
should
It
remarks,
system will deny the legitimacy of these and
Those early schools, Brogan
the
literature
boning
up
on
They discuss the arts in the pubs
differI
am
Kramer and vice chairman of the ACTION Program for the course, that there is a big
aimed at producing a Bible-reading society. arguments. However, Dr. Brogan's incisive of ACTION, will present policy American City, a five-year cam- ence between the living standards of Africa, particularly the books and on the streets and nobody here
apparently would understand the
Americans. about Nigeria.
A society with common ethical standards, probing would have greater acceptance were issues for the American City de- paign to assist local organizations of the English and
rived from ACTION'S three-year carry out comprehensive plans The comforts and conveniences of The offices of the Nigerian Air- American scorn of the egghead.
with a common attachment to the American he to take into account that America, despite research
in Housing and Commu- that will make the nation's cities
xolitical institutions. However, he gives its wealth, is not yet unified or emotionally nity development during the con- the best possible environment in
which to live and work.
credit to the American schools for the out- mature; and that its education system is ference.
standingly successful job they did in "mak- still at the experimental stage as a result of
1111111111111111111111111111111111111M1111111111111111111111I11111111111111111111111MMI1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
ing Americans out of millions of the chil- sodial change and growth from a mainly agricultural
to
a
mainly
urban
and
industrial
the
come
to
had
who
immigrants
dren of
nation.
golden shore with inadequate preparation
what
America is yet in quest of a concept of
from
different
so
of
life
way
for a
general education that would have validity
they had known in Europe."
What is unfortunate, he says, is that our for the free society which Americans cherschools today are still concentrating on their rish. Social changes have forced numerous
original functions, and have failed so far to functional adaptations of the older discirise to an urgent new challenge that con- plines, such as general mathematics instead
of algebra and geometry, discussion courses
fronts them.
Art, like charity, might well be- Philip's choir. Originally all art ca's colored churches. But there
Here, our English friend is unsparing and instead of composition and literature, study
gin at home. In one happy in- came into being for specific pur- are many other Negro congregain
the United
brutally frank when he declares, "the United of work and government
stance, I have witnessed such a poses. usually the motivation be- tions in the country well able te
beginning. On a recent Sunday aft- ing religious: the early cave draw- commission from talented y oung
States today is rich enough, unified enough States instead of formal history—all reflect
ernoon at the annual concert of ings, the first music, the Greek Negro composers anthems, canin
part
at
least
the
search
for the right
and mature enough to ask its schools to lay
Sacred Music at St. Phillip's dramas, the morality plays.
tatas, carols, choruses, or rho.
less stress on making good Americans and means of influencing the great mass of stuchurch in Harlem, I listened to During the Middle Ages the rates for their singing groups.
''Mass
lovely
new
the
arts,
Bond'r,
saint
of
patron
Margaret
great
dents.
Time
may
justify
the
process.
compeore on making critical, technically
Let one of Chicago's great colorin D Minor" written especially particularly painting and music,
••-sa,
ed churches commission Margaret
for St. Phillips. It was an im- was the Church.
Bonds, their hometown artist, te
olation.s of civil rights. Persons
pressive occasion.
It is good to see in the case of compose another new work to be
violating such court orders ordiSung by the St. Phillip's church St. Philip's a Negro church in a
given its premier before a Windy
narily would not receive jury
choir with Charlotte Holoman and Negro community taking the lead
congregation. Let Abyssinias
trials.
Albertine Robinson as soloists, in the creation and performance City
largest in the
Edelsberg was one of a halfconducted by the composer, and of a fine new work of art. "The Baptist church,
Clarence Cerndozen witnesses testifying before
with William Cooper at the organ, Mass in D Minor" by Margaret world, commission
Ulysses Kay te
subcommittee
on new civil
the warm and wonderful music of Bond will, of course, when it is eron White or
prothe
or ChristEaster
great
this new work filled the church published he available to singing write a
rights proposals.
mas chorus. Let one of the large
with melody.
will
eventeverywhere.
It
groups
Los Angeles temples commission
Formerly a Chicagoan, Margar- ually belong to the world.
William Grant Still to write a
the trouble in Little Rock stemBy HERBERT CHESHIRE
et Bonds has for s long time now
St. Philip's may well be composition for its use.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A med from local miscalculation relived in Harlem. St. Phillips But
having•
it
proud of
Mr. Still lives and creates oe
spokesman for the Anti-Defama• garding the interest, responsibilichurch is in Ilarlem. When its
presentation. The stimulus for the the Coast. The talents of an exyoung rector, the Rev. M. Moran
lion league of B'Nai B'rith said ty and determination of the fed- WASHINGTON, D. C. — W. Otto
serious
music
should
creation
of
to
government
enforce
the McClarrin, artist, writer and editcellent a composer should he near.
Weston (who succeeded Father
last week that Congress helped eral
time have to ished by the church as well is
Shelton Hale Bishop) requested not in our
bring on the Little Rock school law laid down by its courts," he or, has joined the staff of the
the distinguished composer to come almost always from com- by Hollywood. The Negro church
crisis by failing to enact a strong- said.
Commission on Civil Rights as a
compose a work especially for his mercial sources, professional pub- can do no greater service to the
er civil rights bill in 1957.
He said the elimination by Con- part-time consultant. Dr. John A.
church, a community project be- lishers, recording companies, or humanities than the encouragechairman,
Herman Edelsberg, testifying gress of the controversial Title Hannah, Commission
radio and television producers. For ment of the rich epintual beau.
gan to take shape.
before the Senate ConstItutional III Section of the 1957 civil rights has announced.
There came into being a spe- colored composers such stimulus ties to be found in the creativity
Rights subcommittee, said it. was law "contributed to this unfor- Mr. McClarrin will assist t h e
is
to often lacking.
cific composition for a specific
of our own composers Investnien,
Commission in preparing its report
portant that Congress not re- fortunate miscalculation."
purpose to he sung by a specific It is true that St. Philip's is one in their talents would surely Witt
would
have
authorized
President
and
the
the
Congress,
III
to
Title
eat the mistake in writing new
"Take As Many Shots As You Like . . . I've Always group — a religious score for St. of the richest and oldest of Ameri- to the musical glory of God.
the attorney general to seek fed- the deadline for •.;iiich is Sept. 9,
civil rights laws.
Heard Newspaper People Were Heavy Drinkers."
"It is now clear that much of eral court injunctions to halt vi- 1959.
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Dope And Data

A British View Of America's Schools

Experts Needed
For Some Jobs
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Commissioned Music For Churches
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League Asks Stronger
Civils Rights Measure

McClarrin Joins
Rights Commission
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How
Windy
Can
One Be?
ael&ae

CORY LORIOS, 8, seems to
be showing how windy he is
as he fills one of 12,000 balloons that were released from
buildings along the parade
route welcoming the S a n
Francisco Giants to their
hometown. It was another of
those happy events marking
the opening of the 1959 baseball season. UPI Telephoto

Ike Calls Almond Incident Shocking

III. Solon Hits Social Security

RICHMOND, Va. — (UPI) — Gov. J. Lindsay Almond, whiteat.
Maned veteran of a hundred political wars, shrugged off an
termed it a
tempt on his life Sunday, but President Eisenhower
"shocking" act by an obviously "insane person."
Investigators said they were "nearly certain" the unknown gunman who fired a shot at the 60-year-old Almond last Friday as
ardent
the governor left the executive mansion after lunch was an
segregationist. Almond has received threatening letters, telegrams
and telephone calls throughout Virginia's current turmoil over
school integration.

SOUTH BEND, Ind- — (UPI) — Rep. Noah M. Mason (R-111.)
lashed out at social security and called the system "unsould, dishonest and inequitable."
Mason, long an outspoken foe of social security, charged that
if an insurance company followed similar procedures every one of
the company's officials would "land in the peniteniary for misuse
or misappropriation of trust funds."

Liz Taylor To Undergo Minor Surgery

Couple Of Hip(py) Chicks
HAWAIIAN DANCERS Mate and Lehua, both of Honolulu, set the
pace of the formal opening of the New Southland Center, Dallas, with
a sample of graceful dance maneuvers. The dancers are part of Ray Kinney troupe from Royal Hawaiian hotel, in Dallas to perform at the
inaugural ball opening the Sheraton-Dallas hoteL UPI Telephoto
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Cops Foil Goofpill Orgy, Nab 17

Stratton Hails GOP Site Choice

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (UPI) — Gov. William G. Stratton hailFifteen boys and two girls, all under 25, were arrested early
ed the selection of Chicago for the 1960 Republican National Con- Sunday in what police described as the start of a "goofpill-sex orgy"
vention as "welcome news to all of us in Illinois."
at a North Side motel.
"We are proud the committee .as determined that the centenPolice said leader of the party was Anthony Rini, 20, son
nial of the nomination of the first Republican candidate for pres- James Rini, Chicago hoodlum and one-time witness before to
ident, Abraham Lincoln, will be observed in the same city in which Senate Rackets Committee, now a convict at Stateville Prison In
that fateful decision was made," Stratton said.
Joliet, Ill.
Capt. Joseph Morris of the Narcotics Division said his men found
Mason spoke to a nationwide radio audience on the weekly
part of $100,000 in commercial sedatives stolen from a medical
forum of former Notre Dame law school Dean Clarence E. Manion.
center in Arlington Heights in young Rini's car.

Rust To Head Nuclear Probe Unit

Reds Rush Troops, Guns To Tibet

The University of Chicago announced the appointment of Atomic
expert Dr. John Howard Rust to head a special unit which will
study the effect of nuclear radiation on public health.

Rebel Farmer Australia Bound

NEW DELHI — (UPI) — The Chinese Communists have rushed
Dr. Rust, currently project director for the Massachusetts InsRebel wheat farmer Stanley Yankus Jr., at odds with the U. S.
HOLLYWOOD—(UPI)—Actreas Elizabeth Taylor planned Mon. troops, guns and automatic weapons into the rebellious areas of Tibet,
titute of Technology in a study of radiation effects on food, will join government over wheat quotas, flew to San Francisco, enroute to
day to leave Eddie Fisher's side in Nevada for a minor throat but fierce Khampa tribesmen are "giving them hell" in wild gueril- the U of C in June.
Australia and a new home.
la fighting, it was reported here.
operation at Cedars of Lebanon Hospital here.
Yankus arrived in Chicago by bus from Dowagiac, Mich., and,
The reports said the Chinese strategy of wiping out pockets of
after a brief stopover, boarded a plane at O'Hare international airThe raven-haired film star has been vacationing near Las
port for the west coast. He was scheduled to begin his flight across
Vegas, Nev., while Eddie performed at the Tropicana Hotel. They resistance failed when the tribesmen blew up at least seven bridges
the Pacific Sunday for Sydney, Australia.
hope to wed after he has established legal residence for a Nevada on the only road from China to the Tibetan capital of Lhasa. One
Newspaper
publisher
Eugene
C.
Pulliam
cited
Chicago
newsgroup of Khampas killed 100 Chinese in an ambush, it was said,
divorce.
paper coverage of their city's mayoralty campaign to refute charges
Reliable reports said the rebellion against Peiping was growing that American newspapers make up a "one party press."
daily and that an increasingly large number of Tibetans were helpPulliam, publisher of the Indianapolis star and Indianapolis
ing the Rhampa tribesmen, secretly if not openly.
News, and of the Arizona republic and gazette, was speaker at the
HAVANA — (UPI) — Premier Fidel Castro denounced segments
founders of Sigma Delta Chi. Pulliam was one of the founders of the of the North and South American press and said he would "face
NEW YORK—(UPI)—Handsome Ring Hussein of Jordan at.
professional journalistic fraternity.
these detractors with head held high" during his forthcoming visit
rived Tuesday with a royal chip on his shoulder about his reported
to the United States.
romance with film star Susan Cabot.
Addressing a labor rally, the revolutionary leader charged tha
He denied in Detroit Monday any romantic link to the actress,
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower nominated
hundreds of newspapers from Alaska to the tip of Argentina we
saying she may have been among the many people be had met Maj. Gen. Leonard D. Heaton, one of the surgeons who operated on
publishing anti-Castro cables from mercenary and lying (news
while in Hollywood.
him in 1956, to be the army's surgeon general.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Thubetan J. Norbu, brother of the agencies."
escaped
Dalai
Lama,
said
the Chinese Reds planned to wipe out
Heaton now is commanding general of Walter Reed army medical
Previously, Castro had singled out United Press International
every Tibetan who did not embrace Communism.
center here. His successor was not announced.
for attack because it carried a dispatch on labor unrest, sabotage
Norbu said his countrymen would fight hack with their crude and the emergence of small opposition forces. Similar reports had
Heaton was a member of the team of surgeons that operated on
WASHINGTON—(UPI)—Ilep. Victor L. Arfuso (D-N.Y.) intro- Eisenhower for ileitis in June, 1956. He also operated on Secretary weapons and World War I German and British rifles "as long as been carried in Cuban newspapers.
any
Tibetans are alive."
first
duced a bill Tuesday to award a tax-frei $100,000 prize to the
of State John Foster Dulles for hernia last February.
Norbu, 38, a student in this country, said 90 per cent of the TiAmerican to travel in outer space,
betan people were anti-Chinese and anti-Communist because the
The award would be paid to the first man determined to have
Reds tried to deprive them of their religion, language, tradition and
reached the velocity needed to enter an orbit around the earth.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Cancer-stricken Secretary of State
customs.
If two or more men reached that velocity at once, they would
John Foster Dulles unexpectedly ended his Florida vacation Sunday
HAVANA — (UPI) — A spokesman for six United States film
divide the prize.
and re-entered Walter Reed Army Hospital here. President Eisendistributing companies with an annual payroll in Cuba of nearly
hower was reported "very concerned"
$500,000 said "radical" labor leaders were driving them to bankruptcy
and that they were unable to get the Revolutionary Government to
One high government official told United Press International that
LONDON — (UPI) — The swank Dorchester hotel has refused medical authorities were clearly disappointed in Dulles' progress
intervene.
actress Elizabeth Taylor's application for a long-term lease on a since he underwent massive radiation treatments for the abdominal
LONDON—(UPI)---A woman in Iancashire in the north of
The affected companies are Fox, United Artists, Columbia, MGM,
suite she apparently wanted for her honeymoon with Eddie Fisher, malignancy.
England is expected to give birth to Siamese twins in the next Warner Brothers and Universal.
it was learned.
week or so. doctors said Tuesday.
The spokesman said that since April 1, they had been subjected
Miss Taylor, who once occupied the Harlequin suite at the DorThe doctors refused to identify her or say how the babies are to "slowdowns and sabotage" which during the first week this month chester with her third husband, the late Mike Todd, applied for a
joined. The fact she is expecting Siamese twins has been conformed crippled 85 percent of their business. He described union demands as 10-week lease. But the Dorchester refused on grounds the suite was
"excessive and literally confiscatory."
an popular that it could not be rented for lengthy periods.
by X-ray.
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI) — Comedian Red Skelton's 12-year-old
Since the actress and her crooner fiance plan to marry next daughter, Valentina Marie, was confined to her home Monday recumonth, it was presumed she wanted the suite during their honey- perating from injuries suffered when she was thrown from a horse.
moon.
The girl suffered face lacerations, punctured lips and gums in
the mishap Sunday.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — FBI Chief J. Edgar Hoover warned
CHARLOTTE, N. C.—(UPI).A young wife fainted Tuesday
when a federal judge convicted her and her husband of using the the nation that American communist party leaders are going into
mails to defraud in winning a $10,000 radio station mystery tune "full scale action" under new orders from Moscow.
contest.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — White House Press Secretary James
Hoover said the U. S. Reds were ordered to attend the 21st ConThe government charged Alvin Wade Rice and his wife with 'tress of the Communist party in the Soviet Union last February to C. Hagerty termed untrue and "irresponsible" a CBS radio report
TOKYO—(UPI)—The Panchem Lama, Red-imposed ruler of
that President Eisenhower has accepted the resignation of ailing revolt-torn Tibet. got a hero's welcome on his arrival in Peiping
mailing an unsealed envelope to themselves to obtain a postmark obtain instructions.
Secretary of State John Foster Dulles.
prior to the deadline for submitting the top 10 tunes selected by
Tuesday,
the Communist Radio reported.
In a signed editorial in the FBI law enforcement bulletin. Hoover
a Charlotte radio station in the contest.
The report, by CBS correspondent Dan Schorr, was attributed
A news broadcast said a crowd of more than 1,000 at a railroad
said the foremost targets in the new Communist offense are labor
station in Peiping ''burst into loud applause" when the Lama alight.
The Hires were charged with changing the address on the groups and basic industries, including steel, shipping, automobiles to sources in Europe "believed to be reliable."
Hagerty summoned newsmen to announced that he had called ed from the train that brought him to the Communist
the envelope, enclosing the entry after the results were announced, and transportation, particularly railroads.
capital.
Theodore
F.
Koop,
CBS
official
in
Washington,
and
"demanded
that
and arranging for the envelope to be slipped in with other contest
they (CBS) correct this statement on their network."
entries.

Cites Chicago Newspapers' Record

Castro Denounces American Press

Hussein Denies Romance With Star

Ike Names Heaton Surgeon General

Tells Threat Of Chinese Reds

Solon Proposes $100,000 Prize

Stricken Dulles Ends Vacation

Film Companies In Cuba Complain

Hotel Refuses Liz's Application

Woman Expecting Siamese Twins

Red Skelton's Daughter Recuperates

Uses Mail To Defraud In Win

Hoover Tells New Communist Plan

Deny J. Foster Dulles To Quit

Lollobrigida Arrives In Hollywood

Rackets Committee Probes Detroit

Farmer Yankus Leaves For Australia

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Senate Rackets Committee opened an investigation of juke box racketeering as practiced in the
home town of Teamster President James R. Rolfe.
The hearing was expected to produce testimony that some of
Hoffa's friends in Detroit worked in close harmony with underworld
elements in the music machine business.
Chief counsel Robert F. Kennedy said Hoffa'sname would figure
prominently in the inquiry, which was expected to run most of this
week.

MONTEREY, Calif. — (UPI) — Glenn H. Eastburg, 60, stepped
out of his car and dropped 300 feet through a black night fog to death
LOS ANGELES—(UPI)—Italian actress Gina Lollobrigida ar- on a rock over the pounding Pacific surf.
rived here Tuesday to make her first Hollywood movie and was
For five hours, his 55-year-old wife sat in the stalled station
met by her co star Frank Sinatra.
wagon, fighting hysteria in the errie night, waiting for thehelp East•
The Italian charmer and the crooner-actor will co-star in the burg had set out to find on the lonely highway.
MGM film "Never So Few."
If he cried out as he fell from the cliff edge, one step from the
car door, the sound was lost in the perpetual roar of the sea on the
rocks below.

Yankus left San Francisco at 11:20 a. m. (PST), 2:20 (EST), (minute to Sydney, Australia, where he will spend about 10 days "looking over the situation" and talking to farmers and businessmen.

Nab Three Miami Men In Cuba
HAVANA — (UPI) — A Cuban police official reported the arrest
of three Miami men, Murray Baum, Jesus Noriega and Jack Palmer,
In an investigation of alleged peso smuggling.
In line with previous practice, no formal charges against the
three were announced.

Would Bare All Family Jobholders

Quinn To Seek Hawaii Office

The three were apprehended while participating in a midnight
BUFFALO. N. Y.—(UP1)—S,. Jacob K. Javits proposed Mon
conference at the offices of the Mayor of Havana, but no smuggled day night the establishment of a permanent committee comprised
money was found on them, police said.
of top citizens it work toward improving the over-all morale of
Officials did not explain the purpose or nature of the conference. the country.
The arrested men were decorated for public relations efforts in
Addressing the Buffalo Council on World Affairs, the Republican
behalf of the revolutionary govenment and have many friends among legislator from New York City declared It is his firm belief
"we need
officials of the regime, a police source said.
a link between the people and the President and the Congress '
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$560 Annual Aid Goes To Dogs

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Rep. John F. Baldwin R Calif.) callPLYMOUTH, England. — (UPI) — The city council took $560
ed on the House to require all members to declare whether they have
annual ski from homes for unwed mothers and teen-age girls and
any relatives on their government payrolls.
gave it to a home for lost dogs and cats.
Baldwin introduced a resolution which also would make it manAlderman Mrs. Lilian Brock said city support of the Plymouth
datory for Congressmen to make public details on government office dogs' and cats' home
would help more than giving the annual subspace they rent in their home districts.
sidies to church homes for human beings.
Rep. John E. Henderson (R-Ohio) previously introduced a somewhat similar resolution to require house members to reveal any relatives on their payrolls and to publicize any financial connections

Javits Has Bill To Aid Morale

Panchem Lama Gets Red Carpet

U. S. Plans To Hurl 4 New Moons

Steps From Car, Falls To Death

SAN FRANSISCO — (UPI) — Disgruntled chicken farmer Stanley Yankus left the United States Sunday for a place "where you
can work on your own initiative."
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HONOLULU — (UPI) — William F. Quinn, Hawaii's last appointlive governor, announced he will run for governor of the 50th state
in the elections to be held in June and JulY.
Quinn, 39, was expected to be opposed by Democratic House
delegate John Burns, 59. Both are mainland born but Burns has lived in the islands since before World War H while Quinn is a postwar resident.
Quinn. a Republican, said he had under "serious study" the
lecision whether to resign his office before the elections. He said
he would definitely remain in office until after the last session of
the Territorial Legislature ends 26 days hence.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — U. S. scientists hoped to hurl four
new satellites into orbit Monday to glean more data on earth's makeup and weather and perhaps advance the day when huge reconnaissance satellites will sweep around the globe.
If all went well, the man-made moons were scheduled to be
launched by midnight Monday from the Cape Canaveral, Fla., missile Test Center and Its lusty new rival, Vanderberg Air Force Base
in California.

Erhard Or Etzel To Replace Adenauer 41)
NEW YORK — (UPI) — West German Defense Minister Franz
Josef Strauss said Monday that there is a "90 per cent probability"
that either Minister of EconomicsL udwig Erhard or Minister of Finance Frantz Etzel will succeed Konrad Adenaiter as chancellor.
"It is for parliament to make the decision, but I personally believe that Mr Erhard will be selected," Strauss said.
•
The defense minister added that Acienauer's decision to leave the
post of chancellor and seek the presidency will have no effect on West
Germany's defense policy and any plan for military "disengagement"
to solve the Berlin problem will place the West "at a serious disadvantage."

3 U. S. Missionary Couples Ousted
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Three American Protestant missionary
couples have been expelled from Iraq and are in route to Beirut,
Lebanon, the National Council of Churches announced Monday.
A spokesman for the Council identified the ousted missionaries WI
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Schoup of Zionsville, Pa., Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Davenport of Seattle, Wash., and Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Weiss:•
Los Angeles They had been sent to Iraq by a committee of to
Protestant churches working through the United Missions ka 414.

•

Univ' ersa Life's Science Fair Unveils High Schoo Talent

DOC
SKELETON

•
I ARTICULATED DOG SKELETON is the top prize winning
exhibit in the Science Fair
I sponsored by Universal life
Insurance company in cooperation with Memphis bchools.

Shown in front of their display are Manassas High school
biology students Georgia Phillips, C. P. McGee. Instructor
George L. Robinson, James

Dailey. Joseph Campbell and
Jacqueline Green. The project
which also copped first prize
In the biology division invols•
ed preparing the skeleton without heat or acid.

CALDWELL SCHOOL came up
with the first prize in the 4th,
5th and 6th grade divIsion
with "Seed and Plant Study."
Winners are bottom row left
to right, Alice Scott, Norman

Groves. Etta Marie Cole. and
James Binlans. Top row, left
to right. Larry Thompson.
Camilla Jones, Eceria Fenner
and Randall White. These
pupils are all fourth graders.

MAGNOLIA SCHOOL ENTRY,
"Sun and the Seasons," drew
second prize in the 4-6 grade
division. Pupils who worked on
the exhibit are, from left and
Mont.
clockwise, Maynard

MANASSAS HIGH SCHOOL
swept the field in the Biology
division. "Articulated
Dog
Skeleton" emerged on top of
the list. Second prize exhibit
was "Effect of Centrifugal

Force and Gravity on Crowing Grass." "Grasses From
Around the World" won third
place. Viewing the Fair are
these Manassas prize winners;
James Dailey, 1st prise; Na-

poleon Williams, 2nd; Larry
Blanchard, 3rd; John Prince,
2nd; C. P. McGee, 1st; Joseph
Caniktiell, 1st; Georgia Phillips. 1st; and Jacquelin*
Greene, lot.

gomery, Beverly Edwards,
Leonard Jones, Alonzo Jones,
Alan Fifer and Jerry Williams.
Competition in this division
was especially keen and evoked
compliments from the panel of
, judges.

SULPHATES AND CRYSTAL.
LOGRAPHY is the name of
the blue ribbon display in the
field of chemistry. Developed
by Douglas high school students Alfred McClandon, left,

and Robert Mann, second from
left, the exhibit was viewed
through infrared light and
plain light. "Structure of thy.
gen Isotopes" took second place
and was prepared by Carroll
Ann Springer, second from

right, of Melrose High school.
Floyd Bass. Jr., right, from
Booker T. Washington High
school, look third place with
"Preparation of Nitric' Acid
From Air."

"EFFECT OF PRI CIPITA•
TION On Different Regions in
the U. S." received he nod
for the third prise in the 4-6th
grade division. Caldncll stu•

dents who developed the project are, left to right, Charles
E. Yates. Alice Jean Eddings,
Beatrice I.anev, Stable Burr
ess, Norman H. Jackson and

Louis C. Cox Winners in the
physics division (not shown(
were Lee F. Johnson of Hamilton for his "Parity and AntiMatter" (1st prize,) Willie Bel-

locks of Lester high school hed
his "Micmviewer" (second
prize) and Harris/le Sims sad
Obediah Richmond of Melee"
for their "Conversion of /SAW
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AND MELROSE
PORTER
shared honors in the high
school general science division
with Caner high. "Seed Germination" walked off with top
prize with "Ant Nest" in the
role of runner•up. Looking at

the ant display are left to
right prize winners Ernestine
Cowen and Augustus Brown,
first place winners from Porter junior high school a n d
John Shaw and John Johnson
of Melrose who took second

place. Not shown are the third
prize winners from Carver
high school. They are Bobby
Jones, Charles Cabbage, and
Beverly Parker. Their winning
display was "Electrical Display."
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EIGHTH
AND
SEVENTH
grade student winners view
"The Chick Embryo." top dinplay in the 7-8th grade division.

F.:1AI( was developed by Porter Junior high school students
Leroy Pierre, left; Larry
Wheeler, third from right;

Charles Greene, second from
right. and Cedric Moore, right.
Ruth Terrell, second from left,
also from Porter, won second

prize with her "How to Make
a Slide Rule." Now shown Is
David Gray of Carver w h o
won third place with "Metamorphosis of a Frog."
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Kappas Present More Debutantes Of 1959

Fete Billy Speight With
Party On 12th Birthday

Dr. and Mrs. W. 0. Speight, jr.,
complimented the twelfth birthday
of their son, "Billy," with a funfilled "Platter Party" at their
home at 1865 South Parkway,
East, Saturday, April 4.
His guests, members of the 12
year old set mostly, were delighted with their chance to use the
lovely bar of the Speight home,
from which cokes were dispensed
. . . and with decorations carrying out the platter party theme in
table cloths, napkins and plates
. . . and the birthday cake which
was betopped with a miniature set
(,,ENES IL% L JONES
of musicians and their instruments
interposing the candles. Forty-five
RPM records were suspended from
the ceiling in the den as record
mobiles . . . and balloons added a
bright touch. The little guests received party favors which were of
bright pipe-stem hearts, suspended with a miniature record.
The hi-fi record player provided
the Cha Cha, Twist and Rock 'n
W. 0. SPEIGFIT
Roll music which made for a hilarity-filled dancing party . . . Marie Howell and Marilyn Jean
and a tape recorder gave rise to Harris, who assisted at the bar,f-,
happy birthday recordings which and in the serving of the assorted •••••
were played back . . . and the array of sandwiches, potato chips
joys received of hearing their own and other party delight, followed
voices in talk and song.
by cream and cake after the
Assisting
Mrs. Speight
in dance session. For Billy, another
entertaining were the Misses Lynn highlight which will ever make
the occasion glow in his mind was
the presentation of a $1000 savings
bond by his well-known grandfather, Dr. W. 0. Speight, sr., when
he blew out the candles on his
Gibson, Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite, Others included Mrs. George cake.
Mrs. Peter M. Jones, Mrs. A. B. Stevens, Mrs. Robert Lewis, jr., Prizes were given to Tony Walker, Diana Briscoe and Theodore
Carter, Mrs. H. H. Johnson, Mrs. Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish, Mrs.
Pickett for their ability as the best
Richard
Green,
Thomas
Mrs.
A. A. Latting, Mrs. H. Clinton Ray,
Hayes jr.; Mrs. Gladys Martin Boy and Girl Cha-Cha dancers and
Mrs Philip Booth, Mrs. Claiborne' Greene, Mrs. LeRoy Young, Mrs. the best "Twist" dancer.
Davis, Mrs. J. E. Burke of For- Powers Thornton, Mrs. Alex P. Durest City, Ark.; Mrs. U. S. Bond, mas, Mrs. Victoria M. Hancock, Greatest known depth of the
Madison, Ark.; Mrs. Torlise Puri-, Mrs. Fred Jordan, Miss Rosa Rob- Atlantic is 30,247 feet at a point
foy, Forrest City, Ark.; Mrs. inson, Mrs. Harold Jamison, Mrs. just north of Puerto Rico.
John Whittaker, Mrs. William F. R. J. Roddy, Mrs. Joe Shannan,
Owen, Mrs. T. J. Beauchamp, Mrs. John L. Brinkley, Mrs. James
Mrs. Marvin Tarpley, Mrs. Julian S. Byas, Mrs. Frank Williams,
Kelso, Mrs. Emmitt Simon, Mrs. Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, Mrs.
H. Pearl Spann, Mrs. Eddie B. Hollis Price, Miss Gertrude WalkRideout, Mrs. Caffrey Bartholo- er, Mrs. C. S. Jones, Miss Jewmew, Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, sr.. ell Gentry and 'your scribe.'

SANDRA BRANSCOME
JFFIE SESLEY
PATRICIA TONEY
As the spring social season gains mirth in contming to take them
momentum . . many and varied home for small-fry at the dance's
are the activities that dot the end.
Memphis scene. There are par- Lovely too, in beautiful gowns
ties, concerts, teas and formals ... w!re "We Modern" members ..
enough to evidence that society, Mary Robert, Josephine Perkins,
too, is a many splendored thing. Lula Lee, Frances Walker, Mildred
Robinson,
People are talking about ... the Frazier, Johnnie Belle
Gillis, and
tres gay party tossed by stead- Lillian Hooks, Julia
Miller.
fast friends Mrs. John (Walterine) Mamie
Outlaw, Mrs. Floyd (Lillian) Camp- BREAKFAST FOR MILADY
bell and Mrs. Harry (Augusta) Local Delta sorors are deep in
"Breakfast
Cash at Top Hat and Tails club plans for their annual
a fortnight ago . . . where several for Milady" luncheon-fashion show
dozen guests donned their snazzi- slated for Curries Tropicana, Sat.,
est cocktail attire, betopped with May 9 at 10 a. m, . . where Mesfabulous furs . . . conversation- dames Addle Owens and Gladys
BARBARA BAILEY
MILLICENT CARE
piece accessories ... to enjoy the Martin Greene will be in charge
royal hospitality dispensed by the of the fashion show which is a
luncheon.
the
part of
three charming hostesses.
The week end festivities began
The affair climaxes the Deltas for Erma at the Alpha dance which
Much the center of attraction
annual celebration of their national was held at the Maceo Recreation
was vivacious Mrs. Georgia Prest- May Week activities, and will preCenter . . . where Nashvillians
wood, Gus' frequent house guest
sent the winners in their "Junior carried out the custom of each
from Dallas, with whom the Cash- Miss" contest
By MARJORIE I. ULEN
floral centerpiece of jonquils and
for scholarship
host providing a table for their
es toured Europe a couple of sumpink snapdragons highlighted with
awards . . . plus their presenta- guests and serving fabulous supmers back. Georgia surprised her
The
mood
blithe
colorful
and
fern. Flanking the centerpiece
tion of the 1959 Mother of the Year. per foods and drinks to the tune
no end . . . when she flew in the
panorama
Springtime
were
of
capwere silver epergnes with short
This event has taken its place as of flowers and candlelight.
morning of the party, after having
tured in brilliant detail at t h e glowing yellow tapers entwined
a family must . . . and is the The Fraziers entertained at a
thought she would be unable to
scene of scores of family gather- swank breakfast party following swank dinner-bridge party given with more of the profusive jonquils
attend when they talked via long
by Mrs. Floyd Campbell, Mrs. Har- against a handsome linen cloth
ings — with fathers delighting in the dance
at their home on Medistance a few days before. Rethe lovely luncheon served by the harry blvd. . . providing country ry Cash and Mrs. John Outlaw which adorend the table.
cipient of several beautiful gifts
Delta members, plus the fun of ham, grits, grapefruit, bacon, eggs, Saturday, April 5, at Top Hat and Here hot sea-food in chafing dish
and a special prize from her hostTails club.
the multitudinous prizes awarded hot biscuits, jelly
and plenty of Shortly before 8 o'clock scores was served on party patty shell,
esses . . . she was positively glowin so many zanily categories.
coffee
with
hot
—
every one eat- of the more than 60 guests began dark green congealed squares on
ing with excitement . . . looking
MEN OF LEISURE
ing and to their hearts delight ... arriving . . . swathed in a veri- the light green lettuce, tomatoes
so smart, adorned with a beautiA hello from the Men of Leisure Just as though
the elegant supper table sea of exquisite stoles, capes stuffed with combined ham and
ful orchid.
club lets us become acquainted
cious strawberries.
Another charming Texas guest with their members, who a r e served at the dance had never and 'little furs' which complimentat the party was gracious Mrs. Claude Strong, president; Melvin transpired — probably the re- ed smart cocktail attire and love- BRIDGE FOLLOWS
II. L. Mayfield, Mrs. Frederick Bond, vice prvident; Lemuel Lock- sult of the dancing of the evening. ly spring chapeaux donned for the There were 15 tables of bridge
Guests of the Frasiers, besides occasion said by many to be enthusiasts who vied for tbe more
(Margaret) Rivers' mother . . . hard, recording secretary;
J. C.
than a dozen prizes which were
who also was an honored party Hardaway. financial secretary; Miss Laws, included Dr, and Mrs. the grandest of the season.
guest — her chic black cocktail Leo Winfrey, treasurer; Harold Emmett Conyers, Dr. and Mrs. The charming hostess trio — to follow . . . including a vacWillis
E. Lewis, jr., Dr. and Mrs. long steadfast friends — were at- uum ice bucket, vacuum-jacketdress also complimented by a Draper, business manager;
Hillary Charles McGruder, Dr. and
Mrs. tired in colorful print cocktail ed glasswear . . bill folds, ex.
gorgeous orchid. The bar was a Reddrick, sergeant at arms;
and Wesley Elliot, (Mrs. Elliot is
a dresses. Mrs. Campbell was seen quisite earrings, Swedish alumifavorite spot In the many club- members Waller Polk, Sidney Freefriend of our Mrs. Vasco Smith, greeting guests in a pink and num pitcher and hors d'oeuvres
rooms utilized for the party . . .' man, Louis Jones, Pedro
Suarez, from her teaching days at Floria travel clock and steakand much comment ensued over Matthew Nichols, jr., and
red tray .
by
Paul L. da A&M college) Mrs. Frazier's back, complimented
green flowered white linen dress knives.
the gorgeous sight of the pastel Jones. They are
WACO, Tex. — Charm week will uate of Wayne State university,
announcing the brother, Robert Fields,
Mr. and which featured red velvet at its GUESTS
flowers on the buffet table against entrance of two
be observed at Paul Quinn college
more lovely con- Mrs. Wayne Reeves,
Dr. and Mrs. deep V'd neckline at the front and The presence of Mrs. Georgia from April 13 through April 17 with Detroit, with a B. S. degree in
the deep green drapery covered testants for their Queen ef
Leisure R. R. Johnson and Miss
Laws' es- pumps. Mrs. Cash chose a vibrant Prestwood of Dallas, who flew in Mrs. Marcella Peterson, girls' home economics education and a
wall of the dining room . . . and contest — the Misses Delores
Bond cort,. Charles Brown,
a Meharry woodland-hued green silk print with to surprise her close friend, Mrs. counselor, Miller Junior High graduate of University of Michigan,
the dessert table — strewned with and Rosa Brookins
— this contest student.
Ann Arbor, with a M. A. degree
vibrant tones o orange, with whichr
Cash earl Saturda mornin aft- school,Detroit. Mich., as consulthot-house strawberries and green- to be culminated with the
presentain guidance and counseling.
.• •
she wore green pumps. And Mrs, er telling her on the phone earlier ant.
ery, highlighted with a magnifi- lion of their queen at
their 2nd Dr. W. 0. Speight,
jr., is attend- Outlaw completed the picture wear- in the week that she would be Each night of the clinic, inter- The consultant is a member of
cent crystal bowl filled with giant Coronation Ball, May 9 at the
Fla- ing the University of
Indiana for ing a dress of pure silk imprinted unable to make the trip for the esting demonstrations, discussions Delta Sigma Theta sorority, Phi
magnetta, time and red and white mingo Room.
a refresher course in the specialty with designs of pink and green Party, was the delight of all who and questionnaires will accentuate Upsilon Omicron, home economics
ice cream balls
mingled with SAM QUALLS GOLF CLUB
honorary and professional fraternifield, eye, nose and throat, and will and pink sandals,
have come to know and love her the various aspects of charm.
more of the beautiful strawber- The Sam Qualls Golf Club
met be away for two weeks. We are
ty; board of director of Delta
High
since
DECORATIONS
seniors
school
she
will
inregister
has
been
ries.
visiting
the
April 2 at the Masonic lodge to deed
proud of his progress in his On entering the panelled draw- Cashes.
with their principals in order to ens and other local home economics
The gourmet menu was the art- complete plans for their Spring
Freshness begins with inprofession, and have deep respect ing room of the club, tables were Another visiting Texan was Mrs. attend the clinic each afternoon and guidance organizations.
istic achievement of famed Euilla Fashion Tea which will be held
ternal daintiness ...and internal
ter his ability in his field.
from 4 to 5.Adults will register
U.
resplendent
Mayfield
L.
of
with
Fort
linen
Worth,
s,
cloth
who
Holmes .
Sunday,
and more than a dozApril 28, from 4 to 7 at
•• •
daintiness begins with "Lysol..
gleaming silver and crystal a p. was the houseguest of Dr. and with the dean of students, Mrs.
en costly prizes were awarded at the Hall. New members who
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Owen pointments, beautifully contrasted Mrs. Frederick Rivers . .. both D.J. Adams, at Paul Quinn colthe end of the party for high have been united with the club
For
douching with "Lysior
lege, for the 7:30 to 8:30 p, m.
were
bridge scores, novelty awards, are Axon Thomas, Eliehue Stan- ter, happy to have their daugh- with individual single giant jon_ the epitome of the charm that is
brand disinfectant ends odor—by
Miss Angela Owen home for quils which were soon seen adorn- synonymous with the mighty Re- clinic. Paul Quinn college students
and courtesy gifts to the out-of- back, Charles Brownlee and Hanks
killing
odor-causing germs!
will attend from 9 to 10 p. m.
the recent Easter vacation, film ing the sholuder and arms
Nothing looks quite as deof the cheese . . . hot rolls . . . all
towners from Texas.
L. Glover. All persons interested her
studies at the University of charming bevy of guests. Floral presenting another colorful scene. Culminating featurt of charm jected as a once handsome cash- Yet, mild "Lysol"
In golf are invited to attend the
can't halal
LA MAR CHERI
week is the style show set for mere sweater that has lost its
•
•
Michigan, where she Is a fresh- decorations consisted of masses of
you. Leaves you fresh, sweet!
ID th
,
ore talk, toom
— anent. the
•
a
April 18 at 8 o'clock.
n student. Another Memphian
shape.
was
a
lovely
strawberry
jonquils
golden
and
and
fern.
greenlovely formal dance given by La day, April 6 at the Masonic hall visiting his
parents who also at- Cocktails were served at the bar ery strewn white-covered table Different features of charm will Hot water and generally bad Does a far better job than
Mar Cheri club a couple of weeks at 8 P' m.
tends die famed institution was which featured an ever-changing with a magnificent over-sized crys- be demonstrated and discussed laundering habits may cause it to any home-style
12
MATRONS
CLUB
ago, when during intermissionl
John Taylor, jr., son of Mr. and scene of hors d'oeuvres and was tal bowl holding ice cream balls each night. The schedule follows: look older than its years but hold douche, including
a
the members of the club were pre- Mrs. Ernestine Russell entertain- Mrs.
John Taylor, who was BTW's favorite spot for convivial groups of lime, deep raspberry and cher- Monday, charm, health and per- on, don't despair, for it ay still vinegar. Try it!
(tented, each in some of the most ed the 12 Matrons Club at her Student Council
sonality; Tuesday, posture, figure
president
be possible to "stretch out" months
and vale- . . . besides the other club rooms, ried vanilla interspersed with lus- 1 BRILLIANT EDUCATORSPE
home on Keltner Circle, recently,
town.home
gorgeous formals seen about to
ECH
For free booklet
where discussion centered on their dictorian in last years senior class, also scenes of vivacious gather- public of Texas. Both of the out-of- therapist Gladys M. Ross of Jer- of wear.
a long time,
on how to douche,
ings ... with scores of unobtrusive town guests received special prizes sey City and
A spool of elastic thread and a
Several of the members are annual Jamboree, termed a sue- We
New
York,
supreme
write:
"Lysol,"
regret that we are losing waiters preferring trays of tempt- from their hostesses. Much fun
noted for their good taste in cloth- cessful venture though it was held Fred
founder of Phi Delta Kappa Na• large-eyed needle will provide a
Bloomfield, N.J.,
0.
ensued
Harris
to
too
the
over
the
Detroit
and
prizes
ing
delicious
hot
which
cold
and
simple
caand inexpensive method of
ing and have appeared annually the night of the "big wind" which
_tional sorority.has been honored
Dept. NN-58,
Boy Scouts. Mr. Harris and his napes.
went to the first and last arrivals by
the Girl Scouts. Mrs. Ross increasing the sweater's longevity.
on our local "best dressed list" cut a swath in our city recently.
family have become a part of our Throughout the evening, hilarity • • • Mrs. B. G. Olive and Mrs.
Here's
how
you
do
Members
it.
of
has been selected guest of Insular
this organization have
. among them stunning Thelma
Community in the brief years they and repartee waxed eloquently. .. Rubye H. Gadison.
Council of Girl Scouts at their Turn the sweater inside out, and
Durham, whose regal turquoise I attended the Les Voguettes and have
spent here since he joined the . . . attesting to the popularity of Other guests attending were Mrs. Easter Camp
draped chiffon was ravishing with iGersoppa Dukes fashion shows as
in San Juan, Puerto blind-stitch several rows of elastic
threat around the cuffs, spacing
her platinum tresses . .. and Ma-. a party group recently . . . and Memphis Scouting program where the cocktlail pastime, famed for Leland Atkins, Mrs. Lewis H. Rico.
he
has
made
Twigg,
a
Mrs.
major
Harry
contribution its custom of catching up on the
Haysbert, Mrs. control and make-up; Wednesday, rows as necessary.
bel Winfrey's tiered gown bespoke' was the guest of Mrs. Fannie Mae
in
B.
promoting
Carruthers
the
fine
Bland,
scouting pro.' foibles and fun of friends and acMrs. H. A. care of hair, hair styling and care
its French design and influence .. Thomas last week.
Follow the same procedure for
gram among our boys. We shall quaintances.
Gilliam, Mrs. Andrew Roberts, of hands and nails; Thursday,
'. DEBONAIR SET
while Mary Beale's statuesque
BRAND DISINFECTANT
drooping necklines, but be sure to
miss
him
Mrs.
and
Jesse
his
Turner,
lovely
Mrs.
dinner
The
served
was
buffet
M
in
wife,
Bennie wordrobe hints; Friday, manners ease in extra fullness to preserve
embers of the Debonair Set
beauty was set off to perfection
A LANA C IIAR 011009.,
Elizabeth,
Gary
as
well
Williams,
as
their
Mrs.
charmthe
Bob
dining
table
were
Roberts,
voice,
the
room
leisure time activities.
in her white sheath(ballgown with
• • • the
guests of Mrs. L. A. WatLit.
ing daughter, Bonnie who is a situated before the wide expanse Mrs. L. Allen Davis, Mrs. Marion
son.
jr..
Mrs.
at
Peterson
a
native
De.
is
of
Tony's Inn last Saturrhinestone studded halter and busday night . . . to enjoy a delicious student at St. Augustine college in of drawn deep green draperies — M. Johns, Mrs. Frederick Rivers, troit and she attended the Detle back drapery
C.
!dinner and lively bridge game. Ral ih N C
a perfect foil for the magnificent Mrs. W. H. Young, Mrs. W. W. troit Public schools. She is a gradBRIDGE TOURNEY
eg
•
Then too . . . last Friday night' Pert Martha Galloway was first
was filled to the brim with out- prize winner . . . and Alice Kilstanding happenings . . . includ- patrick captured the second
club'
ing the charity bridge tournament prize. Guests of the club were
sponsored by the Medical Auxil- Mesdames Laurie Sugarmon. Maxiary wives at LeMoyne Gardens ine Smith, Beverly Ford, Ruhve
and guest winners Milauditorium ... and across the way Wil iams,M
at LeMoyne college, the school's dred Williams and Rubye Jean
Spring Festival was climaxed with Lewis'
the recital of soprano Adele Addi- CO-ETTES ENJOY MEETING,
son . . whose performance result- SURPRISE PARTY
ed in rave accounts from music Sweet and demure Marilyn Jean
critics on the staffs of local daillHarria
was completely engulfed
with surprise
when while she enLater that night two well-known tertained the Memphis Co-Ettes
formalst
her
a
home on Evergreen Circle
clubs held their annual
. . The Cotillion at Curries Club last Sunday afternoon found that
Tropicana — where members Mes- her mother, Mrs. Marion
Haris'
dames Cora Blackmon, Larsenia had contrived to use the occasion
Cain, Maggie Coleman. Celeste to spring a surprise dinner in
Rubye Jackson, Beatrice honor of her sixteenth birthday .
M. Johnson, Fannie Johnson, . making a party out of what ordiEloy Johnson, Cleora Neale, Eliza-, narily was a meeting.
T
bath Plaxieo and Edna Swinglerhere
were candles on a lovely
dispensed the hospitality which cake. . . and the "happy birth
made their "April Shower" decor- days" of her co-members to make
ations of myriads of glittered um;the day one to be ever remember
brellas silhouetted in silver glitter ed. It couldn't happen to a lovelie
on black backgrounds around the nor more liked teen-ager, who is
walls of the club . . . and colored admired by all for her gentle manumbrella mobiles suspended above ner and outstanding beauty, The
the dance floor. Good music ema- Co-Ettes gifted Marilyn with a
nated from the Ben Branch or- "money tree" as a token of their
chestra — providing opportunity to remembrances.
C.0405 Oti. Aer
cha cha, rock and roll, waltz, CHIT CFIAT
rhumba and other terpsichore en-' Miss Erma Lee Laws hied off
/
to
Mid AO'
thusiasts.
Nashville, Tenn , last Friday mornFrom this North Memphis scene' ing to be the guest of Dr and
.. . stores of guests forgot aboet Mrs. Horace Frazier at the Tau
the wee hours of morn and moved Lambda chapter of Alpha Phi
Alon to the brilliantly gay formal, pha fraternity's annual spring forOnly 3,5c
of the We Modern Club, which' mal. Emma returned Sunday
mornheld forth at the Flamingo Room. ing singing the praises of her
Otlust sites only tic end
hosts
Here again. a crowd of guests en- , both of whom are well-known,
40c . . In the familiar red
Mrs.
joyed the convivial atmosphere ...;Frazier, the former Miss
end Down packer&
Louise Whittaker. Third row
Mize MEMPHIS FISK CLUB enterto right are Mrs. Frances D.
on a "tour" of the FM camdelighted in lovely fan gifts to the'Fields, and Dr. Frazier a professor tains senior
left to right are John Whit.
Hooks, Mrs. Margaret Hubhigh school stupus. Seated left to right are
,AIR DRESSI"
ladles, and the fun of the hun- of pathology at Meharry Medical dents at a tea at Brossnlee
taker, Atty. A. A. Letting, Joe
bard Strong, Misses Phyllis
Misses Mayolene Williams.
dreds of red and white balloon college . . . who are frequent visit- hall, 1,elstone. Fisk Alumni
Carr, W. Dickerson Donnelly.
Brooks, Carolyn Rhodes, CharPatricia Joney, Serita Brown,
Insist on genuine Royal Crown Hair Dressing
clusters which dotted the ceiling, ors with Mrs. Frazier's parents secretary W. Dickerson Don
CAHN, Phillips, Ray Thomas
Vivian Keely, Ann Suttle,
lotte Brooks. Jeraldine Pope.
the posts and later provided much ' here.
and Abner Owen.
nelly "conducted" the group
• • . available at favorite stores,
Mrs. Sadie Anderson and Mrs
Phyllis Hyttr. Second row left
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Brilliant Dinner Given By Three At Hat Club
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PTA At Lester
Announces Tea

Theb
JACKSCON

TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
Sat., April 18, 1959

The Lester elementary school P.
T. A is engaged in plans and rehearsals for their annual tea Sunday, April 26, at 4 p. m. The
theme this year is "Books of Yesterday. Today and Tomorrow "
Lester has greatly benefitted
by the tape recorder, television
set. and other materials bought
by the P. T. A. Proceeds from I
the tea will be used to purchase
a microscope, opaque projector
and other aids.
Provocative titles such a a
"Aladdin and the Lamp,"
h al
Magic Bookcase", and "Mike's!
Space Dream" indicate that the!
program will be interesting and•
informative.
Mrs
E. 0, Rodgers is the.
principal.

Anna Cb
. yCooke

This past week end was certainConsultants for the meeting were
ly a full one for dance lovers. I A. M. Dobbins, county agent for
Oi Friday night the Stigall High Madison County, and W. H. Willschool Teacher's association had tamson, assistant State agent of
their first formal in the school Nashville; Mrs. Helen Deberry. ingymnasium in Humboldt, Tenn. structor at West High school and
Many Jacksonians as well as sponsor, accompanied the West
Gibson County teachers and a few High school chapter and Mrs. M.
faces I glimpsed from Paris and ! M. Hughes of Merry High school
Memphis, Tenn., filled the beau- is sponsor to the group of that
tifully decorated gymnasium to campus. Miss Ann A. Jackson,
the theme of "Rockets." Souve- home demonstration agent for
nirs in the shape of a rocket Madison County, nano helps both
were passed to guests as they en-'groups, was on hand for the work
tered.
shop.
MISS RHOMAN1A HOPEFULS
Park st., and Miss Carol Bass,
It certainly proved to be a love- The hostess chapter, Merry high,
—Miss Carrie Marie Brown,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Scott
ly affair with music furnished by [ is composed of members Martha
left, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bass, jr. of sfiS N. Bellevue
Phillip Reynolds and his orchestra. Jeffries, president; Jacqueline
Greyer C. Brown, 1445 Hyde
blvd.. have their eyes on the
And weren't we all proud to see Cole, vice president; Millicent
pal of the school.
Miss Rhomania crown which
Frank Ballard, former vocalists Brown, secretary; Veronica Lake,
Mrs.
U.
S.
Bond,
Mrs.
Cornelia Sanders, Mrs. R t
TEA
W.
ford,
Mrs.
L.
PTA
HAMILTON
Margaret McGee,
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Jeffers had
will be placed upon the head
with the band? We were honored assistant secretary; Barbara HadMrs. II. T. Cash, principal; Purifoy and Mrs. Edna Mae Puri- as their house guests
Beauchamp, Mrs. Ophelia
school
the
tracts
this
group
to
Mr. and dirs. of the queen Saturday night.
by hearing him sing some of his ley, treasurer; Loretta Clark and
Byas. Mrs. Margaret Brooks
Mrs. L. P. Campbell, Mrs. E. foy were recent visitors at the fa- Lacy Harvey and Jimmie Love
library. Left to right are Mrs.
of April 18 when the Sigma Gamfavorites. Ballard has just been Joyce Black, song leaders and
mous Tuskegee Institute in Tus(standing in for Mrs. Walter
Jones,
Susie
Sims,
Miss
Martin,
Frank
Mrs.
L.
R.
Moods
and
Malvern, Ark.
ma Rho sorority presents its
discharged from the army after. Vina Brown, project leader.
kegee, Ala.
Hawkins,) Mrs. Helen WaterMiss
Spann,
Miss
H.
Pearl
Catherine
Mrs.
Merriweather,
We would like to congratulate
annual Rhomania, The string
Others include Sue Martin, Barserving most of his time in CerMr.
and
Mrs.
James
Dailey
of
orchestra
from Rooker T.
Mrs.
C.
T.
Cobb, Mrs. J. B. Clark,
bara Hadley, Mary E. Long, Lonrn any.
Holly Springs, Miss., were recent Mrs. W. L. Purifoy, Mrs Rosette
Washington high school in Atnie Mays, Evelyn Shaw, Joe Ann
AWEAPPAS MEET
visitors with Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jacks and Master Charles Stew- lanta, will be featured at the
Allen and Annie Anderson.
The South Central Provincial
Parker, the grandparents of Mrs. art Orchids to each of you on
production to be held in Bruce
Visiting members from West
meeting of Kappa Alpha Psi fra- high school were
Dailey.
LeMoyne.
your birthday.
Katherine Walk:
ternity, inc., was held on the camThe faculty of the Eldridge But- ed: roast turkey with dressing,
er, Pauline Isabell, Robert Ellison,
pus of Lane college on April 3 and Ella Wee Miller,
school
gave
ler elementary
its an- creamed potatoes, English peas,
Marie Bond, Ha4 with Jackson Alumni and Beta zel Newbern,
nual banquet April 2, honoring conjealed fruit, salad on lettuce,
Lena Bush, James
Lambda
chapters
serving as Ellison, Glenden
the
Seven,
school
board
of
District
hot rolls, coffee, ice cream, cake,
Britten, Willie
hosts. Theme used for the two Wright, Robert Clark,
St. Francis County, the official mints and salted nuts.
Herbert
day meeting was "Training for sanson, Bobby Jackson, Yarnell
staff and officers of the PTA.
The Baptist Ministers Union held
Leadership."
The building was beautifuly dec. their installation of officers at the
Warmock, Charlie McDonald, VirTheta Iota chapter of Omega ginia Lee Fuller, Josie Marie Lane, A large number of individuals orated with Spring flowers. The Salem Baptist church, of Forrest
Psi Phi fraternity entertained vis- Freddie Lou Jackson, Darcelia and organizations were present at theme "April Showers Bring May City.
iting Kappas at the Palm Gardens smith, Lizzie McGee, Gene v a the Keel ave. School for Crippled Flowers" was beautifully carried The following were on program:
on Friday night. Kappas and their Jones, Tansy Dotson, Juniate Haw- Children's annual Spring tea to re- out by the brown boys walking devotion, Rev. J. L. Gray, Rev,
wives were guests of the Jackson kins, Celestine Whits. James Ried, ceive thank you awards for their among flowers down the corridor J. N. Threldkiel; selection, Salem
Alumnae chapter of Delta Sigma Perty Long, Margaret Butler, Lee mterest and participation in the carrying umbrellas in the rain. The choirs; selection, Beth Sa 1 e on
Theta sorority and Nu Sigma chap- Anthony, Walter Meachem, Bar- school's projects and for contri- light was soft in pastel shades choir; statement of purpose, Prester of Sigma Gamma Rho sorori- bara Lee Warmack, and Ruth E. butions.
The tables were exquisite; they ident Bland greetings, Salem rety at breakfast on Saturday morn- Gvilty.
The tea was presented by the were laid with beautiful linen cloth sponse, Rev. S. Matthew; selecProvincial GIRLS IN STATE MEET
great
ing and the
PTA of which Mrs. Elizabeth and silver and each table carried tion; sermon, Rev. S. Jones; ofSpring formal was held in the colWhen the N. 11. A. State Con- Ware is president. Mrs. Alma a center piece of beautiful Spring fering, Rev. 0. D. Washington,
lege gymnasium on Saturday vention was held in Nashville last Booth is principal of the school. flowers.
Rev. J. C. Eckwood installation of
week girls belonging to the Merry
gniht.
The state was the center of at- officers, Moderator Pitts; anAward winners were the LaRita
The gym was very pretty in High school chapter represented Homemakers' club, which present- traction having sunken garden ef- nouncements and benediction.
Kappa colors and the serenade to the school well.
R. B. Bland was master of cereed a large donation to the club — fect and was lighted with pastel
he wives and sweethearts is well Elinor Redd, a freshman had Mrs. Oliver Coleman, the presi- lights.
monies.
the
leading
part
in
the
"Emblem
membered.
Music for the evening was furnOfficers are Reverends R. B.
dent received it on behalf of the
Visiting personalities seen by ' Ceremony" which was conducted club
— the Southern Belles Bridge ished by Mrs. Clarence Chambers. Bland, president; J. C. Eckwood,
by
the
West
Tennessee
district.
Crouch
H.
B.
were
Dr.
our scribe
club, represented by Mrs. Mattie William Irving, as assistant su- vice president; E. L. Nelson, secof Nashville, the provincial pole- Angelyn Craft, also a freshman, Oates, Mrs. St. Elmo Hampton, perintendent of schools, introduced retary James Gray, treasurer I.
march, Pete Butler of Nashville, was the representative for the Mrs. 011ie Mitchell, Miss Gwen the guest speaker, Rev. Henry ArkAck- L. Pitts, instructor; and S. J.
Dr. Crump, Jack Leflore, of Knox- State presidency and although she McEwen, Mrs. Thelma Evans and len, pastor of Graham Memorial Jones, instructor.
x.
e
wasn't
a
winner,
she
an
made
yule, Alex Carney of Chattanooga,'
The Stewart elementary PTA
Mrs. Eleanor Currie, and the Al- Presbyterian church. Rev. Acklen
Genuine Broadloom
Melvin Conley and F. M. Camp- cellent presentation.
Delta chapter of the Alpha was at his best and was thorough. presented their monthly program
Pha
Living Room, Dining Room
committee
Serving
on
the
usher
beit of Memphis. Dr. J. 0. Per-,
by
all.
enjoyed
ly
using
as
their
theme
"To
ProGamma Chi sorority represented
hall
pener, Dean of Instruction at Lane were Bernice McKinney and Alice
Mrs. David Gates gave a vocal mote the Welfare of Children and
the president, Mrs. Rosa PittIncl. Installation and Waffle
college is polemarch of the Jack- ; Edmonds. Participating in t h e by
solo, which was very enjoyable. Youth In Home, In School, In the
Doris
Lee.
and
Mrs.
Jean
man
Padding
son Alumni chapter and Clifford'. pageant, "Around the World,"
Others who appeared on the pro- Church and In the Community."
First Quality Guaranteed
Also the Bell Aire Exclusive
King is polemarch of Beta Lamb- 1 were Angelyn Craft, Dawn Gilgram were: piano solo. Miss The following was presented:
Patricia
1
more,
Alice
EdShipp.
Thrift club represented by the
da chapter.
I
Marie Creighton, and Ber- president, Miss Alice Parham Charlene Warren; vocal solo, Mrs. Community singing; parents and
Refreshments for the Spring for- month,
'Dorothy Dixion with Mrs. F. M. teachers prayer, Mrs. T. W. Moore• ney.
•
nice
Teen Towners by Miss Lenora
mat were furnished by Gamma Al1 The meeting was held on the Thomas and Miss Betty Patterson; Scott at the piano; reading, Miss head; introduction of speaker,
pha Omega chapter of Alpha Kap-,
Mrs. Virginia Stewart; "The Com, campus of Tennessee A&I State newspaper columnists Miss Jewel Mildred Walker,
pa Alpha sorority.
Complete
M. S. Smith, superintendent of munity We Want," and a panel
'university. Accompanying t h e Gentry, Mrs. Marjorie I. Ulen and
The closed meetings were held group were the advisors MesOur Representative
schools of District Seven, St. Fran- on "Community Helpers" which
NOW IS THE TIME—AVOID DELAY
Gadison;
and
Mrs.
the
J-URuby
B.
TiI.
of
the
lecture
room
Will Call at Your Home
in the
cis company, Introduced the mem- consisted of C. T. Brooks, Mrs.
dames Bernice Lucas and MerlePLACE YOUR ORDER NOW—FREE ESTIMATES
grett Science building on the cam- ta Hughes, home economics in- Gs represented by Misses Marie bers of the school board and the A. S. Meodors and Rev. J. F.
Bradford, Erma Laws and Gwen official staff.
LOW PRICE—EASY TERMS
pus and the closed banquet was at structors at Merry.
Cooley.
Nash.
:
11
45
11
6 p. m. on Friday in the Dining
Mrs. Cliffie J. Bond, president There was also a question and;
Mrs. Agnes Gibson was present of the PTA, introduced the officers answer period, musts and a social'
Room in Saunders Hall.
Living
with the Unique Dancers from her of the PTA.
period
SILHOUETTES FETED
Room
kindergarten along with Mrs. 0. Mrs. W. L. Purifoy, visiting
Mrs.
M.
M.
Crutcher
is
the
preswives(Kappa
Silhouettes
The
C. Criven and students from the teacher for the county, was among ident and Mrs. V. P. Bailey is
weren't left out if they accompan12:13
Crivens' kindergarten. Floral dec- those present to enjoy the eve- chairman of the program corn gm.
their husbands. A branch parorations were donated by Mrs. ning of pleasure•
mittee.
Dining
was held in the home of Mrs.
Rosa Allen in memory of her' A very delightful menu was serv- Mrs. A. P. Suggs is the princi- 1
Room
A. C. Ford on Saturday at 11,
parents.
9112
a. m. and the home of Mrs. J. C.
to
the
also
given
Awards
were
HOLLYWOOD
—
Don
Page,
Perpener was the setting for cockand
receivcouncil
Zuber-Bynum
once
a
Hollywood
leading
m
a
n
tails at 6 p. m. on Firday. The
Kappas left saying they had en- under the name of Don Alvarado ed by the president, Mrs. Minerva
joyed a very profitable meeting and now an assistant director, re- Hancock. and WDIA ssod will bus
along with the hospitality of the turned to screen acting for a sin- drivers Theo Wade, J. B. Brooks
hosts chapters and fellow Greeks. gle performance in "The Old Man and L. J. Butler.
And The Sea," Leland Hayward School attendants were Mrs.
4H HOLDS WORKSHOP
Th 4 it Clubs of Merry and West production for Warner Bros.,'Anna M. Cox and Mrs. Emma
The Hamilton High school 11- garet Brooks, co-chairman, with
Nunnaly; cafeteria manager.
High schools held a workshop on filmed in Cuba.
brary was the setting for the An the following as committee chairthe campus of Merry High on Serving as assistant to director Refreshments were served by
Thursday, April 9. I got a chance John Sturges, Page also played I Mrs. Mildred Riley of the Pet Milk nual P. T. A. Tea Sunday; April men: Finance — Miss Susie Jones;
5.
to look in on their meeting when Ithe role of a Cuban village cafe company.
Mrs. L. R. Woods;
A "Toast to Spring," the theme, Program
they were in the phase of book-'owner in the Ernest Hemingway
Hostess — Mrs. Bertha Ray; Dekeeping and writing up their pro- classic which stars Spencer Tra- Ontario and Quebec are Cana- was evidenced in pastel shades corations — Mrs. Ernestine Marworn by the hostesses, in early
da's chief fur producers.
jects.
cy.
spring flowers and contrasting or- tin; Publicity — Miss Cornelia
naments that hung in attractive Sanders; Souvenir Program —
a
places and in the center piece ex- Mrs. L. P. Campbell; Refreshhibiting a profusion of delicate ments — Mrs. H. Pearl Spann;
shades of rare flowers that ac- Gift — Mrs. Ruth Beauchamp.
centuated an exquisite lace cloth
that over laid a pink draped table,
with mints, cookies, nuts and frappe served froma cut glass punch
bowl.
Participants on the program presented by Mrs. Orphelia Byas,
president and Mistress of ceremonies, were Rev. W. A. Suggs,
Dr. Otis Yett, H. A. Neale, James
Simpson, John Clayhorne, Cecil
Reed and Isaiah White, Misses
Barbara Jeans,.Alice Morgan and
Catherine Merriweathers, M e sdames Bethel hunt, Ruth Beauchamp, the Crescendoettes, Junior
and Senior choruses and the band.
Special features were the Fash5;14
le/
tonette presented by Mrs. Cordia
C. Kelly and Miss Claudia Hawkins, featuring students from
TONIGHT
all the grades and many of the
Pa*
o.il
community merchants.
VdP:g4
sit
11 4"
Mrs. Helen N. Waterford served
LC FF
;
this
during
pleasure
"It's been a great
as general chairman, Mrs. Mar-

'Spring Tea'
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Forrest City & Madison Briefs

Sponsored By

READY TO HANG LINED
DRAW DRAPERIES

Keel School

TRAVERSE ROD FREE!

Single Widths
$7.25 Pair
Double Widths
$14.50 Pair
All 84" Long. Floral, Modern, Scenics.
SLIP COVERS
2 Piece, Sofa & Chair. Plain and Printed
Fabric. Corded Seams. Cut and Fit in Your
Home. Samples Shown In The Home.

*

Extra Special $5995

Wall - to -Wall
CARPETING

AWNINGS

CANVAS.
$18995 r:,00 METAL 4111 114
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Ex-Star Back
In hlm Role

FORECAST VINYL PLASTIC

BRoadway

Floor Covering — Requires No Waxing
Beautiful Patterns 12' Wide $11
Special Square Yard.

59

6-4431

Hamilton PTA Tea Is
A Toast To Spring

EASY TERMS
TO SUIT YOUR
CONVENIENCE
FREE ESTIMATES

FELT BASE LINOLE
Patterns For Any Room 6', 9', 'Wide
EXTRA SPECIAL SQUARE YARD 95c

WILLIAMS

p
216 S. Pauline

Celebrating a year of

IT

61.6

Tel. BR 6-4431

outstanding popularity...

••

Pet Milk's

Midt

RICELAND RICE

America's only national Negro radio program

•

past year to bring you, on PET Milk's
'Sunday Morning,' such talented guests as
the Dixie Humming Birds, the Swots Silver.
tones, the Staple Singers, the Roberta Martin
Singers, the Davis Sisters, and the Ward
Singers. They join me in thanking you for
welcoming us into your homes.
'We hope you'll be with us again during
the coming year's programs of your favorite
spiritual and gospel

QUICK EASY

Baked while
you sleep
flavor

itO

McCOY, master

of ceremonies

brought to you by Pet Milk Company,
makers of America's first evaporated milk
and other fine quality products since 1885
HEARD IN MEMPHIS OVER STATION WDIA
At 10:00 Every Sunday Morning
"PET -111•11 U.S.. Pat. Off.

•

Cu,
.. 1951, Pe Milk CM,
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uMusict A 'Survey Cites Slow Down in School Mixing
Tennessee '•
and
usicians

Only 141 Dixie
Act

as Master of Ceremonies. The fiCLARKSVILLE
nancial effort was a great success.
BROWN, Jr.
EDWARD
By
pastor.
• #
•
W. M. Oli-, The Rev. W. G. Terry is
Rev.
for
funeral
The
chairAs Evening of Opera will be
St. Peter,' Mrs. Countee Bond, genral
of
pastor
former
ver
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G. A. Carrmichael and George
and congregation The Junior
the Universal Hour by Eying,.
',eared as soloist with the North- with the Rev. Lloyd Smith and IIMiness Community Temple,
Jack Churchill has returned 1111
Floyd. The game "I've Got A Sec- In the tragic death of their son edBill.
Church presented several mulist Wellmaker. Other tribut.
western Chamber Orchestra. She members of Trinity Methodist MS Indiana ave. The party
ret was conducted by Miss Artie. Harvey, jr. Last rites were said his home in East St. Locals,out
sical selections as did the
es were made by Rev. BarWas attended by a host of visitcurrently is the organist and choir church Saturday night. Sunday
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Har• for young Smith at New Mt. Zion after visiting here with hie m
'south Choir.
nes, who served as mistress
ihreetnr at the Evanston Unitarian morning the Rev. Oliver preached. ing minkiers, gospel singers.
Mrs. Cora Churchill.
vey Smith sympathize with them Baptist church.
Visitors were Nom Harris Chapel. and prominent citizens in ad
of ceremonies; Rev. Gillie Jen.
Much.

; By THEODOR/ C. STONE
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Sat., April 18, 1959

exactly what the judges of the
third annual Science Fair did The
judges were all biology men. In
their judging, as much as I could
see, hear and gather from results,
they only viewed the exhibits —
looked at the covers — discussed
then) and placed ribbons.
There were no interviews, no
WASHINGTON'S EXHIBITS
experiments an(1 study before explanations were asked for, and
junior,'
shortening
produced.
was
Floyd this. I7-year-old
the
no quizzing. There was nothing but
won third prize at the third an- NEW BRONZE QUEEN
viewing and discussions %mons the
nual Science Fair at LeMoyne col- , On April 3, Miss Ida Mae judges. If they had asked about the
lege for high school students on Jones, of an uncertain address. research, experimentation and othApril 6 and 7. There were some was crowned "Bronze Queen of. er work that it took to put the
25 exhibits on display.
1959," In Roger Williams hall at exhibits together, we are sure
Hid experiment was the pre- Owen college, but only to reign that there would have been more
paration of nitric acid from the for a few days.
understanding In selecting the winair.
Miss Jones was dethroned when ners.
Along with Floyd were six other It was discovered that she lived LOSS CAN NEVER BE GAINED
Washingtonians exhibiting their in the county and was hence in
. The average Washington stuscientific know-how. Miss Doris elleible for the title. Miss Lucille
Dorsey, a 17.year.old senor re- Kennedy, the first alternate, was dent cannot afford to waste or
Idle his time away, especially at
moved ions from a solution by elevated to the position in her
school, hut it is exactly what many
precipitation. Miss Maxine Robin- stead.
rd Us are doing We are doing this
son, another 17-year.olcl senior
Miss Kennedy, a 17-year-old
demonstrated catalyic hydrogena- beauty in the 11.13A homeroom,,lby cutting classes, walking halls,
in the libraries, sleeping
tion of cottonaeed oil and Ulysses lives at 478 Williams st., and didi
during class and coming to school
Harvey. 16, had a project of the not learn that she had been nam- la
plate,
to
ying say nothing of leaving
diffusion of gases.
ed "Miss Bronze Queen" until she school early.
Otis Hayes and Donald MeKis- arrived at school and was conMost of Us would become bored
sic, both 16 year old juniors, dis- gratulated by her classmates.
Easter week when they colMelodle Green, Birmingham.
and show It if we were to listen
student
was
lucky
young
The
played
ozone,
the
preparation
of
toned and contributed a noteStanding same order, are Wilto someone speak, riot necessariand Willie Chapman and Ronald princess of the Cottoninakers Jubi- ly lengthily, to us about our
worthy sum to the crippled
lie Hervey, Memphis; Donald
oonand won first place duct,
year.
exhibited
lee
last
the
viscose
Roby
methchildren'e charity. Particle:0.
Lee,
Pittsburgh:
wasted time or anything
George
od Booker T. TA'ade, jr., had a in the Sheiks Fashion Revue. She that would serve to help us,
Mg in the Lily Parade were,
Brown, Sanford, Fl.,, and Anbut if
project on Conttrell smoke preci- regrets that Miss Jones was dis- they would tell some jokes we
front row from left. Misses
thony Thomas, Lake Charles,
pitation.
qualified.
Volander Bryant, Nashville:
La.
would be amused.
Although the exhibit on the cata- Bronze Queen Lucille expressed
Irene Finley, Rome, Ga., and
Time is valuable, and we must
lyic hydrogenation of cottonseed her appreciation to Charles Tar- use it while it is with us.
ing as hostesses were the bride's oil did not win a prize, it de- pley for his assistance, Prof. Blair MANES
0. T. Turner, Mrs. A. L. Plaxico, serves sonic consideration. Its T. hunt, friends and other memWe would like to express our am
sr.. Mrs. Doris Plaxico, Mr. and preparation began some two or bers of her family for the confiMrs. Robert Hewitt, Miss Charlotte , three weeks before last Thanks- dence and interest that they show- preciation this week to Booker 1`.
Wade for helping with the School
Brooks. Miss Phyllis Brooks, Wal-1 giving, and it was not until early ed in her.
Notes.
RIGHT OR WRONG?
ter Martin. Mrs. Bernice Cole Mr. in 1959 that the necessary equipWe became all lied up with the
'
ment arrive and the research be- It is said that you cannot judge
and Mrs. Oliver Johnson, Jr.,
AlJilnior Revue and the column dead•
bert Edwards. Mrs. A. McEwen gin It took considerable research. a book by its cover, but that is line was upon us before we realized
Later, at, the home of Mr. and , Williams, Mrs. J. T. Robinson;
it.
Mrs. Henry Neale, 339 Lucy Ave.,' Mrs. Emma McKinney, Sgt. John
Bur Booker came to our rescue
Memphis, the bride and groom I Mitchell. Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo
just when we needed assistance
were honored with a reception Weaver and their children, Mrs
the most. Thanks again Booker.
highlighted with floral decorations, Norman Todd, Miss Julia Scott
CURRENT COUPLES
of snapdragons and gladiolus. Serv- I Mr. and Mrs. William McChriston
CVnitiOn 1,1m,
Noblean Ntibia and George Jones
ServiCO C
David Thornton and Minnie Pearl
f'11J,oft1,
end her staff
Brownlee; Johnnie Walker and
Ruthie Cobb; Char/es Yates and
Rosall•
Elizabeth Lacy; Henry Hunter
Scott
and Claudine Adams; Foster AdServe Meat Ball Stew in individual caseeroles for a color. ams and Phyllis Hurst; Booker
Wade and Ilymelia Walker; John
ful busy day meal-in-one-dish. Meat balls made with
Daniels and Bettye Brandon; Ann
Carnation Evaporated Milk are always juicy — never dry
Kirk and James Lott; Velma
and crumbly. Cole slaw and hard rolls complete the menu. Spencer and William Wilke.

Each year we look forward to side of her mother in Pope, Tenn
the fruit Winters, such 11.5, black- Mrs. Erma Wynne, Miss
Jerry
berry winter and others I won't Wynne, Messrs. Wallace Burns and
mention. It seems that at this writ. Willie Wynne accompanied Mrs. A
ing we are in the midst of one of Jamison to Jackson on Saturday
those winters, however the weath- last to attend the Annual Sigma
er man promises a lovely week- Gamma Rho Tea. Miss Wynne, acend. Weather hasn't dampened the companied by Mrs. Imogene Burspirits of the persons that attended nett, gave a beautiful vocal ran
the Spring formals that were held dition.
recently in Humboldt and Jack- Mrs. Virginia O'Daniel was din
son.
ner hostess to Rev. and Mrs. W
Several persons from this area C. Rogers and Mrs. I. L. Burnett
enjoyed the hospitality of Stigma Sunday. Mrs. Alice Hooker and
teachers in the Stigall gym last son, Derrick, have returned from
Friday night and that was follow.. Sacramento, Calif., to live with
adby others enjoying the hospital- her mother, Mrs. V. O'Daniel. M
ity of the "Kappas" and their An- I. H. Jones, Jr., of Ohio, spent
nual Spring
Formal Saturday last week with her husband, Mr.
night.
Jones, band instructor at RosenThis week finds many persons In wald.
this area planning to attend the
Mr. Jones lives with Principal
annual Debutante ball at Lane col. and Mrs. W. L. Aurnett, Sr.
lege in which certain of our young
Wallace Burnett of Nashville
ladies are formally presented to spent last week end with his famiGREEKS WITH GIFTS — The
society. Miss Jerry Wynne is the ly, Mrs. Burnett and sons, Eric
Tennessee A and I State unt
versity Greeks bearing gifts
lucky lady from this section. This atid Champ. Mr. and Mrs. C. Wilaffair is spoasored by the Sigma Hams of Cleveland, enroute to Ripfor the Tennessee SocIety for
Crippled Children were conGamma Rho Sorority of Jackson. ley to visit Mrs. Williams' pargratulated by the society for
Mrs. Bobbie Harris, accompan- ents, stopped to see her father,
their special efforts during
ied by Mrs. Eunice Patterson, mo- Mr. McBride, In the home of Mr.
tored to Chicago to visit her moth- and Mrs. Jerry Lee.
Mr. McBride is Manual Trainer, Mrs. Tishie McDearmon and
her sister Mrs. Bernadine Pope, ing instructor at Rosenwald and
both whom are ill. Miss Jimmie lives with the Lees while working
Thompson spent last Sunday in here. Mr. Leo Hale, Mathematics
Trenton visiting Mr. and Mrs. Tom instructor at Rosenwald, is a paSmith and visited the First Bap- tient in a hospital in Milan. Mr.
tist church. Mr. John Larue is Johnnie Jamison is recuperating
home with his family after an ex- nicely at home.
Rev. and Mrs. R. G. Elam, jr.,
tended visit in Flint, Mich.
Before a floral deck altar of
Mrs. Grace Ball is at the bed. and Mrs. Louise Elam motored to
Richmond, Mo., to attend the fu- white gladiolus and Easter lilies
neral of the late Mrs. Hazel Smith. flanked by candelabra and glowWhile there Mrs. Louise Elam was ing white candles, Wilma \V. Neihouse guest of Mrs. Mary Taylor, son and Charles A. Sueing exAtrinlItler, PA nstems trumpets and and Rev. and Mrs. Elam were changed marriage vows on Palm
mikes at lea than wholesale. Used
Mayer Wino roll., $300 per dozen. house guests of Mr. and Mrs. Har- Sunday at the Wynne, Ark., home
rison Rogers. They returned Mon- of the bride's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George F. Watkins, sr. Mr.
day.
Of much interest to their friends Sueing is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
251 Jackson
JA S.70118
last Saturday, the marriage of Bert Sueing of Midway, Texas,
Mrs. Clara West to Mr, R. J. Den- and the late Mrs. Sueing. The Revnis of Humboldt took place in the erend A. P. Waterford officiated
home of Rev. J. D. Thomas in
Given in marriage by her fa$4.1•41/1
Humboldt. They are at home On ther. the bride wore a ballerina
tub. Pain
length
pal
gown of peso de soie with
Washington
ta
st.,
sec.
in
Dyer.
All
their
WIlml You ere ends Used by
desperate with theusandn
friends are happy for them and yoke and sleeves of chantilly lace
see
Pale. pa can
wish them many prosperous years fashioned with a portrait neckline.
rely as 01111•1h.
ter flit, eft.,
The skirt fell gracefully with a
together.
live (111101 lust
We very hurriedly leave you front panel of chantilly lace.
with this until next week. See you
A contour tiers of pearls sprinkthen?
led on nylon held the cocktail
length veil, and she wore a single
strand of pearls and matching
pearl earrings. She carried a white
bridal Bible bedecked with a
white Easter lily. On her gown
was a corsage of white carnations.
NASHVILLE — State officials ATTENDANTS
ItICORD6 o. EVIllYeelg
are proposing; a plan patterned The bride's sister, Miss Edna
after the Memphis program de- R. Watkins, was the honer attendHe Peek" ad Lerereselea•
signed to help released prisoners ant. The groom's best man was
JA
stay free of trouble to s normal Martin Robinson. Ushers were
their adjustment to normal a brothers of the bride, Kenneth
livelihood .
R. Watkins and George T. WatThe program revolves around Idns, jr., of Memphis, also Miss
state counselors working with the Doris J. Watkins, a sister of the
CAN YOU USE
state prisons and the local Employ- bride, and Miss Flora J. Madgett.
ment Security offices in the pris- RECEPTION
oners home towns to try and find Following the ceremone, fruit
MORE
them jobs close to home.
punch and cake were served by
MR. AND MRS. Charles A.
Mr. and Mrs. George T. Wat
Corrections Commissioner Keith Mist Wilverline
McNeil. the
Sueing . . . Mr. and Mrs.
kins, sr.; Mr. Sueing is the
Hampton and L. B. Jennings, em. bride's cousin,
and Miss Alma B. Charles A. Seeing are seen fol.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Suitploy meet security orssimiasioner Davis.
lowing their wedding held on
ing of Midway, Tex. The bride
C.POSJND 11.000
Keith Hampton and L. B. JenPalm Sunday at Wynne, Ark.
to an Instructor at Booker T.
STIERICK BUILDING
nings, employment security comMrs. Sueing Is the former Mrs.
Washington High school.
missioner are working on the pro1,2t,
Ktfike /01er, ;,r,
Wilma W. Nelson, daughter of
gram along with three men to be
ire vita
hired who will served as counsemother, Mrs. George T. Watkins, Mrs. Frank C. Hurst, Mr. and
lors.
sr., Mrs. Henry Neale, the Miss- Mrs. T. J. Beauchamp and daughes Marion L. and Marcia E. Mc- ter, Ursula, Mr. Eugene Brayon.
Cuiston, Mrs. Leon Griffin, Mrs. Mrs. Eva McChriston and daughL. J. Pope and Mrs. Lula Pryor. ter Camille, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Registering guests were Miss McChrlston, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Doris J. Walking and
Miss Coleman, Mrs. Louise Davis, Mr.
Ethelyn Hurst. Receiving with the and Mrs. Thomas McClellan, Miss
Offers to you, the public, the hest in Home Improvebride and groom was the bride's Gwendolyn McEweri, Mrs. A. If.
honor attendant, Miss Edna R. Roberts, Miss A. L. Ingram,
ments. Licensed and Bonded CRAFTSMEN to fill
Watkins.
George Canaty, James Lipsey,
GUESTS
Rev. B. T. Hunt, Mrs. H. L. Jackyour improvement and remodeling needs.
YOU
I/
3
Guests at the reception included son, Mrs. Horace Simmons, Miss
FHA TERMS. Specializing in Room additions, carCAN
F'.
Mrs.
Woodson and company, Lula Dunford, Miss Sheridan Hicks,
' FIND A
Mrs. A. F. Harris and daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. MeChristports', ornamental iron, siding, roofing, paint, sideBETTER
Debra; Mrs. Celeste alcCarnes, on and Mrs. W. L. Jamison.
walks, porches, patios and awning. featuring WORLD
BOURBON'

By Markhum Stansbury

Wilma Nelson Becomes
Bride Of C. A. Swing

PIANO BENCHES

JOE SIMONS PIANO SHOP
TOOTH
ACHE

;)

COOKING HINTS

y.Pdh

The population of all the Latin
American countries combined is
now almost as large as the population of the continental U. S.

ORA-JEL?

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

1

MAIDS (90) NEEDED AT ONCE
Guaranteed jobs, $30-50 weekly.
homes, glamorous gay town. Tickets advanced. Uniforms, room as
board free, Al Agency 100A Main
St. Hempstead, Long Island, N. Y.

Parolees To Get
Help From State

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

HARVEY SALES Co.]

FAMOUS ALCOA clapboard siding screens—stormdoors.

HARVEY'S SALES COMPANY
Phone. art Ann
Alto DA S.7139

LeMoyne Grants Six To Receive
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
Statuary Stnight Saurban Whiskey • 6 Yr. cm
03 Prost•C Amstar Ass diat.Co .FrenkeOrt.Ky•
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Yeetl like a straight or a mixed drink!
Gilbey'a is the mu fin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed dnnka, yet so ereoeth and mellote,
the tante is gnat straight. That's why
it's the great favorite. all around the world.

ANNIONEM1116.
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS

MAT BALL STEW
(Makes 4 to 8 seretngill
,
2 tablespoions shoe
Va cup tine dry bread mambo
Vs cup undiluted CARNATION 2 arm thinly sliced
raw potatoes
EVAPORATED MILK
4 CorrOft cut In quarters
1 pound ensued beef
4 le 8 small onions
1 teaspoon salt
1 package fresco peas
Pew grains pepper
1/4 teaspoon nutmeg
1 Cup WOW
2 tablespoons grated onto..
/
1
2 tOO/p1,011 salt
Few grains pepper
2 tablespoons flour
Combine the bread crumbs and
CarnatIon in mixing bowl. Add
beef,1 teaspoon salt, pepper,nutmeg, and onion. Mix through's,.
Divide meat mixture into 12
portions and shape into balls.
Roll meat balls in flour to coat.
Melt shortening in frying pan.

ALSO—
THROW-AWAY SAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS

Brown meat balls on all side".
Add the vegetables and water.
Sprinkle with Is teaspoon salt
and pepper. Cover tightly. Cook
over low heat until vegetable'
are tender, about 30 minutes.
Serve in individual casseroles

APPLIANCES, INC.
JA 7-2631
2263 Park Ave. - FA 3-8507

760 Union

Open Nights
C.1079 (391 Printed ln U SI..

Ire* Perkins

Immummior

The Man Who Thinks for HimselfKnows.

Six high school seniors who rat- Awarded full tuition scholarshiP
ed top scores in the recent Le- for one year were Miss Joyce Ann
Moyne college city-wide essay con- Lynom of 257 S. Main st., Father
test sponsored by the English bertrand high school: Albert C.
department have been awarded Yates of 306 Cynthia at., Booker
scholarships to the school.
T. Washington High school; and
Mrs. Velma MeLemore, chair- Miss Marilyn Joyce Polk of 1323
man of the department, said Kney at., Manassas High school.
LeMoyne originally planned
Half-year tuition scholarships
to
offer only three scholarships but went to Miss Lane Joyce Taylor
increased the number to six on of 631 Jenette pl. and Miss Annie
account of the high calibre of the Mae Williams of 491 E. Georgia
essays.
at., both of Booker T. WAashington
The winning students also scored High school.
high marks in LeMoyne's English
A one-fourth year tuition schol
entrance examination.
arehip was won by Miss Hazel E.
THE WINNERS
Abron of Hamilton High school.

ONLY
VICEROY HAS
A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER...
A SMOKING MAN'S
TASTE!
Nuclear Designer Vernon W.
Hawkins is a man who thinks km
himself. He knows the difference
between fact and fancy.
,He trusts his own judgment.

Men like Mr. Hawkins usually
smoke VICEROY. They know for
a tact that only VICEROY has
en thinking man's filter
. a smoking man's taste.

URBAN RENEWAL
CONTRACTORS
Remodel! Repair! Repaint!
Add Rooms!
(WE ARRANGE THE FINANCING)

the one gin 'distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
A Ili,

it I,

SPIRITC w,i4,
I PROOF. 100%
SILBET3 DISTILLED LONDON DIY GIN
OISTRISUILD IT NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS Cl.
LTD-. SISCIIIIIA11. 0110.

IPA sum

CALL

H & W PROJECTS
BR. 6-5872

BR. 6-4375

"We Handle The Complete Job"

NUCLEAR DESIGNER VERNON W.HAWKINS
Ow a key role in atomic submarine development,
having helped deep and build the nuelear power
plants for the U.S.S. Nautilus, Seawolf and Skipjack. Mr. Hawkins, shown here working on submarine blueprifue, is a senior designer for General
Dynamics Corp.'s Electric Boat Division at Groton,
VICEROY.
Conn. Mr. Hawkins' cigarette
Familiar pack or °rush-preset gene
a ton.iresew•inntsweew ware Onek
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Funeral services for Jeff Sims
OBITUARIES
The funeral of Willie Childress were held Sunday, April 12, at the
was held Sunday, April 12, at the Sun Rise MB church in Forrest
Mt. Zion church in Simsboro, Ark. city with Rev. Binders and Rev.
Mr. Childress passed April 5, at S. L Henry officiating.
Mr. Sims leaves a wife, Mrs. S.
his home, 531 S. 18th at. He was
These April showers are certain90 years old, and was a deacon C. Sims; children, Willie Sims,
ly bringing May flowers and what
Bore at Jobs Gaston hospital:... A daughter, Delois, to Mr. and Brooklyn.
Miss Wyneda Sims, of Chicago and
for 15 years.
is more beautiful than a day in
Mrs. Herman Williamson of 3358 A son, Reginal, to Mr. and Mrs. Spring with Mother Nature smilApril 4, 19$0
He leaves a wife, Mrs. Ida Chil- Miss Gladys Sims. of Forrest city;
A son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs. Margaretta.
Earl Shaw of 248 N. Main.
dress, other relatives and friends. seven grand children; brother,
ing in the background through the
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Ben Webber of 1515 Patton.
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and tulips, hyarinth, thrift, Allysom
Interment was in church ceme- Rev. and Mrs. Julius Johnson, of
Denise,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs. Roosevelt Dabney of 2316 E. Mrs. Willie Hammond of 1336 Tex- and others that I cannot name? It's
A daughter,
tery. Anthony Funeral home of Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas of
to right are Miss Jean
The
Guys
aid
left
DATE
BAIT
—
Mrs. Clyde Mills of 1583 Britton. Warren.
as.
Clarksdale, Miss., Jimmy and Fate
Neuhardt, Ark., was in charge.
a very colorful world if you would
Harris and Charles Hooks.
Dolls of Jack and Jill rehearse
A son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs. Twins, sons, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Lori, to Mr. and only look.
The funeral of Elmo Smith was Sims, of Caruthersville, Mo , Mr.
Standing left to right are Edscene from a play, "Date
Nod Young of 2348 Verdun Cove. Willie Streeter of 310 Dixie rd. Mrs. Frank Russell of 418 Gaston. Last week I failed to mention
Mornand Mrs. Johnny Reed and Mrs.
held Sunday, April 5, at the
ward Harris, Albert Dumas,
Bait," which they will present
A son, Barry, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Tommie, to Mr. a n d the big doings with the NFAers.
ing Star MB church of Hulbert, Mary Catchings of West Memphis;
Juenlene
Briscoe,
Walter
Hall
p.m.
in
17,
at
8
Friday, April
Robert McClelland of 575 Ponto. Mrs. Lee Scott of 3329 Hornlake. They held their district meetL. B. Taylor of 1197 Weakley.
Ark. Mr. Smith passed March 29 niece; two nephews; in-laws Mr.
and Jean Letting.
Bruce hall, LeMoyne. Seated
A daughter, Renee, to Mr. and toe.
April 9, 1959
ing recently at Lauderdale High
at his home, 308 N. 8th at.
and Mrs. Jim Jones, of West MemMrs. Jesse rva of 2348 Eldridge. A daughter, Vivien, to Mr. and
A son, Rodney, to Mr. and Mrs. school and contestants came
Mr. Smith was a member and phis was nephew of Mrs. Nonia
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and Mrs. James Jones of 4581 Sewanee. Nathaniel Allred of 755 Pendleton. from far and near.
deacon of the church for 42 years. Sims, of Hulbert, Ark., Mrs. FanA son, Dennis, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Stephanie, to Mr. The boys were a bouquet of N
Mrs. Willie Orr of 344V2 Lucy.
nie Lane of Palecestean, Ark.
He was 82 years of age.
and Mrs. Bernard Wilson of 231 N. F. A. splendor in their quartet uni
A daughter, Fay, to Mr. and Matthew Hall of 5449 Ramsey.
Clay Funeral home was in
He leaves a wife, Mrs. Carrie
Mrs. Jewel Whiting of 310 E. Trigg. A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. Main.
formity of black and white, black,
Smith, sister, brother-in-law and a charge.
Richard Dunbar of 802 Love Al- A daughter, Barnette, to Mr. red and white and other approApril L 1959
sister-in-law. Rev. C. Bolden gave HERE AND THERE
and Mrs. William Garvin! of 555 priate attire. Kenneth Halliburton
A daughter, Deborah, to Mr. and ley.
Miss Lois Brown of Memphis,
the eulogy. Interment was in the
Mrs. Climmie Brown of 361 Lin- A son, Clinton, to Mr. and Mrs. Concord.
of Lauderdale High school won first
church cemetery. Southern Funer- Lloyd Henry and Joan Marie
A
Clinton
Turner
of
daughter,
416
Butler.
Renate,
to
Mr.
and
den.
place in the oratorical contest. Our
Walls, motored to Forrest City
al home was in charge.
A son, Otis, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Flenoid, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Rufus Webster of 2363 Mul- quartet surrendered first and secMrs. Alice Pasley died suddenly last Sunday to visit Miss Brown's
Everett Mitchell of 2274 Hunter. len.
0. T. Reed of 830 Dallas.
ond place to the visitors and conMrs. Henry
at her residence, 1591 Carnegie at., parents, Mr. and
A son, Erskine, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Bernell, to Mr. and A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs. tented themselves with third.
on April 4. She was the beloved Brown.
Mrs. Curley Lowe of 2948 Mt. Olive. Willie Laird of 487 E. Georgia.
James Smith of 682 Hernando.
In the special talent contest,
mother of Mrs. Alice McNeil; Miss Brown is a beautician at
A son, Arthur, to Mr. and Mrs. first place went to Fayette County
A son, Nathaniel, to Mr. and A son, Sylvester, to Mr. and
stepmother of Mrs. Hattie B. Wal- the Lois Beauty Shop of 130 S.
Mrs. Nathaniel Rayford of 950 Mel- Mrs. Calvin Taylor, fo 579 Boston. Arthur Vaughn of 2196 Castex.
training school for a syncopated
ton; sister of Mrs. Rachel Patton. 8th at., in West Memphis.
A daughter, Shelia, to Mr. and
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. number that was "cute enough."
rose.
eatures serve Gilmer-engineering; Mrs. Dor s
ne of t e
Mrs. Fannie Spaulding; aunt of Mr. Miss Barbara Ann Stevenson, of
Mrs. Will Stewart of 465 Weeks. James King of 310 N. Main.
First place for the quartet also on the Manassas campus last Bodden and Miss Dorothy Slate.
A daughter, Susie, to Mr. and
and Mrs. Manuel S. Carver, Jack Chicago is the guest of her grand.
A son, Marvin, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie went to Fayete County.
Mrs. Meares Bowles of 542 Carweek was Career day. Many out- home economics; Atty. C. 0. Hor- Steward, Otis Fitzgerald; mother- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jessie FitzMarvin Gathright of 7163 Hunter. Alexander of 108 W. McKeller.
Then followed the giving away standing personalities who served ton, jr.,-law, Mrs. R. Carhee-lipenter.
in-law of George McNeil; cousin gerald, who reside at 309 N. 8th
A daughter, Toya,to Mr. and of a pig. A whole pig, mind you,
A son, Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
as consultants in the various fields brary science and J. C. Tinsley of Mr. and Mrs. James Williams
Mickey of 596 Lauderdale.
at.
Mrs.
John
Holliday
of
136
E.
for only 25 cents to the lucky per- graced our platform during a re- and J. W. Cole-mechanics.
Gussie Byrd of 244 Greenlaw.
April 8, 1959
of West Memphis; sister-in-law of
Mrs. Mary Porter of 501 S. 25th
Trigg.
son. The wheel of fortune stopped cent assembly program held in the
Drs. Leland Atkins, T. W. North- Charlie Nelson, Mrs. Lula Farris
• A daughter, Levy, to Mr. and
A daughter, Rochelle, to Mr. and April 10, 1959
st., has as her guest her mother,
at the name of the bus driver auditorium of the school. The cross and C. A. Champion-mediMrs. Tread Harrison of 2137 Mrs. Alton Hudson of 1094 College.
and
Mrs.
Fannie Patton.
Mrs. R. B. Clay, from St. Louis.
A daughter, Beverly, to Mr. and from Covington. How lucky can guest speaker was Dr. N. A. CripSparks.
cine; Miss Ernestine Terry-fine
A son, Darnell, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Melvin Wright, of 240 Chelsea.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Collins, of
one
pens of Tennessee Seate univer- arts; Mrs. Tabitha J. Reeves- Funeral services were held WedA son, Barry, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Echols of 16551
/
2 Alcy.
A son, Jimmie, to Mr. and Mrs. Well,? the NFAers were harpy sity and the Tennessee State Dephotog- nesday night at the Church of God 311 N 10th st., 'motored to Helena,
Withers
Ernest
Frank Batts of 947 Ford.
nursing;
A son, Donald, to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Fondren of 1456 Ethlyn.
in Christ. Elder R. C. McNeil of- Ark, to visit her cousins Mrs.
over the days activities and Mr. partment of Education.
April 1, 1959
raphy; Matthew Hudson-radio and
Earl Taylor, of 612 King.
A daughter, Lillie, to Mr. and
One of our English instructors, television; Mmes. Marion Johns ficiated. Interment was Thursday Rosie L. Debro and husband, Rev.
A son, Quintin, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Barbara, to Mr. Mrs. Essie Johnson of 1090 East- Williams and Mr. Gillespie were
excellent hosts.
Rev. W. L. Bell, gave a brief but and Addie 0. Owens and Miss morning in Mt. Carmel ceme- and Mrs. M. D. Debro and Mr.
Jimmie Wright of 3540 Brantley.
and Mrs. George Hunter of 1980 morland.
and Mrs. John Thomas.
The Lane college band present- impressive devotional service, folwork; Broth- tery.
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs. Jefferson.
Twins, Phillip and Patsy, to ed a program at the Lauderdale lowed by a selection from the Barbara Lewis-social
er J. Edward-science; Mrs. F. M.
Fred Harris of 990 Poplar.
A daughter, Alynn, to Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. Aljah Conway of 3201
High school recently, and needless Manassas senior glee club, "0 Hassel and Mrs. Donzeleigh PatA daughter, Rochelle, to Mr. and Mrs. Gouncil Davis of 1473 Apple Rochester.
Mrs. Robert Powell, of 2034 Ned- A son, Lester, to Mr. and Mrs. A daughter, Barbara, to Mr. and to say, we enjoyed every minute Sing Your Song." Another of our terson-secretarial science and L.
of the performance. Miss Wanda English instructors, Mrs. G. V.
Clark Porteous ra.
Lester Connor of 1851 Keltner.
Mrs. Daniel Edmonds of 1309 Au- Brent, one of our own, was seat- Harvey, presented the guest speak- F. Palmer and
Journalism.
A daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
A son, Bob, to Mr. and Mrs. stin.
•
ed
with
the
group
and
was
100
per
the
introer,
Dr.
Crippens,
and
Mrs. Raymond Johnson of 220 W. Bob Reed of 1410 Lyceum.
These consultants answered quesTwins, Peter and Debbie, to Mr. cent clarinet strong.
duction
was
superb.
Desoto.
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and and Mrs. James Mott of 919 E.
from students and lectured
Several numbers were played by Dr. Crippens gave a very dy- tions
FBLA PROGRAM
announce their dance which will
April 7, 1950
Mrs. Robert Thompson of 2350 McDowell.
and it is relate dthat a greatthe group including a medley of namic speech. He pointed out sev- them
On Tuesday morning at 1:30 the be held this month at Curries.
enlightenment was shown of the
er
Future Business Leaders of Amer- The Prexy of the club is Miss
songs lovely to the ear. The pro- eral points that we, as students,
visiting and listening to
gram was concluded with "Stars should strive for as we go into the field after
ica presented their annual chapel Beverly Cole, Dorothy Zaroffer,
and Stripes+Forever," with Archie various vocations. Two points that them.
program.
It consisted of "right" vice prexy and Jackie Postell is
Career Day of 1959 was very in- and "wrong" types of secretaries the secretary.
Edward Bradley on the bass horn. he stressed were: preparation and
— each year it gets bet- with Elizabeth Graves playing the
spiring
We mourn the death of Mrs. Met- adaptability. If we get these and
Some of the members are Malbetter.
wrong secretary and Levers Young tie Crucher, Vera Hale, Rut h
tle Harris, the stepmother of B. use them along with strong init- ter and
The birds have come to visit
BAND, CHOIR CONCERT
playing the right secretary.
Londen, Lucy Barber, Mildred
W. Harris, who flew in from Flori- iative, we will succeed in life. For
us once again this year, the flowThe Manassas High school Conda to attend the funeral.
all that we would have to do is to cert band, Junior and Senior High The bosses were portrayed by Bownell and Corine Smith.
ers are blooming sweetly, and
yours
truly
and
These young ladies are looking
Phil
Rodmen.
Charles Halliburton of Nashville cope with the conditions of the
soon Spring animals will be makchoruses and the Boy's and Girl's
Advisors for the club are Miss for new members and if you are
spent last week end with h Is day, for they are swiftly changing.
ing their appreances. Boys and
clubs presented their annual
Glee
McDowell and Mrs. C. Suggs. interested contact the president at
brother, James Halliburton a 0
By ELIJAH WALLACE
Following his speech the senior band and choir concert in the Cora Miss Howard
girls are looking forward to goand Miss Bledsoe of BR. 6-4260.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Halliing on Summer vacations.
glee club presented a very famil- P. Taylor auditorium this week. Tennessee A&I State university,
burton.
SPOTLIGHT CLUB
iar selection, "Joshua fit de Bat- The concert was superb and one of practice teaching at Melrose,
SICK LIST
con- The club that is falling in the
Miss Betty Murray was out of
RONZE QUEEN BOOTED
dents to decide what fields to take On the sick list this week are school several days lard week with tle of Jericho" followed by re- the best ever presented by these tributed information concerning spotlight this week is the Indemarks and the presentation of the organizations.
Gorgeous Miss Ida Mae Jones, under consideration.
Mrs. Daisy Arnold, Rev. E. L. a sore throat.
the program.
pendent Social club. Organized for
consultants by Mrs. Sug- The Concert band, under the disenior at Booker , Washington LAZY LIZZIE LACY
Ball, Albert Ray Partee, a n d
An inyitation fromthe Sunday different
only about six months it is about
SPOTLIGHT
him.
J.
A.
Bandmaster"
substituting
for
Rev.
arman,
"Mr.
rection
of
'igh school, was given the title
myself,
John
Earl Arnold. I can school of Mount Pleasant Baptist
It seems that Lizzie Lazy Lacy
This week the spotlight falls on the most popular club in this area.
self, Emerson R. Able, jr., present- Annette
"Bronze Queen" and accepted is at it again coming up with hardly make this report, but I am church has been extended to the McDaniel who was away.
Johnson, a senior at Mel- The Prexy of the club is Waite
Mr. L. B. Hobson, our very fine ed "LaBoheme," "Sambalita,"
ll of the honors that went with those lousy "Top Ten" surveys. hoping everyone, including my- public for the program on Sunday
rose. Miss Johnson was crowned Young, a student at BTW, Robert
principal, gave remarks and the "Egmark," "Lady of Spain," "Poet
:t.
Maybe when she starts making It self, a speedy recovery.
Miss
Jubilect
of last year. Recent- Wallace, jr., vice prexy and Edafternoon, April 26, at 2:30 p. m.
assembly was climaxed and the and Peasant," ''Suarany," "VooHowever, due to fact that Miss legitimate, she will start to have ACTIVITIES
ly she received the honor of Prin- ward Irby is the secretary.
The guest speaker will be Rev.
and
Jericho,"
the
rooms
destudents
passed
to
Walls
of
"The
doo,"
:Ines was found
cess Fix Up.
other people put up front besides Those present at the Arnold's George Tyres of Dyersburg. DinSome of the members are Clevesignated for the consultants of the "Mamboanga."
It to be a city
In school life she is currently land Cox, Houston Mullins, Larry
Herble Hampton, Gladys, Johnson, home recently were Mr. and Mrs. ner will be served.
vocations. The day was The Mixed chorus or Senior Glee
various
‘sident, t h
on the Honor Roll. She belongs to Matthews, Bobby Collins, Sammy
Beatrice Cooper and Agnes Dog-1 Robert Jones, jr., Mr. and Mrs. Rev. William Burrow is pastor
exciting and very inspiration- club, under the direction of Mrs.
le was taken
George Bailey, Mrs. R. L. Jones, of the church, Wardell Henning, very
such organizations as the office White and of course, yours truly.
gett.
.
Bobbie B. Jones, presented "0 staff, Zo-Zo club, annual
Mr.
and
Mrs.
way from her
Joe
Bailey
and
Mrs.
superintendent
of
staff, F. The advisor to the club is Frank
Yes, these surveys ala lucious
the
Sunday Dinner was served in the home
"Festival Song,"
Song,"
Your
Sing
B. L. A. and the, student council. Scott. The club is planning for •
Lazy Lizzie Lacy lost the little life Vera Jenkins of the Beach Grove school and Mrs. Martha Spivey, economics de artment for the
given to
-A
Hallelujah Chorus," "Na"The
In religious life she is a very mammoth talent program which
they never had. Lizzie Lacy hadl community, and Mr. and Mrs. Rog- secretary,
liss Lucile Kenguests and a very fine menu was tion's Prayer," and "American
active member of the Mt. Pisgah will be held at the YMCA, Thursdecided to matriculate at the Uni- er Ball and Rev. and Mrs. H. W.
-Ay, a junior
them.
accompanied by
prepared
for
were
Panorama"
CME church.
day, April 30, at 8 p. m. At this
versity of Mong Cheng Sue to tear Ball of Trenton.
. Washington.
Visiting Consultants were: Mr. the Concert Band.
In social life she is a member program Miss Independent will be
how it's done.
The Boys' club of Tennessee will
Euliss T. Hunt-Art, Sgt. William
The Boy's and Girl's Glee club of the Debonairs social club.
Miss Remedy
crowned. She will be selected from
Good luck, lazy, lucioto Lizzie present a tea at the home of Mr.
Watkins-Air Force, M-Sgt. Will- presented "Dem Dry Bones," and HAVE
; a member of
YOU HEARD
one of the various high schools.
and Mrs. John W. Ball and will MARSHALL, Texas — Miss Mae iams-Army, BM1 Herman A. Bell.
Lacy, ooh, la, la.
See."
h e Frankie Kennedy
That Carey Newson is a hot ta- lf anyone would care to particisurprise an honored guest.
OUR BOXERS WIN
'Coates King, a junior at Bishop Navy, Mr. Calvin Halliburton-Ath- The junior high chorus, under
.ymon Fan club
male man?
pate in the program please conRev. J. D. Thomas filled his college from Marianna, Ark., at- letics and Sports, Messrs. Jesse the direction of Mrs. Bennie W.
After
winning
everything
for
the
beAfter
groups.
social
ad other
That the Debonairs gave a tea tact me at GL-2-1848. The admisplace at the church on Sunday tended the national officers' meet- Turner and
Lonnie
Briscoe • Sueing presented "Battle Hymn of last Sunday?
told that Miss Jones no longer first two nights in the Osceola, Ark.
sion is 35 cents in advance and
boxing tournament, our boxers' and delivered the morning serv- ing of the National Council of the Business Administration, and Mr. The Republic" and other selec- That Lynn
A the crown, she said she was
is interested in a 50 cents at the door. This program
went into the finals, taking cham- ice.
YMCA and YWCA in New York J. E. Bailey-Carpentry.
tions. Other selections were play- certain senior?
wry to hear about it, but that
promises to be the best talent
pionship honors in their respectMr. and Mrs. Perkins were Sun- city recently. Miss King is now
Mdm. G. M. S. Young-cosmetol- ed by the group which were too LINE OF THE WEEK
'e was still glad to become the
program Memphis has ever seen.
service;
ive
divisios.
chairman
ogy;
Felton
J.
Earls-civil
day
dinner
serving
as
national
vice
time.
guests
at
this
the
home
of
mention
at
numerous
to
You tell on yourself by the things There will be a prize for the
'ronze Queen.
Dr. N. T. Crippens, the guest The concert was grand and the you do. This applies to Elijah Wal- best
Pugilists winning titles were: Mrs. Vera Jenkins.
of the Nations 1Student YWCA.
"I hope that I can live up to
talent. Incidentally, Wash AlAlma listening audience receibed an eve- lace. Mr. Wallace, the title
speaker-education;
Mrs.
James
011ie
Ball
Oliver.
of
Greenfield
She
is
also
president
of
the
lightweight,
enjoyed
Thomas
of your len and William Terrill will M. C.
sat this title symbolizes," Miss
Booth-special education; William ning of cultural enjoyment. Spec- column "Notes of Interest" is not part
(Tommy)
his
Sunday
Davis.
dinner
as
Bishop
college
YWCA.
a
guest
of
featherweight;
of the program and Isaaie
..nnedy said
Elijah 'lap" Wallace, heavy- Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Ball and
ial thanks go to Mrs. B. B. Jones, a critical column. So take a hint Young and Robert Wallace will do
\nd I want to
weight; and James Williams, fly- family.
N
I
W.
Sueing
and
Mrs.
B.
Mr.
E.
R.
and
write
what
•
your
a
column
calls
portion.
'Jap,'
you,
a.nk
weight.
n Able, Mrs. E. J. Perkins, Mrs. B.
A birthday party in honor of
The club is also planning a dance
id all the
Roscoe Williams, coach for the Cleveland Partee will be given
ID B. Fingal and other people who TOP TEN
to be held at Curries on June 1.
hers for t h e
team, was presented a trophy for on May 5.
production
this
making
aided
in
r
Boys: Robert Wallace, Cleveland So hats off to the Independents,
..st wishes that
taking first place in the unit di- Mrs. Gracie Lee Ball and her
possible.
Cox, Edward Irby, Larry Matthews a swinging organization.
ive been exvision. For making such a suc- two children Eveidine and David
Congratulations band and choir Larnell Cheers, William Jackson, TOP FIVE SOCIAL CLUBS
nded to me."
cessful showing, the team has been jr., along with Earl Arnold, were
—your performance was grand! Ivno Dillard, Kenneth Cox Elvin Boys: Independents, Counts,
The first alterinvited to participate in tourneys in Sharon, Tenn., last Sunday to
The Manassas High school sen- Seals and Tetty Spencer.
'Marquettes, Barons and Turbans
Ite, Miss Bevin Wynn, Ark., and Louisiana.
visit Mrs. Etta Mai White.
ior glee club, along with a por- Girls: Nola Rush, Earnestine
Girls: Bondads, Zephyrys, Coeds,
6:30 COLONEL FLACK "West, Changing Blonde Case:" aging tion of the speech department at- Stroud, Kathrun
ly G r a y,
Thomas, P a t Dusharms and Debonairs.
of the Wierdos:" The beatnik' dancer attempts suicide but Sao tended the annual high school sym- Young, Ann Mitchell, Jean Bur- CITY WIDE
Mies CleanTOP TEN:
crowd takes a beating when Col. Francisco police investigate mur- posium held at Lane college. The nett, Barbara McKissack, Jean
said
it Grey
I)."
Girls: Mildred Winfred, Mary
Flack and Garvey come upon an der and find former husband andj trip was very exciting and en- Burnett, Leveada Gross
was an awful thing to happen to
and Ro- Chanty, Ann Mitchell, Lillian Fishartist who frames her customers young lover with psychotic tend- joyable.
'iss Jones after having her pie setta Williams.
er, Bertha Shields, Freddie Wilencies.
as well as her pictures.
ire in the paper and then ernThe glee club entered two se- CLUB NEWS
liams, Jean Burnett, Wilimatte
MARSHAL
seeks
S.
7:40
TRACKDOWN.
An
embit10:00
U.
Your
Songs"
and
arassing her to taking the title."
lections. "0 Sing
The Zetus Social club will pre- Parker, Carol Letting and
Lynn
tered ex-convict intent upon re- Apache Indian who turns to crime "I Wanna Be Ready" which gave sent a matinee every Saturday ev- Brown,
Tim Gray said she believed the
venge hires young gunslinger to although a hero of Korean war. them first place in the Choral di- ening at Curries Tropicana from Boys: Robert Wallace,
'her contestants shared her feelIsaaic
goad witness who sent him to After arduous search of reserva- vision. The one-act play, "Lonely 2:30 to G p. m. Honey Boy will Young, Israel Miles,
igs.
Cleveland
prison into a gun duel. Features tion he learns that Indian crimi- Lady," won first place and Miss spend the records. There is to be Cox. Darmy Bailey, Willie Bates,
HISS LITTLE
Edgar Buchanan and Nick Adams. nal has been killed by his own Eddye Neil Feaster won first in a dancing contest and a Cha-Cha Bobby Collins, Freddie Anderson,
Miss Martha Little, second alterCIRCLE brother.
ARMSTRONG
9:00
acting and Miss Goldle Parks won I contest' The admission is only 25 Larnell Cherrs and William Jackate and "Miss Paint-Up," and
THEATRE. "Trail of Diamonds:" Saturday, April 18
first in the dramatic reading.
cents.
Liss Annette Johnson, third alterson.
U.
S.
shows
how
12:00
AIR
FORCE
STORY.
Two trios were entered and both
life
drama
The El Cottes social club, organ- j This is Zola signing off ill next
A
true
ate (Miss Fix-lip,) were unavailexcellence.
Lines."'
certificates
of
diamond
the
Battle
received
broke
a
"Drawing
of
ized
last
agents
customs
October
would
like
to
;
week.
ble for comment.
MUSING: Human life — your My poor mother-in-law has not smuggling racket operating from General Chennault's Flying Tigers William Allen received a full tuiMy personal views on Miss life —
need not be dull and irrita- had a good night's sleep in 20 Brussels through Port of N e w help check onslaught of Japanese tion scholarship for his piano ren'ones' being disqualified are these:
One to the best dressed fll
I
ble. t can be an exhilarating and years. How can we get her to York.
war machine, and Col. James Doo- dition of "Polonaise."
do not believe that the officials enthusiastic
and the other to the best dancing 1811111110018111018110111181111111000001111111111111101111
journey through a go away and get some rest. Sorry Thursday, April 16
Coburn
and
Miss
AlMiss
Faye
little launches first aerial altack
hould have seized the title after
couple.
The
dance
is
from
9
until?
golden avenue of days, humming for Mom.
DERRINGER, on Japanese mainland from deck berta Clark performed during the Earlis Bernard is the club's presi7:30 YANCY
he contest was over. I think that a happy tune.
1Dear Sorry:
last assembly by singing re- dent.
"The Wayward Warrior:" Yancy of aircraft carrier Hornet.
he officials should have checked
Actually, a life of that kind is Your father's night-time activity
tangles with lady pirate and box- 12:15 BASEBALL GAME OF spectively, "I Believe" and "Let The Bluff City Junior Civic club,
he records of all the contestants just as easy and infinitely better seems to he bothering you
more
WEEK. Phillies at Cincinnati from Us Break Bread Together."
ing champion.
*fore they held the contest. Then than
met at the YMCA recently and
the ones most of us muddle than it bothers your mother.in-law.
GREY THEATRE. Crosley field. Buddy Blattner and Manassas took over the sym- the topic for discussion was the
werything would have been fair, through.
Perhaps she's learned to live with 8:00 ZANE
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) —
story of a Dizzy Dean will do the play by posium, winning first prizes in just grand affair which is coming soon.
Gun:"
Sunrise
"The
Ind Miss Jones would have been
Living, instead of muddling ,1 it. Love is not only blind, it is
The arrival of spring and warm
about everything, proving that
crippled gun-fighter who seeks play.
,aved from all the trouble that through, is your reward for ex- also deaf.
The selecting of a queen to ride weather
too
good
for
is
Manas"Nothing
boosted total farm em•
DEAD
Oft
vengeance against an old enemy 7:30 WANTED
'ollowed.
In the Cotton Carnival Parade as
pending a very small amount of Dear Carlotta:
sas."
ployment in Illinois in March In
gun.
with
a
ALIVE.
Josh
skill
Randall
faces
son's
CAREER DA''
through
Miss
•
•
Bluff
City
will
be
decided.
•
Where
I
effort to attain know-how. (Conwork it is very warm
245,900 workers, an increase of
Manassas and Booker T. Wash- tinued next
There is one old woman empoy- 8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90. "Judg- assassin's bullet as revenge for SOCIAL NEWS
Votes for Miss Bluff City are 10 25 per cent
week
over February, ac'ngton held their annual "Career" Dear Carlotta:
cents
each.
purchases
two
ed who claims that she suffers ment at Nurem urg. story is self defensef son of
If
one
Gladiator
Social
club
is
preThe
cording to the Illinois Crop Redays last week.
I think that my poor mother-in- from sinus trouble and cannot based on one of most dramatic religious sect. Young girl is as- senting its first club dance, entitl- votes for any young lady who is
Porting Service.
A groan of about 30 consultants law should go to a hospital to get stand a draft. We open the win- episodes in recent world history, signed the job.
ed "A Night with the Gladiators." in the race, he will be entitled
The march total also was
visited the two schools. There we away from her husband and build dows and she closes them. We —the German war crimes trials. 8:00 FACE OF DANGER. "Web April 19, at Curries Club Tropi- to attend the dance and to see
people present of vocations and . herself up. I slept in her home one turn on the fans and she turns I Drama concerns American jurist of Circumstance," with Thomas cana. The club consists of mem- the crowning of the queen on May per cent higher than for March
of
last year.
professions. Some of the people night last week, and she has to them off. Should all of us suffer I called on to sit in judgment on Mitchell as bank teller who plans bers on and off the Manassas cam- 1 at the YMCA.
, pus.
giving advice to the students were put up with so much from that because of her? B.
Your cooperation in purchasing 10111111111
'four German defendants who sem to leave shrewish wife and is el
11111111111111011111111111111M1111111111111111111111111
Prof. J. D. Springer, principal of: man that you would never believe Dear B.
ed as judges under Hitler's re- roneously arrested for homicide
Some of the members on the votes for Miss Bluff City will
Bingham.
Douglass high, education; M i s el that she does.
If your room is stuffy, surely gime.
en route to airport and freedom. campus are: Cleophes Owens, Ed- be deeply appreciated.
TOP COEDS
Lula Pope, BTW teacher, dietetics;
My father-in-law snores like a you need air. n a democracy the Friday, April 17
9:00 GUNSMOKE. Marshal Mat ward Grigsby, Chester Visor, An- TOP FELLOWS
Tri-State Defender Editor Lutrelle horse, and no matter which part majority rules. Don't let her give 6- 30 YOUR HIT PARADE. With Dillon works out an admirable bit drew Weaver, Percy Hughes, John
Friedel Greene and Larry Stan- Dorothy Jackson, Thelma CoopPalmer, photographer Ernest Wi- of the house you go you can still you any more heat.
Johnny Desmond and Dorothy Col. of trickery with connivance of Shaw and John E. Jones. Mem• back, Morris McCraven, Sammy er, Arms Jean Holmes, Maurice
thers, Dr. O. W. Crippens of Ten- tear him. He gets up every half
lins will be seen and heard guests leading citizens of Dodge City to hers off the campus: Carl Bush, Belfour, Samuel Eubanks, Ural Young, Cevil Palm, Patricia Johnnessee State and others.
hour or so for onepurposeoran. The European corn borer has Louis Jordan and his Tympany prevent lriching by an out-of- Carl Bruce, Charles Hook and Wil- Williams. Charles Poole, Joe Lew- son,
Thedoria Bowden, Zula RayThe event is held annually at other and slams doors and makes been found in 37 of the United Five.
is and Tommy Parker, Clifton ford, Nellie Criglar and Barbara
town sheriff armed with a mur- lie Jo Alexander
all the city schools to help stu- enough noise to route the dead. I States.
THE
LINEUP. "The der warrant.
There will be two prizes given; Tucker, Walter Proctor and Larry Bowles.
9.00
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Warm Weather
Boosts Farm
Hiring To 245,000

Press History
Made As Age
••Hires Critic

Simi
it the
wrest
Rev.

The New York Age, America's
oldest Negro newspaper in continuous circulation, last week announced the appointment of Virgil Cabaniss as drama critic for
Broadway, off-Broadway, Summer
circuits and special productions
during New York Summer festivals.
It is believed to be the first
time that a full time reviewer has
been 'Aiployed by any o fthe Negro press, and Mr. Cabaniss has
already been welcomed into the
New York drama critic's circle.
"This is of both cultural and
commercial significance," stated
C. Summer Stone% editor of t h e
Age, "and we believe it is a step
In the right direction in view of
the long-time participation of all
races in the theatre. The Negro,
especially, for the major part of
his national life, has had to he
happy with limited portrayals
'down front' or back stage. Now
that his participation has enlarged
even toward the classics, we hope
to see integrated management, integrated publicity, and integrated
club attendance. Our reviewers
may help in some small way to
call attention to these items."
Mrs. Cabaniss' background includes studies of the drama from
the Elizabethan to the present period under graduate faculties of philosophy. Ile has published more
than 30 articles on the theatre and
its personalities.
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For 100,000 Enrollment Bill To Label
Negro Blood

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.

gift

- - JUST
WONDERFUL
FOR
SORE FEET

Mt. Pisgah, he Is a senior at
lane college majoring in
chemistry and minoring le
mathematics. For the past two
years he has been a lab assistant at Lane college in Jackson.

Shutter Bugs Offer Prizes

Salesmen Wanted

.
Selected
Poems
.. of Langston Hughes .
.
.
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YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID FOOT MEDICINE
MADE BY A DOCTOR 70 HELP YOUR FEET 5 WAYS:
• RELAX FATIGUE
• EASE ACHE
•.TONE SKIN
• QUIET NERVES
• SOOTHE THE STING 6- BURN

, KC-

p Re-

wax 2
March

$100

A. ON SALE
NOW
AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO

IIIIIIIIIIIIN

VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 5737 Chgo. 80, Ili.

Coop(mirk,
Johns Rayarbare

Enclosed is Si 00 (plus 20, for
Please send Vigene Foot Tonle to —
Name (print/

NOW ONLY
$100

Zone

This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line, MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being away and at last she is
bark to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage" Have
you lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yen
In bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you Just as she would read an open hook.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success If you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
lAcated on Highway 51 South. just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

Address
City

235 E. Mclemore Avenue

.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••
• Just Published in one big handsome volume the... •
•
•
•

MADAM
BELL
(English Lady)
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A LUCKY SENIOR — Claude
0. JonesofGermantown,
Tenn., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Jones has been granted a $2,300 laboratory assistantship to the University of
Southern Illinois. A graduate
of Mt. Pisgah high school at

EARLE, ARK.

N.
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iLane Social Scie ce
Club See N.Y. Si hts

Howard Dean
Keynoter At
By
BUSionffilininlig
to• It's Convenient gi Delta Confab

Jarticf-
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Jefferson and Monioe
ator Estes Kefauver and Retire
sentative Murray were on hand
to welcome group on arrival
In Washington, D. C. In New
York City they were feted by
New York Alumni chapter.
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near the Capitol. the group
%kited the Lincoln. Jefferson
and Washington monuments
while in Washington and later
paid visits to Washington's
Mount Vernon home in V I(glide and Monticzne. home of
and Washington monuments

TRAVELING CLUB — Members of the Social Science
club of Lane college made an
educational tour of New York
City and Washington, D. C.
and heading the group was Dr.
Samuel Kung. Posing here

15
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At the October 1958 board meet- 1958.
ing of Supreme Liberty Life InThe former president of Dunsurance company. the directors bar. D C. Chandler, is now vice
declared a cash dividend of 75 president of Supreme Liberty I.ife,
cents per share, payable to all in charge of Ohio operations. Roth
stockholders of record as of Dec.' Mr. Chandler and Dr. J. C. Wig91, 1958.
gins, former vice president and
It was the, eighteenth consecu-i secretary of Dunbar, were elected
live year that the company has last week to the hoard of direct•
paid cash dividends to its thous- ors.
ands of shareholders. Several stock LONG-TIME MEMBERS
dividends have been distributed
Two long-time members of t h e
since 1941.
board of Supreme Liberty Life.
The firm's contingency reserve, were elevated 10 the enieritusl
capital paid up and unassigned board status this month in honor,
surplus amounts to $2,3.51,754.45. of faithful service. They were Dr.
MERGED JAN. 1
henry Allen Boyd, secretary- treaOn Jan. 1, 1959, the Dunbar surer of the National Baptist PubLife Insurance company of Cleve- lishing board, and Bishop W. C.
land. Ohio, merged with Supreme Brown, of the AME Zion church.
Liberty Life and the thirty- Dr. Boyd was elected in 1921 and
ninth annual stockholders meet- Bishop Brown has served since
ing, held at its home office on Ap- 1925.
ril 7 marked the first meeting
The company's assets exceed $22
which included stockholders of million, and the amount of inboth companies.
surance in force is in excess of
At this meeting the president, 8143 million. There are more than
Earl B. Dickerson, announced a 1,200 first mortgages for over $8
net gain of $205,136 for the year million and the policyholders.
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JACKSON — Members of the Lincoln, Wa.hinglon and Jefferson
Social Science club of Lane col- monuments, Arlington cemetery
A Moo cash prize and a queen's sored by the Shutter-Bug group of
lege, along with their advisor, Dr. and the Tomb of the Unknown Sol- trophy awaits tlie winner of the Detroit, Mich.
The Stnitter-Bug group ts the
Samuel Kung, were in New York dier. They also visited the cam- top prize in the "Queen of the liltCity, and Washington, D. C., on pus of Howard university and the tie Foxes" popularity contest spon- most active camera club in Michigan, and the contest is open to any
an educational tour. They were newly-erected Islamic center.
young lady under the age of 25
The trip was the first educations
away from the campus traveling
who has ever been active in modtour for a college club.
for 10 days.
eling.
The group began the educational
Winners will be named at the
WASHINGTON — A unique mili- sociation's fellowship and more
part of the trip with a guided tour
Meeting of the Little Foxes in Detary campaign which uses soldiers adequately represent the views
through the United Nations and
troit on July 4, 1959. Information
and aspirations i women.
LITTLE ROCK — Gov. Orval E. were allowed to attend a general
ranking from privates to generals,
2. Unite the greatest possible
about the contest can be obtained
but no firearms, is currently un- number of women in the Auto- Faubus last week signed into law assembly. It was followed by a
by
writing the contest chairman
a blood-labeling hill because he visit to the Museum of Natural
elation's program.
derway across the country.
at 11612 Dexter blvd., Detroit,
said there is a chance white per- History and the Planetarium where'
Mich.
3. Provide a national direct. sons will get diseased Negro
The objective is the enrollment
they viewed a film entitled! "A' The freshman recruiting team of
ory of 100,000 names and address.
blood in transfusions.
of 100,000 women in the ambitions
account'
an
The
Moon,"
Trip
to
es for the files of the association.
The bill was passed during a of man's developments in spacel AM&N college under the supervisand far-flung program set up by
Mrs. Gragg emphasized that this
At the March Student Council the National Association of Color- is not a membership drive, but is recent sesion of the Arkansas leg- travel, and his efforta to get to the ion of Dr. J. E. Marshall were
Experienced Lino Operator
islature. It requires that all blood moon.
guests of the senior class at Dunmeeting of Father Bertrand High ed Women's Clubs, Inc.
a national enrollment of womand Compositor wanted by
school, Fr. Cpistran J. Haas, OFM, The Commander-in-Chief of the en. She believes that most wom- from Negro donors be clearly la- The club then went on to Radio, bar school.
City to see a movie and a stage
The Daily Defender, Write
the school superviror, awarded a whole operation is Mrs. Rosa L. en's groups have common purpos- beled as such.
Mrs. Jennie Dorsey Hall died in
Faubus said information avail- show. A bus trip took members
gold key to Joseph Sudduth and a Gregg of Detroit, Mich., who was es and goals, but need to pool their
Personnel, 3435 S. Indiana,
Gary,
Ind.
Mrs.
Hall
is
formerly
certificate toVelma Wray in the elected president of the Federa- efforts to reach more non-or- able to him did not establish im- to Harlem, the Bronx zoo, through
Chicago 16, III.
National Art Contest held at a lo- tion slits thirty-first biennial con- ganized women with a program. possibility of disease being trans- famous Greenwich village which of Earle and leaves three sisters
cal department store of Memphis. vention there last June.
artists and writers claim as their and a host of relatives. Funeral
The national enrollment visualizes ferred.
In athletics, Stephen Boone,
having a handy reference list "While it is true that all blood habitat; Rockefeller Center, the arrangements are incomplete at
a PURPOSE OF DRIVE
senior and captain of last year's
which could be used for quick mo- is tested for disease, there still Metropolitan Museum of Art, and this writing.
LINDA HOLLOWAY, daughter of
football team, was awarded the Serving under her is a net work bilization of women on many im- exists, as all members of the medi- the Cloisters, which contains a colAll Sites and Colors
Mr. and Mrs. Cleopha Dunn re- Mr. and Mrs. Alcux Holloway,
to
marwhose
job
it
is
officers
of
cal
profesion
admit,
four year football trophy. In
the
merieval
possibiliart.
of
lection
portant projects as well as reach$1.99 to 910.00 tech
bascently learned of the death of Mr. 1464 Hearst ave., took the honors Rehuill
ketball, Warnsby Stagall, Calvin shal] forces in five regions. The ing down to the grass roots level. ty of error," Faubus said.
Refininhad
On
Repaired,
FETED BV ALUMNI
purpose of the drive as stated
Dunn's mother. Mrs. Dunn died In the Kiddie Contest which was Easy Payment Plan EnJoy Your
Cunningham, Richard Washington,
Co-commanders in the campaign
"Since the only valid objection
They visited Columbia univer- in Chicago.
sponsored to benefit the Ward Piano More With Mandolin sums.
to:
Gragg
is
Mrs.
by
Plano,
Your
menu Built To Fit
Stephen Boone and L. C. Ford
are Mrs. Ella P. Stewart, Toledo, to the measure so far as the sity, Union Theological seminary,
Mrs. Exie Snipes and Mrs. Jo. Chapel AME church building fund.
1. Extend the reach of the As. Ohio; Mrs. Iola Rowan, Dallas,
received a B monogram.
treatment of patients is concern- St. John the Divine. Riverside ale Nolan, both of St.
Second place winner was Venessa
Luke
MB
Sister M. James, BVM, the typTex.: Mrs. Louella Goff, Coving- ed is some increase in adminis- church, Grant's Tomb, and InterDavis, daughter of Mrs. Amelda
church, are ill.
ing teacher, presented silver
JA. 5-701111
251 Jackson
pins LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Bill ton, Va.; Mrs. Irene McCoy Gaines, trative work, I have reached a de- national House, where students About 35 girls and boys left by Davis, 3162 Elder Cove.
for 40 words per minute to
both
from
John
Sloan,
Collins
and
Chicago,
and Mrs. Dollie J. Alex- cision to sign the measure into from all over the world reside. bus
Sophia
last
Saturday
morning
for LitBrown and Betty Gillis, a gold pin
won the U. S. handball ander, Xl.lanta.
law."
They were present in the CBS tle Rock to attend the NHA meetfor 50 words per minute to Betty !Chicago,
championship for the The national commander is Mrs.
doubles
Television studio to watch the ing under the supervision of the
Simpson. Patricia Neal won the Third straight time. They defeat. Fannie Jenkins Benford of Gary,
popular show, "Top Dollar."
Home Economic teacher of Duntrophy as the most outstanding led Morrie Singer of Los Angeles Ind., and the national chairman
The group's New York visit was bar High, Mrs, A. T. Smith,
typist ever to reach 70 words
and Vic Hershkowitz of Brooklyn, of enlisrment is Mrs. Ella H. Mitclimaxed with a banquet by the
Rev. H. Breckenridge of Earle
minute, either at St. Augustine or;N. Y., 18-21, 21-20, 21-7.
chell, Chicago.
New York Alumni chapter at the is building a new church in the
Father Bertrand high schools.
Neat, courteous and dependable salesmen needed at
home of Mr. and Mrs. Leander same place where the old St. Paul
Meeks.
formerly stood.
Everything in the Home Improvement Line.
once.
Vermont leads all other states
Club members were met by SenThe old St. Paul was pastored
In the production of maple
sugar
ator Estes Kefauver and Repre- for a long time by the deceased
than average deal. Apply For Interview At
Better
products,
sentative Murray when they ar- Rev. J. G. Randolph. Rev. Breckrived in Washington, D. C. After- enridge hopes to be ready to move
ward they were cared to t h e into the new building on the secHouse of Representatives by Mr. ond Sunday in June.
= WASHINGTON, D. C. — Delta Murray
and sat in on an after- Mrs. Emma Battle Terrell is
Sigma Theta sorority's Eastern Re- nbon session.
convalescing after her illness.
= gional conference was told recentIF YOU
ly that it is of little importance FIRST CLUB TOUR
=
•
= if the attitudes of Southern whites Sights of interest in the capital
CAN
viewed by the club included the
eenchparonvgedd tbhyat
ictanhnaost bbe
FIND Li
atZe nbeBETTER
havior cart be so changed — and Many Take LeMoyne
BOURBON
overnight.
11
II
..BUY
mu
The speaker was Dr. James M. Entrance Exams
rs
.
.:
= Nabrit, Jr., dean of Howard uniMore than 400 high school senversity's School of Law, who has iors from Memphis and the Tr- •
s
figured prominently as an attor- State area jammed Bruce hall
•
ney in Supreme Court decisions af- last Saturday to take entrance ex- N
THE MILDER BOURBON
fecting race relations in the Unit- aminations to LeMoyne college.
Ktatutliy She& Bourbon Whiskey • 6 Yn Old
ed States.
Another 500 are expected to he on •
90 Pool. Oaten! 1,4e Dot Co , rianklori, Ky.
As the keynote speaker at the the campus next Saturday for the
allIIIIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111ill
conference in Charlotte, N. C., Dr. tests.
Nabrit said, "They (white South- The examinations will detererners) say that the inability of mine who will be admitted to Lethe law or Supreme Court de- Moyne's freshman class in Sepcisions to change the habits or atti- tember. Scholarship winners also
tudes of Southern whites make in- will be selected from thse stutegration impossible.
dents.
"We do not like income tax laws, The youngsters arrived on the
but we obey them — or labor campus at filb a. m. Saturday
laws, or others — but our belies
,and were taken on a tour of the
ior is controlled by them.
campus by members of the Stu"If we can get racial habits or dent Council. Exams were conattitudes changed, we are elated. ducted from 9 a. m. to 1:05 p. m.
If we cannot, we are not too con- and a luncheon given in the comcerned for we are primarily in- mons from 1:30 to 2:30 p. m.
terested in behavior, and we know
During the afternoon the high
that behavior can he changed ov- school tudents
participated
in
ernight."
games and a dance contest.

Students Cop
Honors At
• *Council Meet

irbans.
Coeds,

' More Diviblends Go To
Supreme Stock Holders

. Stets

DEALER & JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED

Hours C a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Dally Open on Sundays
I don't mats any home CAI1S or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.

•containing now within a single book all the best •
•
•
•
from
all
known
the
auth;
•
and
most
famous
poems
• ,
•
•
•
or
comprehensive
s
previous
new
books. In this
•
•
•
• book are:
•
•
Montage of a Dream Deferred
•
•
•
The Negro Speaks of Rivers
•
•
•
•
Keep Your Hand On The Plow
•
•
•
•
I, Too, Sing America
•
•
Mother To Son
.
•
•
•
Train
Freedom
•
•
Madam To You
•
The South
•
•
Cross
•

• and more than 200 other popular poems, humorous, dramatic
▪ and romantic. Beautifully illustrated, and with a cover photo- •
•
•
"
. graph of the author by the great photographer, Henri Cartier- •
• Bresson
•
•
•
•
POEMS"
OF
"SELECTED
order
postthe
LANGSTON
moil
HUGHES
by
To
•
•
paid, write your name and address below and enclose check or money order for

• $5.00 made out to:
•THE NEGRO BOOK SOCIETY, 459 WEST 144th STREET
•
▪ NEW YORK 31, NEW YORK
▪ NAME
•
•ADDRESS
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Voting Theme Stressed
At Beaty Owners Meet
CLEVELAND — "Education for of the Denver area Council of
Full Citizenship Through the Ballot Churches and a high layman in the
Box" was the theme as more than Congregational church.
1,000 delegates from 40 states con- He has worked actiely In the
verged on this city this week for annual drives of the United Nethe 14th annual convention of the gro College Fund, and is one of
United Beauty School Owners and the five sponsors in the House of
Teachers Association. Also meet- Representatives who hired James
ing in conjunction with the asso- Johnson, jr., of Chicago as mesciation was the Alpha Chi Pi senger after he was turned down
Omege sorority and fraternity of in his bid to be the first Negro
page boy in Congress. Young
beauticians.
Both groups were founded in Johnson is now attending the CapiWashington, D. C., in 1945 by tol Page school.
Mrs. Marjorie Stewart Joyner Representative Johnson was inof Chicago who is national super- troduced at the banquet by Arvisor. Mrs. Joyner is an executive thur Chapin, assistant to the depof the Madame C. J. Walker Beau- uty chairman of the Demoeratic
National Committee.
ty Products company.
It was the second year that the DONATES TO COLLEGE
citizenship
featured
Dr. Richard V. Moore, Presihas
Convention
education on its program. Rep. dent of Bethune-Cookman college,
Byron Johnson (D.-Colo.) fresh- Daytona Beach, Fla., was the
man Congressman was the princi- speaker at the opening session
pal speaker at the awards ban- of the convention on last Sunday
quet on Tuesday, April 14, in the evening. More than $50,000 have
Masonic auditorium where all ses- been contributed to the school
founded by the late Dr. Mary
sions were held.
McLeod Bethune and through its
CHURCH OFFICIAL
' Mr. Johnson holds a Ph.D. In various chapters the assiaciation
government, law and business contributes $6,000 annually to the
from the University of Wisconsin college.
and is former professor of eco- One of the most outstanding feanomics at the Universities of Den- tures of the convention was the Inver, Columbia in New York City ternational Hair Style show preand Colorado. He is vice president sented last Monday.

HAPPY CHAIRMAN—A check
for $1,000 was contributed by
Radio Station WDIA to the
Abe Scharff branch of the Y.
M. C. A. recently by A. C.
Williams, promotional consultant of the station, to help

Work Of Bynum Group
Draws 14 Into Club

With Spring officially here and
very lovely weather in evidence,
we are all very grateful. This is
the time of year that most people
handicapped children
think about getting on the out- More than 14 persons interested mentally
mem'''‘
in the welfare of physically and added their names to the
side.
Zuber-Bynum Coll!)
the
ship list of
God
of
Church
the
Members of
title cil when the group met here rein Christ are elated with the pro- Competing for Miss America
cently.
gress of their younger members. are Misses Betty Ann Perry, Ira
Adding Inspiration and incentive
Miss Effie J. Simmons and Elder N. Morgan and Hattie Price, with
to the program was Mrs. Georgia
Winfrey Dickerson are manifest- Eddie Lee Perry, Finis Carol and
Walker, formerly a patient at the
ing much interest in the youth — Bobby J. Hunt running for posiA. Andrews hospital in TusJohn
youngsters
Sam.
the
Uncle
as
tion
that
so much so
kegee, Ala., who gave a very inattend business meetings regular- THE SICK
of her work at
Little Andrew Walker has recent- teresting account
ly.
the hospital.
surgery.
undergone
ly
all
invited
has
Hill
Dossis
Mrs.
In spite of her own handicaps,
back
residents of Bells and surround- Mrs. Rosa Lee Bond is
having Mrs. Walker has worked with mening communities to be present at home after recuperating
tally retarded persons and did exa fellowship meeting to be held undergone sugery.
tensive volunteer work in occupaMrs. Tom Vann, one of Bells'
at the elementary school on the
tional therapy with physically
sick
the
on
is
residents,
oldest
Hill
Mrs.
fourth Sunday, April 28.
handicapped patients.
list.
of
Church
the
of
member
is a
At an earlier meeting, Rev. J.
Another senior citizen, Mrs. BeChrist.
A. MacDaniel, chairman of t h e
Mrs. Threne Epperson, a mem- char Cole, is in a very low state Easter Seal campaign, told t h e
ber of Fairview Methodist church, of health.
group about plans being made by
had as a recent dinner guest, her CONDOLENCES
the National Association for Criplost
Wyatt
Johnnie
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Humboldt.
pastor, Rev. Green of
pled Children and Adults to send
Her husband, Profit Epperson, is their granddaughter suddenly. She Negro handicapped children to
was the daughter of Mrs. Glady
a steward at the church.
camp for one week during the SomMembers of St. John Baptist of St. Louis, Mo.
mer.
church No. 1 are very pleased at COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
The council is still seeking a
the interior remodeling of their The Community Club of St. John larger and more versatile group
church and would like very much No will hold a business meeting and those who wish to becot
to see the outside remodeled too. at the school, according to Robert members may meet with the co
.)
For that reason everyone is ready Patrick, each second and fourth cil on the ;,irst and third WednesTuesday night.
work.
to
day nights at the Vance Ave.
swell the local YMCAs drive
vision, while A. Maceo Walk.
Prof. Mack T. Barnett and Miss Mrs. Allie B. Walker is secre- branch of the YWCA.
for a million dollars for Jni•
Cr, center, president of UniverEverlena Patrick, manager a n d tary, Ellious Walker treasurer,
New members added to the rostprovements. Receiving t h e
sal Life Insurance company
president respectively of the jun- and ()Lizzie Walker vice presi- er at the recent meeting were
checks at right is W. F. "Bill"
and general chairman of Abe
ior choir, are working very hard dent.
Theresa Williams, Mr. and
Mrs.
Nabors, Coca-Cola bottling co.,
Scharff branch's campaign, with a baby contest. Taking part Mrs. Lula Bell Swift, president
Mrs. L. Ragan, Mr. and Mrs. Elias
public relations counsel and
gives an approving smile.
with them are Mrs. Hattie Cole, of the Usher Board, has organized Gatewood, Mrs. Mary Ann Claxchairman of advance gifts di•
(Withers Photo)
president of the senior choir, and a a Junior Usher staff.
ton, Mrs. Virginia Turner, Mrs.
member, Herman Mathis. The The new ushers are Vadie Mae Cercelia Simpson and Mrs. Elgie
group plans to climax the affair Cole, Cathy Walker, Gloria J.
McWhorter.
with a singing convention next Johnson, Diane Cole, Ann Flakes,
Also Mrs. Mame Starks, Mrs.
month. Rev. D. B. Hardy is pas- Hattie P. Cole and Helena Moore.
served
Henderson, Airs. Willie
Dora
had
1918,
lege book store, and
tion at LeMoyne college in
tor of St. John. He lives in Jack- MEMPHIS VISIT
and worked there for two years 40 years with the American Mis- son.
Mrs. Ida Dickerson was in Mem- Wheeler, Mrs. Alice Banks, Mrs.
before going to Straight college in sionary Association when she re- SCHOOLS
phis recently to visit friends and Ernestine Cunningham, Mrs. GeorNew Orleans.
A Miss America and Uncle Sam relatives. Among those she visit- gia Walker and Miss Beatrice
tired in 1955.
After Straight college closed In
Contest is currently in progress ed were John Chandler and fami- Jackson.
Final rites were held for Miss
here and will be climaxed on by, Elder and Mrs. E. E. Dicker. Mrs. Minerva Hancock is presi1935 she went to Tougaloo and
served for 20 years as treasurer Dixon on Wednesday, April 8, is Sunday, April 19, at the Bascom son, and Elder and Mrs. George dent of the council and Miss E.
Carruthers, secretary.
Flagg.
CME church.
and business manager of the col- Providence, Rhode Island.

VOL

Attack Fatal To Former LeMoyne Prof

Miss Marguerita Dixon, one-time
member of the LeMoyne college
faculty and former treasurer of
Tougaloo Southern Christian college, died of a heart attack on
Sunday morning, April 5, in BirHAMPTON, Va. — J. Saunders OTHERS GOING
mingham, Ala., while en route to
Redding, James Weldon Johnson Other Americans scheduled to Rhode Island New Orleans.
professor of creative writing at speak are Dr. Willian T. Fontaine, Miss Dixon began her work with
Hampton institute, is one of the professor of philosophy, Univer- the American Missionary Associa14 leaders and members of the sity of Pennsylvania; Elton 'ax,
American Soviety of African Cul- artist, New York City; James W.
Mann Bond, president of
ture representing the United States Ivy, editor of Crisis magazine; Horace
AMSAC and dean of School of Eduat the Second Congress of Negro and Robert L. Carter, general
cation, Atlanta university; and Dr.
Writers and Artists meeting in counsel of the NAACP.
Mercer Cook, professor of French,
Rome, Italy.
Dr. John A. Davis, executive diuniversity, Washington, D.
Howard
Sponsored by the International rector of the American Society of C.
of
professor
and
Culture
the
African
Culture,
African
of
Society
Also Dr. Naomi Garrett, profeseight-day conference has as its government at City College of New
languages, West
theme, "The Unity and Respon- York, is chairman of the delega- sor of nimance
Virginia State college; James T.
sibility of Negro African Culture." tion.
executive di' Prof. Redding is one of the five Others scheduled to attend are Harris, jr., assistant
Adelaide Cro-,
members of the American delega- Samuel W. Allen, poet and in- rector, AMSAC; Dr.
and
tion presenting papers during the structor at the School of Law, Tex- mell Hill, African research
Congress. His paper is entitled as Southern university; Mrs. Etta studies program, Boston universi'Sanctions of the American No- Moten Barnett, singer, actress and ty; and Miss Pearl Primus, dancradio commentator, Chicago; Dr. er, of New York.
, Art."
gm's Literary

Hampton Prof. Slated
For Rome Writers Meet
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°Sam always likes his coffee 'creamed'
with Carnation," Mrs. Wheeler says.
"He likes Carnation on cereal, too."
Carnation in the red and white can is
the world's leading brand of evaporated milk, by far.

, ,•t •

taste of fin
puff. Says Miss
have just what
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perfect taste!.

"It's amazing how easily Carnation
whips," Mrs. Wheeler says. "I whip it
for Lemon Fluff Pie for potluck suppers at the Y.Incidentally,I often have
Carnation C,onsultanta talk to row
Young Adult groups."
Mrs. Samuel Wheeler and daughter Gayle with
daddy's basketbalL "Our little Gayle is the star of
this household," Mrs. Wheeler declares. "The only

milk she's ever had is Carnation Evaporate4 Milk.
Carnation was her formula milk, and now we mix
It with an equal amount of water for her cup."

Mrs.Samuel Wheeler, Y.W.C.A.leader says:
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LEMON FLUFF PIE
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CRUMB CRUST:

Get the genuine article

Get the
honest taste of
a LUCKY STRIKE
• e•

,
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"THERE'S ONLY ONE BRAND
OF EVAPORATED MILK
FOR ME-CARNATION"
Mrs. Wheeler is the wife of a former Harlem Globetrotter, Samuel
Wheeler, who is now a co-owner of the Harlem Magicians basketball

"But my first responsibility is keeping this energetic family of mine
well-fed and happy," Mrs. Wheeler declares."Our 20-month-old daughter Gayle is already a hearty little eater.
"Sam likes substantial hot dishes with a good cream sauce bast.
That's one reason my only cooking milk is Carnation. It's amazing
how much richer and smoother it makes creamy dishes."
Double-rich Carnation is evaporated to the consistency of cream. It
looks like cream, pours like cream,and even whips!

the
Men
of A

2 cups crushed graham crackers
4 cup melted butter or shortening
1
/
2 tablespoons sugar

well

FILLING:
1 package(3 ounces)
lemon-flavored gelatin
4 cup hot water
/
3
V4 cup granulated sugar
1 4 cup lemon juice
/
1 cup undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
1 teaspoon grated lemon rind

•

Blend crust ingredients together. Line
sides and bottom of 9-inch pie plate,
saving 14 cup crumbs for the topping.
Combine gelatin, hot water, sugar, and
2 tablespoons lemon juice. Cool. Chill
Carnation in refrigerator tray until soft
Ice crystals form around edges of tray
(about 15 to 20 minutes). Whip chilled
Carnation with remaining lemon juice
about 1 minute. Add cooled gelatin
mixture and lemon rind; whip until
fuffy (about 2 minutes). Pour Into the
crust. Sprinkle with remaining crumbs.
Chill about 1 hour, or until Mel.

team. Mrs. Wheeler is the Young Adult program director at Wheatley
Branch Y.W.C.A. in St. Louis. Somehow she also finds time to be
active in volunteer work for many community groups.
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